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Abstract 
 

This thesis explores gene evolution throughout the history of Metazoa. This group of             

multicellular organisms represents a wide range of diversity, embodied by the number of             

species, the multitude of morphological and developmental traits, and the complexity within            

the genetic elements dictating these traits. Although a significant amount of research has             

been carried out on gene family emergence and expansion in animal genomes,            

comparatively little research has been published on how these genes are formed. Of specific              

interest here is the role of complex, reticulated mechanisms of gene evolution in forming new               

genes, these include processes such as gene fusion and fission - hereafter referred to as               

gene remodeling. Current methods of gene family prediction are not sensitive to these             

mechanisms of gene evolution. We apply both network and phylogenetic models to            

characterise the traits and role of gene remodeling across Metazoa and take a data focused               

approach to attempt to resolve remaining issues within the animal tree of life (AToL). In               

Chapter 2 we took a novel network approach to quantify the contribution of gene remodeling               

events to novel protein coding gene family evolution in the animal tree of life. Using graph                

theory we analysed the partial homology shared between a set of animal proteomes             

spanning most major clades, and we placed these gene remodeling events onto the species              

tree. In addition to this, in Chapter 3 we sought to assess the phylogenetic properties of                

these events and their ability to reconstruct AToL, ultimately our aim was to determine if               

gene fusions could be deployed to resolve contentious regions within AToL. As a consilient              

approach is most desirable in phylogeny reconstruction, in Chapter 4 we examine the             

potential for resolving AToL using a combination of data types, i.e. gene fusions and              

previously published phylogenomic datasets. Specifically, we examined potential issues in          

annotation of homology and orthology within previously published animal phylogenomic          

datasets and focussed on determining what impact inaccurate definitions of orthology have            

had on resolving difficult or contentious parts of AToL.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
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1.1 Principles and practices of phylogenetic reconstruction 

From Darwin's initial proposals for the use of trees to classify life in his seminal work in 1859,                  

the history of systematics has developed substantially. Following the emergence of the            

modern synthesis, the field developed from basic classification into a sophisticated tool to             

understand the processes of molecular evolution, adaptation, and ultimately the diversity of            

life. This thesis will focus on the use of phylogenetics and comparative genomics to interpret               

the history and evolution of the protein coding content within animals and the patterns of               

speciation that led to the diversity we see today. To do so we will use phylogenetic trees,                 

networks, and molecular sequence data in combination to uncover deep and complex            

patterns of evolution. 

 

Modern phylogenies are essentially graphs that represent relationships; they consist of           

vertices (representing nodes on a tree) and edges (which represent branches). The leaves,             

often referred to as operational taxonomic units (OTUs) or terminal nodes, describe the taxa,              

or species, while the topology of the tree describes the relationships between these taxa.              

Trees can be either rooted or unrooted, where a root represents a point of origin from which                 

one can trace the evolutionary history along the branches to the leaves. In this manner,               

rooted trees are a useful way to display directionality, as well as relationships between taxa.               

Theoretically at any point in time across a tree, a point of origin (e.g. for a given gene,                  

morphological trait, or species) can be placed on a branch or node. Branch lengths can               

either represent rates of evolution (in an unconstrained tree), or time (in an ultrametric, or               

time tree), which gives insight into the rates of gain and loss or substitution within a gene or                  

protein and timing for the origin of a species, respectively. In the latter case, trees are                

essential to provide the context to understand when and, in the case of fossil records, where                

the point of origin lies in earth’s life history. Phylogenetic trees have been at the heart of                 

evolutionary biology since the origins of the field, and even though they can be misleading in                

particular contexts (Doolittle 1999), they continue to be an integral part of our quest to               

understand the large and small-scale processes of how evolution underlies all life on earth. 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/6B96
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1.1.1 Phylogenetic reconstruction using molecular data 

Before the advent of protein and DNA sequencing, and more recently the influx of genomic               

data, the focus of phylogenetics/systematics was to use morphological data to describe            

species relationships. Nowadays, phylogenetics is applied in almost every branch of biology            

including: population genetics (Edwards 2009); pathogen evolution and epidemiology (Marra          

et al. 2003; Hadfield et al. 2018); cancer development and evolution (Somarelli et al. 2017;               

Salipante and Horwitz 2006); the identification of regulatory elements (Kellis et al. 2003;             

Lindblad-Toh et al. 2011); and, reconstructing ancestral genomes (Paten et al. 2008; Paps             

and Holland 2018).  

 

Most phylogenetic analyses require some form of sequence data and a model which is used               

to estimate the probability of observing said data. This results in a statistical estimation of the                

relationships between the sequences which is represented on a tree (which is a specific              

instance of a network). Phylogenomics describes the application of genome-scale datasets           

involving large numbers of genes or proteins for phylogeny reconstruction. This has resulted             

in major advances in phylogenetic studies and systematics, however has also led to conflict              

between different datasets and data types and issues in reaching resolution due to statistical              

and time constraints. It is clear that many of the remaining phylogenetic issues, particularly              

within the animal phylogeny (see Section 1.2.2), may only be resolved by applying better              

models and by taking a consilient approach. Indeed, with the advent of more sequence data               

and larger phylogenomic datasets it is vital to remind ourselves that more data does not               

always mean more accurate inference, and data quality, accurate orthology inference, and            

appropriate model selection play an increasingly important role (Philippe and Roure 2011;            

Shen et al. 2017) (see Section 1.1.3 for more information). 

1.1.2 Data types in phylogeny reconstruction  

1.1.2.1 Discrete characters & morphology 

Discrete character data, e.g. morphological traits, have a long history of use in systematics.              

Indeed, a large proportion of the tree of life, in particular the animal tree of life (AToL), was                  

originally constructed through the use of morphological characters and many of those            

relationships still hold today. Molecular data provides a vast increase in the number of              

characters from which to infer a tree, and we see that traditional morphology and discrete               

characters are currently relied upon less for phylogeny reconstruction (Mooi and Gill 2010;             

https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/r5bj
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/H2zY+YZU3
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/H2zY+YZU3
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/483R+koRp
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/483R+koRp
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/J6c3+O7Lf
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/J6c3+O7Lf
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/LWMm+Tw1Q
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/LWMm+Tw1Q
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/dlyB+Rojy
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/dlyB+Rojy
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/emmW+6kPL
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Lee and Palci 2015). Yet morphological data still has a key role to play as it (i) contains                  

important phylogenetic information on the relationships between extinct and living species,           

and (ii), is essential for calibrating divergence times and rates of living species and in               

contentious parts of the tree (Wiens 2004). The issues with morphological characters for             

phylogenetic inference are well known (Scotland et al. 2003), for instance homology is based              

on assessment by experts, and convergent evolution is thought to be common. Nonetheless,             

arguments, based on unresolved branching orders that remain even after molecular           

phylogenetics analyses and the fact that there is no single source of data that contains all                

information required to resolve the tree of life, have cautioned that disregarding this type of               

data for phylogenetic reconstruction methods would overall decrease our power to elucidate            

species relationships (Wiens 2004; Jenner 2004). 

 

Other types of discrete character data may also be used in conjunction with molecular data.               

For example, the presence or absence of genes in genomes has been suggested as a               

powerful approach (Fitz-Gibbon and House 1999; Lake and Rivera 2004; Ryan et al. 2013;              

Pisani et al. 2015; Tarver et al. 2018). Unlike standard phylogenomic approaches using             

concatenated amino acid sequence data for a large number of gene families, discrete data              

of gene presence and absence do not necessarily require accurate predictions of orthology.             

This is due to the fact that, in phylogenetic reconstruction using sequence data, incorrect              

ortholog assignment (i.e. the inclusion of paralogs within an orthologous gene family)            

introduces significantly noisy signal from the different patterns of substitution within           

paralogous genes, whereas alternatively using the patterns of presence and absence this            

issue is not present and thus does not have a major effect on the interpretation of the                 

phylogenetic information. For the placement of deeply diverging lineages, such as those at             

the root of AToL, these traditional methods of large supermatrices of sequence data may be               

unable to fully resolve these branching orders. Instead, novel evolutionary signal may be             

gleaned from this discrete data type. Discrete character data has been applied to the              

contentious rooting of the animal tree, where patterns of presence and absence of both              

homologous and orthologous gene families in animals finds support for sponges as the             

primary emerging phylum (Pett et al. 2019). While this type of data may provide a novel                

approach to addressing remaining issues, more in depth analyses are required to measure             

the usefulness of gene presence/absence data, such as the incorporation of information            

about whole genome duplication events, varying rates of gain and loss in relation to gene               

family size, and the effects of different methods for homology and orthology inference.             

Further to this, it would be important to take into account the quality of the assembly and                 

https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/emmW+6kPL
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/fInb
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/6wTZ
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/fInb+1eaP
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/sCiQ+iNSp+9U7f+Cnav+xRM7
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/sCiQ+iNSp+9U7f+Cnav+xRM7
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/jyYx
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annotation of the genomes used, as the accurate patterns of gene presence and absence              

could be influenced by these factors. 

1.1.2.2 Molecular data: nucleotide and amino acid data 

The emergence of DNA sequencing technologies revolutionised the field of systematics.           

With an increase in methods to obtain molecular data, there was a significant increase in the                

size of datasets, and the types of different molecular data from which evolutionary             

information could be gleaned to infer a phylogenetic tree. Initial phylogenetic inference            

studies used nucleotide sequence data, often in the form of expressed sequence tags             

(ESTs), or mitochondrial DNA, due to their small size and the limited range of sequencing               

technologies (Dunn et al. 2008; Bourlat et al. 2006; Delsuc et al. 2006; Philippe et al. 2005).                 

Later, nucleotide data from nuclear protein coding genes were applied due to the ease of               

inferring orthologous sequences and alignment construction across different species         

(Thomson et al. 2010). However, the use of nucleotide data can lead to issues in modeling                

the phylogenetic information, particularly when considering coding sequence data. The          

nucleotide positions within coding regions of the genome, especially the third position in a              

codon, are susceptible to saturation due to poorly constrained selection at some sites. This              

can lead to an underestimation of inferred rates of substitution which can have major              

implications on phylogenetic inference, namely leading to biases such as long branch            

attraction (LBA) (Yang and Rannala 2012). LBA is a well documented source of systematic              

error within phylogenetic studies, which derives from these patterns of unequal rates of             

evolution within different lineages in the tree (Felsenstein 1978). It manifests itself by             

incorrectly grouping lineages with long branches (i.e. fast rates of evolution) based on their              

shared rates of evolution rather than being closely related species.  

Alternatively, nucleotide sequence data from non-coding regions has been found to be            

informative and in certain cases may contain more phylogenetic signal than coding            

sequences. For example, when comparing the usefulness of coding sequence data with            

intron sequences to resolve the phylogeny of Laurasiatheria (a clade of placental mammals),             

Chen et al. (2017) found that the non-coding intron data contained stronger, more congruent              

phylogenetic signal. It has now become common practice (particularly at deep timescales            

such as the root of the animal tree) to use amino acid sequence data removing some level of                  

saturation and downstream phylogenetic bias from the data. This is perhaps counter-intuitive            

as the nucleotide sequence data is the primary source of information obtained from the              

sequencing of the genome, and as such some information may be lost in the translation to                

amino acid sequences (Townsend et al. 2008). Nonetheless, amino acid data has become             

https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/ZV44+eEFg+A6Hv+4Shf
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/lYnX
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/9jwe
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/byZE
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/fbfa
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the default especially for inferring deep diverging relationships (Laumer 2018), as is the case              

for many animal phylogenomic studies.  

 

Amino acid re-coding has recently gained a reinvigorated interest (Morgan et al. 2013;             

Feuda et al. 2017; Laumer et al. 2019; Marlétaz et al. 2019; Philippe et al. 2019). This                 

involves transforming the amino acid matrix into a smaller, higher order alphabet, known as              

Dayhoff categories (M. O. Dayhoff 1978) based on the physicochemical properties of amino             

acids. This reduces the 20 character states of amino acids to a smaller set, 6 in the case of                   

the commonly used “Dayhoff-6” groupings (Susko and Roger 2007). The main reason for             

reducing the data matrix in this case is that it masks higher rates of substitution that occur                 

within certain groups mitigating bias in the sequence data that may be caused by convergent               

patterns of amino acids as a result of chance rather than true evolutionary history. This bias                

is called compositional heterogeneity (Foster 2004), and may also be accounted for using             

sophisticated models of evolution such as those applied in P4 (Foster 2004) or PhyloBayes              

(Lartillot and Philippe 2004), which can account for different compositions between lineages            

(Node-discrete composition heterogeneity model implemented in P4) and between sites          

(CAT model implemented in PhyloBayes). The application of re-coding strategies has led to             

increased support for contentious regions in the animal phylogeny such as Porifera as the              

primary emerging animal lineage (Feuda et al. 2017) and sister grouping of            

Xenacoelomorpha with Ambulacraria (Philippe et al. 2019). Recently, the use of data            

re-coding to limit the effects of saturation within amino acid sequences has been contested              

(Hernandez and Ryan 2019). In particular, they found that non-recoding strategies           

outperformed 6-state amino acid re-coding in resolving sequence data containing          

compositional heterogeneity. Their findings suggest that while 6-state amino acid re-coding           

limits the effects of compositional heterogeneity, it also suffers from loss of phylogenetic             

signal due to the loss of a larger number of character states. Going forward, other re-coding                

strategies, such as schemes reducing amino acid data to 9, 12, 15 or 18 states may provide                 

optimum trade-off between loss of signal and ability to account for compositional            

heterogeneity. Additionally, while models such as those applied in P4 (Foster 2004) contain             

a larger number of parameters and are thus computationally intensive, their application to             

unresolved regions may provide the necessary modeling of the data. This is particularly             

relevant at deep timescales where the effects of compositional heterogeneity on our ability             

to model sequence evolution may be profound. 

https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/o0GC
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/P6wM+FsZD+RUHm+LeWc+8vp5
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/P6wM+FsZD+RUHm+LeWc+8vp5
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/StiF
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/OwZj
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/d291
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/d291
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/uIK2
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/FsZD
https://paperpile.com/c/4zzQlw/8vp5
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/RQTi
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/Lyi9
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1.1.2.3 Rare genomic changes as molecular markers 

Rare genomic changes (RGCs) are a useful source of genomic characters to test             

phylogenetic hypotheses and they have been used as alternative phylogenetic markers to            

complement, for example, traditional protein coding data analyses (Rokas and Holland 2000;            

Bleidorn 2017). Examples of RGCs include gene fusions, mobile elements, microRNAs,           

introns, retroposon integration, and gene order rearrangements. RGCs are an attractive           

alternative to protein coding regions as they are often free from convergent site evolution              

(Rokas and Carroll 2008), heterogeneous rates of site substitution between lineages           

(Philippe and Lopez 2001), and functional constraints (Lee 1999). Another important feature            

of RGCs is how they are interpreted to change over time - primary sequence data is                

assumed to evolve, in general, in a clock-like manner where the number of changes within               

the sequence data are expected to follow a linear distribution. Alternatively, RGCs are             

thought to evolve in a non-clocklike manner, where the rare events generally occur in large               

periods of expansion, loss, or rearrangement, meaning modeling these characters is often            

difficult. However, this rate of evolution makes RGCs suitable for addressing difficult sets of              

relationships, for example those caused by short internal nodes that underwent rapid            

radiations and thus had little time for signal to accumulate, or long terminal branches where               

there has been enough time for signal to deteriorate (Boore 2006). There are a number of                

examples of difficult to resolve relationships with AToL (see Section 1.2.2.2), such as the              

root of the animal tree (where a large amount of time has passed to extant lineages making                 

it difficult to extract phylogenetic signal for this region) and particularly at the branches              

subtending Bilateria (where short branches leading up to the clade were followed by large              

radiation events). These are prime cases where RGCs may provide key insight and             

complement protein coding sequence datasets. RGCs are thought to evolve in a            

non-clock-like manner, mainly due to the large genomic effects they cause, meaning they             

are rare events. Additionally, the rate at which these events occur means that they are less                

susceptible to homoplastic traits, such as convergent or parallel evolution and secondary            

loss (Rokas and Holland 2000). For example, microRNAs, which have been promoted as             

useful markers, lack any evidence of convergence (Tarver et al. 2013) and are thought to               

undergo low rates of secondary loss, with just a small number of microRNA families              

displaying the highest rates of loss (Tarver et al. 2018). Similarly, SINE retrotransposons are              

large scale mutations shown to have low rates of secondary loss and have been applied to                

phylogenetic issues in AToL (Shedlock and Okada 2000). Therefore, with respect to these             

characteristics RGCs are thought to be a useful set of markers of common descent. 
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Some examples of the application of RGCs to phylogeny reconstruction include: 51            

retrotransposon events used to place parrots as the sister lineages to passerine birds (Suh              

et al. 2011); retroposon integrations using short interspersed elements (SINEs) providing           

support for the sister group of whales and hippos (Nikaido et al. 1999); and the signature                

sequence of Hox genes which supports the division of Protostomia into Lophotrochozoa and             

Ecdysozoa (de Rosa et al. 1999). More recently, microRNAs have emerged as a key set of                

molecular markers to address contentious regions in the animal phylogeny (Sperling et al.             

2011; Campbell et al. 2011; Helm et al. 2012). Low rates of secondary loss, no evidence of                 

convergent evolution (Tarver et al. 2013), and widespread distribution across the animal tree             

makes these regulatory genes ideal candidates to address remaining issues in AToL (Tarver             

et al. 2018). 

1.1.2.4 Consilience in phylogeny reconstruction 

For the remaining contentious regions within AToL it is clear that a singular approach or               

datatype may not be sufficient to reach resolution. Instead, the most compelling support for              

any relationship is based on consilience across different datasets including different data            

types. The topology of the mammal tree for example has been under consistent debate for               

quite some time (Meredith et al. 2011; McCormack et al. 2012; Song et al. 2012; O'Leary et                 

al. 2013; Morgan et al. 2013). Recent work has combined protein coding sequences,             

microRNA presence/absence and sequences, and the reanalysis of previously published          

phylogenomic studies using better fitting models of evolution to address this question (Tarver             

et al. 2016). This multi-pronged approach provided robust support across multiple data types             

to place Atlantogenata as sister lineage to all other placental mammals; a topology             

supported by a previous study which applied heterogeneous models using amino acid data             

and Dayhoff re-coding (Morgan et al. 2013). This has shown that more sequence data alone               

does not necessarily mean greater accuracy and it is important that data and methodological              

issues should be considered. Multiple studies have shown the importance of limiting            

systematic errors within the data and the workflow to ensure accurate modeling of             

appropriate data. Some examples include ensuring accurate orthology inference (Siu-Ting et           

al. 2019), removal of cross-contaminants if transcriptome data is applied (Simion et al.             

2017), removal of poorly aligned regions (Di Franco et al. 2019), removal of sites or genes                

that seriously violate model assumptions (Philippe and Roure 2011), and appropriate model            

selection (Morgan et al. 2013; Feuda et al. 2017). Finding a single, consistent AToL will               

require robust phylogenetic approaches as well as consilience across data types. 
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1.1.3 Key practices and pitfalls in phylogeny reconstruction 

The workflow of a phylogenetic analysis can be complex and variable. The standard             

components of an analysis include taxon sampling and data collection, inference of            

homologous gene families, construction of multiple sequence alignments, model selection,          

and finally phylogenetic inference in a given statistical framework. Any of these points in the               

workflow are dependent on the phylogenetic question at hand, and selection of the optimum              

parameters is not an easy task. This section highlights some key practices and potential              

pitfalls in phylogeny reconstruction. 

 

1.1.3.1 Taxon sampling 

The generation of the initial dataset has obvious consequences for downstream results. It is              

important to sample taxa that cover the diversity of all clades surrounding your clade or               

branch of interest. Increased taxon sampling has been known for some time to be vital for                

accurate phylogenetic inference (Zwickl and Hillis 2002). Almost all phylogenetic inference           

methods produce unrooted trees, meaning that the direction of time across the tree cannot              

be interpreted. To create a rooted phylogeny, taxon sampling of a group of species outside               

the group of interest is necessary. This group is called the outgroup, while the species of                

interest are referred to as the ingroup. Outgroup selection is as important as ingroup              

selection as it places the root in the clade of interest and thus affects ingroup species                

relationships (Lyons-Weiler et al. 1998; Wilberg 2015). The effects of both extensive taxon             

sampling and outgroup selection on a phylogeny can be found in a number of animal               

phylogenomic studies analysing the root of the animal tree. Philippe et al. (2011) assessed              

the impact of reduced taxon sampling by comparing three studies, two with limited sampling              

of non-bilaterian species (Dunn et al. 2008; Schierwater et al. 2009) and one with greater               

taxon sampling (Philippe et al. 2009). The study with a larger number of non-bilaterian              

species (Philippe et al. 2009) found greater support for the monophyly of clades such as               

Porifera and Eumetazoa, compared to the other two studies which showed low support for              

these well defined clades. To assess the impact of taxon sampling on this highly supported               

topology, they reduced the taxon sampling of non-bilaterians from Philippe et al. (2009) to              

match the other to studies with low sampling and low support and reran the same               

phylogenetic methods as in the original study. They found drastically decreased support for             

well known clades such as Cnidaria, and no support for monophyletic clades of Porifera and               
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Eumetazoa, consistent with the idea that poor taxon sampling has significant implications on             

tree topology and support (Philippe et al. 2011). More recently, the monophyly of             

Characiforme fishes was recovered with full support in a study consisting of a larger              

sampling of species than other studies addressing the same topology, with sampling            

covering 23 out of the 24 clades within Characiforma (Betancur-R. et al. 2019). When they               

reduced the full dataset to obtain the same amount of sequence data but with less species,                

they failed to recover a consistent predominant branching order at the base of Characiforma,              

confirming the effects of taxon sampling on resolving this particular phylogeny (Betancur-R.            

et al. 2019).  

Taxon sampling affects all downstream steps in phylogenetic analysis, including detection of            

orthologous sequences, alignment of homologous sites, and tree inference. The degree of            

sampling should be tailored to the evolutionary depth at hand, in order to capture the true                

evolutionary steps of each gene family under analysis (e.g. speciation, duplication, horizontal            

transfer, loss, parallel evolution). However, for certain regions of AToL where phylogenetic            

signal is weak, for example at ancient or short internal branches, even deep taxon sampling               

may not be enough to provide clarity on the true branching orders (Philippe et al. 1994).                

Additionally, including too many fast evolving outgroup species can greatly influence the            

ingroup topology. For example, resolving the topology at the root of the animal tree is               

particularly difficult owing to the fast evolving lineage of Ctenophora. The inclusion of             

outgroups that are too distantly related could result in systematic effects such as long branch               

attraction, potentially pulling the ctenophore lineage to the root of the animal tree (Pisani et               

al. 2015). In this case, it may be useful to run parallel phylogenetic analyses with different                

numbers of outgroup species to compare the effects of outgroup selection on the topology at               

the root of AToL (see Laumer et al. (2019)). 

1.1.3.2 Ortholog assignment 

Creating gene families consisting of orthologous genes in single copy is by many considered              

the standard for phylogenomic studies. In any case, differentiating between orthologous and            

paralogous genes is an essential step to obtain optimum signal from the dataset. In reality               

there are a number of methods and software to infer these relationships, and due to difficulty                

in creating the optimal possible set of orthologous families a significant amount of work has               

gone into standardising these methods (Altenhoff et al. 2016; Nichio et al. 2017). Some              

ortholog clustering tools are based on all-by-all alignment methods e.g. OMA (Altenhoff et al.              

2019) and OrthoFinder (Emms and Kelly 2019), while some use predefined orthogroups and             

cluster using graph or tree based algorithms e.g. Orthograph (Petersen et al. 2017).             
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Although there are a number of methods and approaches to carry out this step, on which all                 

evolutionary hypotheses are inferred, there still remains a number of concerning issues that             

are not addressed by the field. Perhaps the most well known issue is the innate difficulty in                 

annotating true orthology. As ortholog/paralog annotation ideally requires a species tree for            

truly informed results (Szöllősi et al. 2015), this causes problems as the species tree is               

usually unknown, and is in fact the end goal. This can be confounded by the use of                 

transcriptomic sequence data as a source of genes, which is still widely carried out (Simion               

et al. 2017; Philippe et al. 2019), that may cause genes that are not expressed in the given                  

tissue at the time of sampling to be seen as absent from an organism for example.                

Additionally, it can be very challenging to distinguish between genes that have been in single               

copy since the last common ancestor (LCA) of the species versus those that were              

ancestrally in multi-copy but are in single copy in extant species due to subsequent              

lineage-specific loss. This means that a gene that looks like a single copy ortholog in current                

species may actually have been an ancestral paralog. In a study looking at the contentious               

phylogeny of Lissamphibia, inadvertent paralog selection has been found to confound           

phylogenetic inference, resulting in incorrect topologies with high support (Siu-Ting et al.            

2019). Given inferred high rates of ancestral duplication and subsequent lineage loss            

throughout the animal tree (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020; Guijarro-Clarke et al. 2020), it is              

highly likely that these patterns are causing incongruent topologies with high support in             

studies addressing deep nodes in the animal phylogeny. Moreover, it is also possible that              

true orthologs have diverged to such a degree that they may be missed by the ortholog                

clustering tools, even in closely related species if taxon sampling is not dense enough. This               

effect of missing ortholog annotation was observed recently in flatworms when the ortholog             

detection methods were extended (Martín-Durán et al. 2017). Finally, each of the current             

clustering methods for finding homologous and orthologous genes are acting under the            

assumption that gene evolution is strictly tree-like (see Section 1.3.3 for more detail). We              

have known for quite some time that genes do not always evolve in this way, and more                 

complex reticulate processes are possible (Haggerty et al. 2014). For example, gene            

families that emerged through mechanisms of gene fusion would be overlooked by current             

methods, thus removing potentially informative phylogenetic signal from the initial dataset.           

Orthology is a fundamental aspect of phylogenomics, one that is not trivial to define nor one                

that is often given adequate consideration. While some studies have assessed the impact of              

different methods of orthology annotation (Shen et al. 2018; Fernández et al. 2018; Altenhoff              

et al. 2019), more phylogenomic studies should consider the creation of orthologous groups             

as an important step to quality check the assumptions being made. While much             
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consideration is given to appropriate taxon sampling (Philippe et al. 2011), accurate model             

selection (Morgan et al. 2013; Pisani et al. 2015; Feuda et al. 2017), and missing data                

(Roure et al. 2013; Streicher et al. 2016), measuring the effects of ortholog selection on the                

resulting phylogenetic tree may provide greater insight into difficult to resolve contentious            

parts of AToL. 

1.1.3.3 Multiple sequence alignments 

Alignment is the process of aligning positions that are thought to be homologous within              

related sequences, i.e. characters that have common ancestry (Kemena and Notredame           

2009). The homologous sites within the resulting multiple sequence alignments (MSAs)           

provide the relevant evolutionary information from which the models of evolution will            

reconstruct the history of the genes and species at hand. Similar to ortholog assignment,              

methods and software to align sequences are numerous. Often within the workflow of a              

phylogenomic study, relatively little consideration is given to the alignment step, and the             

potential downstream effects that may occur if not carried out correctly. Potential reasons for              

this is the lack of consensus within the field as to the effects alignment, and particularly the                 

filtering of MSAs, has on the resulting topology. 

There are quite a large number of tools for sequence alignment, which employ a number of                

different algorithms. Muscle (Edgar 2004) and Mafft (Katoh et al. 2005) are both matrix              

based alignment tools that work in an iterative manner. MSAs are created and mapped to               

each other to compare alignment quality and inform subsequent distance calculations, until            

an optimal MSA is obtained. An alternative approach is implemented in HMMER which is              

based on probabilistic models called hidden Markov models (HMM) (Eddy 2008). These            

models are used to assign likelihoods to all possible combinations of alignment in order to               

find the most likely MSA. 

Some studies into the effect of choice of alignment tool found that using more than one and                 

comparing the resulting MSAs has little impact on the resulting topology (Dessimoz and Gil              

2010), albeit with a small dataset. However, they did find that gaps within the MSA, which                

are commonly removed before phylogenetic inference, may contain signal useful for tree            

inference (Dessimoz and Gil 2010). The step of filtering alignments based on gapped or              

poorly aligned sequences was also assessed in a recent analysis on the mammal phylogeny              

(Ranwez and Chantret 2020). Filtering the regions/sites of uncertainty within an alignment is             

commonly carried out automatically on large phylogenomic datasets, either by completely           

removing them (using Gblock (Castresana 2000), trimAl (Capella-Gutiérrez et al. 2009), or            

BMGE (Criscuolo and Gribaldo 2010)) or by masking them (using HmmCleaner (Di Franco             
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et al. 2019)). However, Ranwez and Chantret (2020) found that masking produced gene             

trees that were closer to the species topology and improved branch length estimates, when              

compared to alignments that were filtered by removing gapped or ambiguous sites. Provided             

care is given that the sequences that are aligned are truly homologous, they suggest that in                

large phylogenomic analysis, where manual inspection of MSAs is not possible, filtering by             

masking rather than removing ambiguous sites may provide a more robust resulting            

phylogeny. 

1.1.3.4 Methods and models of phylogenetics 

The aim of phylogenetic reconstruction is to use a set of parameters to estimate how the                

sequences in the alignment evolved over time, while minimising the effects of homoplasy.             

Methods for phylogenetic reconstruction can be distance based or character based (Yang            

and Rannala 2012). Distance based methods, such as those applied in neighbour joining             

(Saitou and Nei 1987), measure the distance between all sequence pairs and cluster them              

based on the distance matrix, resulting in a fully resolved phylogeny. Character based             

methods, such as maximum parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML) or Bayesian           

inference (BI), compare all sequences in the alignment, considering one site at a time to               

estimate a score for each possible tree, thus resulting in a single tree (or a single consensus                 

tree from a distribution of trees using BI) with the highest log parsimony or probability score.                

An evolutionary model informs on how the sequences evolved and consists of two             

components: a scheme (often referred to as the model) and a tree. The scheme is made up                 

of an exchange rate matrix, which describes the probabilities of character state change, and              

a composition vector, which informs on the base frequencies within the sequence data.             

These schemes, or models, can be applied to nucleotide or amino acid sequences, and a               

number of different types have been described. Early models, such as the Jukes and Cantor               

(Jukes and Cantor 1969) or General time reversible (Tavare 1986) models, assumed that             

rates of change and composition are the same across the dataset. These models, known as               

homogeneous models, do not account for the biological reality that the rate of change for               

sites varies between lineages (rate heterogeneity), and that sites within a genome or             

between lineages may have restrictions or preferences for given nucleotides or amino acids             

(compositional heterogeneity). Homogeneous models use a single rate matrix and          

composition vector and may incorporate among site variation using a gamma distribution to             

describe the data (Yang 1996). While these models are useful for certain sequences or parts               

of a tree, but also due to their short running time, they miss out on relevant biological                 

information that a more complex heterogeneous model may provide. The CAT model,            
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implemented in PhyloBayes (Lartillot and Philippe 2004), is an infinite mixture model which is              

widely used to account for complexity in large datasets of deeply diverging sequences.             

PhyloBayes can model heterogeneity across sites, with the CAT model accounting for            

site-specific character parameters. This means that each column, or site, in the alignment             

has its own profile that is estimated from the sequence data. Therefore, instead of only a                

single set of parameters for the alignment, as in homogeneous models, a number of different               

averages can be applied across different sites in the data i.e. heterogeneous modelling. 

As the levels of complexity in models of sequence evolution have increased, and as the size                

of datasets applied to phylogenetic studies has continued to grow, it has become paramount              

to use the best fitting models available. It has been shown that under fitting the data with a                  

simple model is a major issue in generating incongruent topologies between studies (Feuda             

et al. 2017). The major issue with homogeneous models is that they are often too simplistic                

to account for complexity in biological data. This is particularly evident at deeper levels of               

taxon sampling, such as the root of the animal tree (~800 million years ago), where rates of                 

change are higher over larger periods of time and between different lineages.            

Heterogeneous models have become commonplace in animal phylogenomic studies         

addressing relationships at deep timescales, the most common of which is CAT plus GTR,              

and often this is combined with data re-coding of amino acids to account for rate and                

compositional heterogeneity respectively (Simion et al. 2017; Feuda et al. 2017; Philippe et             

al. 2019; Laumer et al. 2019). 

Maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI) use these models to describe the             

data, and are hence known as model-based approaches, unlike maximum parsimony which            

does not use an explicit model. ML uses a likelihood function which is the probability of                

observing the data provided, given some hypothesis i.e. the topology and model of             

sequence evolution (Felsenstein 1981). This method allows sampling across all possible           

states (topologies) resulting in a single most likely tree with the highest likelihood score.              

Additionally, further support for each split in the tree can be obtained using a technique               

called bootstrapping (Felsenstein 1978). BI is closely related to ML, however, it differs in that               

the parameters are considered to be random variables, while ML considers them as fixed              

constants. This method estimates a tree by combining the likelihood of the tree with a prior                

probability of the tree given the model. This allows the generation of a posterior distribution,               

rather than the fixed likelihood value from ML, from which inferences of the topology may be                

made. Bayesian phylogenetic inference only became viable with the application of           

Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970). This            

allowed more rapid assessment of trees over parameter space, allowing movement from one             
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tree to another and eventually visits trees in proportion to the posterior probabilities (Yang              

and Rannala 2012).  

The choice of applying BI or ML approaches in phylogenomic studies is very much              

dependent on the phylogenetic question at hand, and thus the appropriate statistic.            

However, it is in the interpretation of results where BI has proven to be more advanced. The                 

posterior probability (PP) of the tree generated in BI analysis is simply the probability of the                

tree given the data and the model. It is thus proportional to the prior probabilities multiplied                

by the weight of evidence provided by the data. For large datasets, as is often the case in                  

deep animal phylogenomic studies, the posterior will be summarized on a single tree             

topology, amounting to almost certainty that the resulting tree is the most likely one, given               

the model and the data (Lartillot 2020). In likelihood analyses, it is not possible to calculate                

statistical inferences such as confidence intervals, and so interpretation of support is carried             

out using bootstrap analysis which can be difficult to interpret as it is not clear how large the                  

bootstrap probability needs to be in order to statistically support a given branching order              

(Berry and Gascuel 1996; Susko 2010). However, it is important to note that Bayesian              

inference methods are sensitive to mode violations, with inappropriate, simplistic models           

resulting in overinflating posterior probabilities (Huelsenbeck and Rannala 2004). 

1.1.3.5 Supertree and supermatrix approaches for tree inference 

With the set of aligned sequences and the phylogenetic framework in which to run the               

analysis, there are two main approaches to infer the final species tree. First is the supertree                

approach, where each gene alignment is analysed separately to build gene trees which are              

then assembled using heuristic algorithms to create a single tree capturing the variation             

across the gene trees (Bininda-Emonds 2004). The advantage of this approach is that the              

resulting super tree is a step removed from the sequence data itself making it possible to                

summarise resulting trees that were obtained using different characters (Delsuc et al. 2005).             

It is also useful for studying the underlying differences between the individual subtrees,             

providing greater insight into the prevalence of potential artefacts within the sequence data             

and trees such as incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) or horizontal gene transfer (HGT). ILS is               

a significant source of gene tree and species tree discordance, which can result in positively               

misleading results or incongruence in the final species topology. It is caused when alleles              

are not perfectly segregated into all lineages and as a result may not coalesce or converge                

when they reach the common ancestral species. Thus when we trace their history back in               

time, the phylogenetic signal is lost and may result in incorrect species topologies. 
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A second approach for phylogenetic reconstruction is the supermatrix approach (de Queiroz            

and Gatesy 2007). In this method the gene alignments are concatenated into a single large               

matrix from which the final tree is inferred. This increased size of a single sequence               

alignment which contains more sites can give more appropriate model estimations across            

the whole alignment for site-heterogeneous mixture models such as the CAT-GTR model in             

Phylobayes (Lartillot and Philippe 2004). This may suppress other systematic biases in the             

sequence data such as long branch attraction (LBA) (Lartillot et al. 2007). However, this              

method ignores the different evolutionary dynamics between genes and may thus be more             

susceptible to underlying individual gene tree patterns such as ILS. If ILS is present in               

sufficient amount across the supermatrix this could lead to inconsistent or misleading            

topologies (Kubatko and Degnan 2007).  

Which of these approaches to take when inferring the species phylogeny is dependent on a               

number of factors such as the evolutionary question along with the data at hand, and has a                 

long history of division in the field over which approach is best (Bryant and Hahn 2020).                

When applying large phylogenomic datasets to a phylogenetic question, the application of            

coalescent models in a supertree approach is often not tractable. One possible alternative             

would be to use shortcut coalescence, however, the supermatrix approach has been shown             

to be superior to this method at deep evolutionary timescales (Gatesy and Springer 2014).              

Often, a combined approach using both frameworks, which has been applied when            

analysing the mammal phylogeny (Song et al. 2012) and the root of Lissamphibia (Siu-Ting              

et al. 2019), can provide a robust phylogenetic analysis if support for a given hypothesis is                

achieved across multiple analyses. For deep evolutionary questions such as the root of the              

animal tree supermatrix approaches remain most common, however, accounting for or at            

least measuring the possibility of gene discordance through a coalescence approach may            

prove useful in understanding the patterns of gene and species evolution in early             

metazoans. 
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1.2 Introduction to Animal Diversity and the Animal Tree of Life 

1.2.1 Diversity in the Animal Kingdom 

Animals consist of a diverse clade of organisms, comprising over 1.5 million described             

species comprising roughly 33 phyla (Zhang 2013). Actual numbers of biodiversity within            

animals, when including undescribed species, is much higher with a range of 15.3 - 163.2               

million species, similar to that of fungi and protists. Diversity in animals occurs in a range of                 

features such as development, morphology, body plan, behaviour, as well as molecular            

factors such as genome size and architecture, gene content and structure, and regulatory             

systems. Animal diversity and inter-relationships have captured scientists' imaginations for          

centuries, resulting in classifications being visited and revised a number of times (Aristotle et              

al 1862, Linnaeus 1758, Haeckel 1874a, (Cavalier-Smith 2007). Today we have a much             

broader view of animal evolution in terms of species richness and genome evolution. Based              

on our understanding of the animal tree we can map major transitions in phenotypic              

diversity. However, the molecular drivers of these transitions and the full set of phylogenetic              

relationships within the animal tree remain unresolved. 

 

Animals emerged ~600-800 million years ago from a unicellular organism (dos Reis et al.              

2015), that was either an undifferentiated ball of cells similar to extant choanoflagellates             

(Cavalier-Smith 2017; Sebé-Pedrós et al. 2017; Brunet and King 2017) or from a cell              

capable of existing in multiple cell states, similar to that of trans-differentiation in stem cells               

(Sogabe et al. 2019; Pozdnyakov et al. 2017). From their unicellular ancestral origin animals              

have diversified to cover a vast array of niches on our planet. The range of morphologies                

and niches we observe across the animal clade have been brought about through time by               

expansion, loss, reshuffling, regulatory shifts, and re-purposing of the content of animal            

genomes.  

 

The sister group to animals, choanoflagellates, are single celled organisms with flagella,            

which together with animals form the clade known as Choanozoa (Cavalier-Smith and Chao             

2003; Lang et al. 2002; Ruiz-Trillo et al. 2008). Sister to this is Filastera and outside of this                  

clade is Teretosporea. Together with the clade consisting of fungi these five clades form the               

Opisthokonta. There are 5 major branches of life within the animal tree (Figure 1.1). The               

deepest diverging monophyletic clades are: Porifera (or sponges), Ctenophora (also known           

as comb jellies), Placozoa, and Cnidaria. Placozoa represent arguably the simplest           

https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/cH9R
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morphology in animals, containing only 6 cell types and no organised tissue, nervous system              

or axial polarity (Eitel et al. 2018). The Cnidaria (jellyfish, anemones, and corals) display the               

most diversity in morphology, with a wide variety of complex trait evolution such as the               

multiple emergence of eyes (Picciani et al. 2018). Ctenophores, or comb jellies, comprise             

around 200 described species which radiated relatively recently in the clade (Simion et al.              

2015). This group of organisms display a vast array of complex and unique traits including               

presence of nerve, muscle, and mesenchymal cells (Dunn et al. 2015). 

The placement of the earliest emerging animal group remains controversial (Whelan et al.             

2015; Pisani et al. 2015; Chang et al. 2015; Whelan et al. 2017; Feuda et al. 2017; Simion et                   

al. 2017; Laumer et al. 2019). The major competing hypotheses support either sponges as              

the earliest animals, “sponge-sister” hypothesis, or the morphologically more complex comb           

jellies, “ctenophore-sister” (see section 1.2.2.2.1 for more detail). The Bilateria emerged           

later, ~550 million years ago (MYA), and represent a major transition in terms of              

morphological complexity, body plan diversity, innovation, and adaptability. 
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Figure 1.1. Major clades in AToL. Major clades sampled within the animal tree are colour               

coded, and selected outgroup lineages of closely related single cell organisms are left             

un-coloured for contrast. 

 

 

The animal tree can be split into a number of major groups based on morphological traits                

alone: presence/absence of organised tissue or organ systems, body plan variation, and            

tissue layers (diploblastic: sponges, comb jellies, jellyfish, and coral, or triploblastic:           

Bilateria). Within the bilaterian clade, animals can be grouped based on the way in which               

these tissue layers form during gastrulation. Those in which the first opening (blastopore)             

becomes the anus are Deuterostomes, while those in which the blastopore becomes the             

mouth are Protostomes (although there are cases of deuterostomy like embryology in            

protostome organisms (Martín-Durán et al. 2016)). These traits also facilitate the further            

distinction between bilateral and non-bilateral organisms whereby most triploblasts have a           

through-gut with mouth and anus, while the diploblastic organisms have blind-ended guts (as             

found in Cnidaria and Ctenophora). Development provides further insight into the           

characterisation of these organisms through the types of early embryonic cleavage patterns            

i.e. radial cleavage, found in deuterostomes, versus spiral cleavage, most likely an ancestral             

state of Lophotrochozoa (or Spiralia) (Nielsen 2004; Lambert 2010; Hejnol 2010). These            

traits demonstrate the variety and diversity found throughout the animal tree, in terms of              

development and morphology. However, it also demonstrates the application of these           

morphological traits in understanding the evolution of animals. Indeed, many of these traits             

described over 100 years ago remain largely accurate in characterising and classifying            

animal phyla today. 

1.2.2 Consensus and conflict in the Animal Tree of Life 

With the advent of molecular biology and sequencing technologies, our understanding of the             

animal tree has reached a point of unsettled consensus in terms of the major phyla and                

internal relationships within the tree, and AToL is at the center of intense debate (Dohrmann               

and Wörheide 2013; Dunn et al. 2014; Telford et al. 2015; King and Rokas 2017; Laumer et                 

al. 2019). 

1.2.2.1 The phylogeny and evolutionary history of animals 

As discussed earlier, there are 5 major lineages in AToL (Porifera, Ctenophora, Placozoa,             

Cnidaria, and Bilateria). The monophyly of these clades are well supported by both             

https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/cfzq
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morphological and molecular data in most phylogenomic studies, and for a large number of              

the clades within these phyla we know the branching orders and phylogenetic relationships             

between the taxa (Figure 1.2). For example, the presence of the following morphological             

features: bilateral symmetry, a notochord and a dorsal nerve cord, and molting, define             

Bilateria, Chordata, and Ecdysozoa respectively.  

Deuterostomia is one of the two major clades within Bilateria, and there is clarity in the                

internal relationships. Ambulacraria, a clade consisting of sister groups of Hemichordata           

(including acorn worms) and Echinodermata (e.g. starfish, sea urchins, sand dollars, and            

sea cucumbers), makes up the deuterostome phylum alongside Chordata, whose interior           

branching comprises Cephalochordata (lancelets) as sister group to Urochordata (sea          

squirts) and Vertebrata. However, the monophyly of Deuterostomia and the relationship           

between its two clades and the protostome clade has been questioned recently (Philippe et              

al. 2019). Protostomia is the sister clade to Deuterostomia and consists of Ecdysozoa and              

Lophotrochozoa (Figure 1.2). Ecdysozoa is comprised of Arthropoda, Nematoda         

(roundworms), Nematomorpha (horsehair worms), Tardigrada (water bears), Onychophora        

(velvet worms), and Priapulida (penis worms), amongst others. Its sister clade,           

Lophotrochozoa (or Spiralia), consists of an extremely diverse and species rich group of             

organisms whose relationships to one another have been notoriously difficult to resolve.            

Gnathifera is a group within Lophotrochozoa characterised by complex jaws, consisting of            

Gnathostomulida, Chaetognatha, and a sister group of Rotifera and Micrognathozoa          

(Bleidorn 2019). The monophyly of this clade, however, is often disputed owing to the              

unresolved placement of the enigmatic Chaetognatha (arrow worms), sometimes placed          

outside of Lophotrochozoa (Kocot et al. 2017; Marlétaz et al. 2019; Bleidorn 2019). The              

internal relationships between the remaining clades within Lophotrochozoa are still          

contentious.  
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Figure 1.2. Current consensus in the animal phylogeny. Representation of our current            

understanding of the animal phylogeny adapted from Telford et al. (2015) (Figure used with              

permission of Publisher), with updated information from more recent studies. Major clade            

names are labelled and lineages are indicated by different colours. Dotted lines represent             

alternative topologies for regions in the tree which are unknown or unresolved. 

 

1.2.2.2 Areas of major controversy in the phylogeny of AToL 

1.2.2.2.1 Non-bilaterian animals & ‘what came first?’ 

The placement of Porifera (sponges) or Ctenophora (comb jellies) as the earliest diverging             

animal lineage is perhaps the most intensely debated node in animal phylogenetics            

(Dohrmann and Wörheide 2013; Dunn et al. 2014; Telford et al. 2015; Dunn 2017; King and                

Rokas 2017; Whelan et al. 2015; Pisani et al. 2015; Chang et al. 2015; Whelan et al. 2017;                  

Feuda et al. 2017; Simion et al. 2017; Pett et al. 2019; Laumer et al. 2019). The                 

“sponge-sister” hypothesis, places Porifera as branching first with ctenophores grouping          

https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/aRgV
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most often with Cnidaria and Bilateria. Alternatively, the “ctenophore-sister” hypothesis          

places ctenophores as earliest diverging with sponges branching second (Figure 1.2).           

Ctenophores are predatory, soft and gelatinous bodied animals that share complex           

morphological traits with both Cnidaria and Bilateria, including a nervous system and true             

muscle cells (Jager et al. 2011) (however, whether these traits and their underlying genetic              

components are homologous between these clades is still uncertain). Their placement at the             

root of AToL has considerable implications for our understanding of the evolution of animal              

phenotypes. Sponges represent relatively simple body plans with few cell types and their             

placement at the root of the animal phylogeny provides a simple explanation for the              

emergence of different cell types and indeed multicellularity. Ctenophores as the outgroup to             

all other animals suggests a more complex history and requires traits such as nervous              

systems and complicated systems of muscles across animals to have evolved a number of              

times independently, or to be lost in both sponges and placozoans (Jékely et al. 2015). The                

reasons for the uncertainty and conflict in these branching orders is manifold. Firstly,             

ctenophores represent a fast evolving clade with low taxonomic diversity. Long branches            

within the tree caused by fast evolving lineages cause systematic errors in phylogenetic             

reconstruction whereby the long branch leading to the ctenophore clade is attracted to the              

long branches of the outgroups, pulling the ctenophores to the root of the animal phylogeny               

(Philippe et al 2009). Subsequently, model misspecification, in particular the application of            

models that do not accommodate heterogeneity in rates of evolution across the data and the               

tree, leads to misrepresentation of the underlying molecular data which has major effects on              

the resulting species topology (Feuda et al. 2017). 

1.2.2.2.2 Xenacoelomorpha - implications for the evolution of Bilateria 

Xenacoelomorpha consist of marine worms for the most part, whose ultimate positioning            

within AToL has proven challenging to resolve. They have been placed either as the earliest               

diverging bilaterian clade (Ruiz-Trillo et al. 2004; Paps et al. 2009; Rouse et al. 2016;               

Cannon et al. 2016), or as sister to the Ambulacraria group (Bourlat et al. 2003; Bourlat et al.                  

2006; Philippe et al. 2011; Philippe et al. 2019) (Figure 1.2). These conflicting positions have               

major implications for interpreting and understanding how the Bilateria evolved, suggesting           

either a morphologically simplistic ancestral state for the phylum (i.e. the Nephrozoa            

hypothesis) or a secondary loss of complexity within the worm clade (i.e. the             

Xenambulacraria hypothesis). Xenacoelomorpha consists of two phyla, Xenoturbellida and         

Acoelomorpha (which includes two subgroups, Acoela and Nemertodermatida).        

Acoelomorphs were originally placed within Platyhelminthes in Protostomia due to          
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similarities of morphological traits (Conway-Morris et al. 1985), however, the monophyly of            

Xenoacoelomorpha outside of Platyhelminthes is now well established. The subgroups          

within Xenacoelomorpha (particularly within Acoela) demonstrate a huge range of          

morphological variation in terms of size, development, and other complex traits such as             

nervous systems, digestive systems and reproductive organs (Achatz et al. 2013;           

Haszprunar 2016; Jondelius et al. 2019). The clade shares a number of morphological traits              

with Bilateria, including obvious ones such as bilateral symmetry and three germ layers with              

the mesoderm separating from the endomesoderm following gastrulation (Achatz et al. 2013;            

Hejnol 2015). However, they also share some key traits with Cnidaria, including the use of               

cilia for swimming or gliding (found in the planula stage of cnidarians), a similar cleavage               

pattern in early development found in all acoel species and a nemertodermatid species that              

is thought to be ancestral for Xenacoelomorpha that is similar to that of Cnidaria (Børve and                

Hejnol 2014), and finally the lack of any type of nephridia (an organ involved in excretion),                

also absent in cnidarians, distinguishes them from the rest of Bilateria which all possess this               

trait. 

Analysis using molecular sequence data has struggled to confidently place this clade of             

enigmatic worms likely due to high rates of molecular evolution and heterogeneity in             

molecular composition observed in the Acoelomorpha clade. Confounded by undersampling          

of genomic data and application of unsuitable models of sequence evolution, this effect             

might cause the Xenacoelomorpha to pull to the root of Bilateria (Philippe et al. 2011). The                

resulting assumption that Xenacoelomorpha belongs nested within Deuterostomia, sister to          

the Ambulacraria, has some interesting evolutionary consequences. Namely, it suggests that           

traits which are found throughout Bilateria including the presence of a through gut, body              

cavity, and excretory organs were all lost in Xenacoelomorpha (Marlétaz 2019). Additionally,            

deuterostome traits such as endostylar tissue and gill slits would have been lost in the               

worms. The alternative hypothesis that Xenacoelomorpha are sister to Nephrozoa (all           

remaining bilaterian organisms) provides a more parsimonious view of the evolution of            

Bilateria, from a morphologically simple organism similar to the early stem bilaterians, to the              

evolution of a more complex type of organism. Similarly to the previous issues in placing the                

root of the animal tree, the placement of this unassuming group of worms has faced               

common issues in phylogenetic practices, resulting in huge obstacles in our understanding            

of the evolution of Bilateria. 
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1.2.2.2.3 Lophotrochozoa & Ecdysozoa - placements and monophyly of subclades within           

Protostomia 

Lophotrochozoa is made up of 13 phyla (12 uncontroversially), however, the relationships            

between these clades are largely unresolved, and are often represented as a polytomy             

(Figure 1.2). Chaetognatha (arrow worms) represent an intriguing example of the uncertainty            

within Lophotrochozoa. With about 130 described species of this small, mostly plantonik,            

predator, this group of organisms have been placed within Deuterostomia based on            

embryonic and morphological characteristics (Marlétaz et al. 2006), but shared nervous           

system traits as well as more recent phylogenomic analysis using protein coding genes has              

confirmed them as part of Protostomia (Matus et al. 2006; Harzsch and Müller 2007; Kocot               

et al. 2017; Marlétaz et al. 2019). Where Chaetognatha lies in the protostome tree has been                

heavily debated, with implications for our understanding of the evolution of the clade. They              

have been placed as the sister lineage to the remaining Lophotrochozoa clade (Matus et al.               

2006; Kocot et al. 2017) or within Lophotrochozoa affiliated with a clade called Gnathifera              

(either as the earliest branching lineage or within Gnathifera sister to a clade of Rotifera and                

Micrognathozoa) (Figure 1.2) (Kocot et al. 2017; Marlétaz et al. 2019; Bleidorn 2019). For              

the remaining clades within Lophotrochozoa, very few sister group relationships between           

any of them are shared across phylogenetic studies (Kocot et al. 2017; Marlétaz et al. 2019).                

Differences in taxon sampling, coding of characters, orthologous group selection, and model            

selection have all produced different topologies, resulting in uncertainty throughout the           

phylogeny (Bleidorn 2019). 

Despite a large amount of genomic data, the certainty in the monophyly of and relationships               

within the constituent clades of Ecdysozoa also remain problematic. Major outstanding           

questions pertain to the lineages within Panarthropoda, the monophyly of Scalidophora, and            

the relationship between these two phyla and the remaining phylum of Nematoida and             

whether it is sister to Scalidophora forming the group Cycloneuralia or whether it is more               

closely related to Panarthropoda (Giribet and Edgecombe 2017) (Figure 1.2). The           

positioning of Tardigrada within Panarthropoda has yet to be resolved, some studies place             

them within Panarthropoda (either as sister to the remaining lineages, or sister to             

Arthropoda) (Pisani et al. 2013; Laumer et al. 2019) or outside of Panarthropoda as sister to                

the Nematoida (Hejnol et al. 2009; Borner et al. 2014; Laumer et al. 2015). The most recent                 

study by Laumer et al. (2019) has found strong support for their placement within              

Panarthropoda using a Bayesian approach, however in the same study the tardigrades            

grouped with Nematoida using a maximum likelihood approach. Unlike the well sampled            
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clades of Panarthropoda and Nematoida, which are most likely unresolved due to rogue taxa              

and fast evolving lineages, Scalidophora undoubtedly suffers from undersampling of species           

resulting in the ambiguity of this clade. The three lineages within this group, Loricifera,              

Priapulida (penis worms), and Kinorhyncha (mud dragons), have been placed in a number of              

positions, including as sister to Nematoida and Panarthropoda (in a study excluding            

Loricifera) (Borner et al. 2014), with Priapulida as sister to the remaining ecdysozoan groups              

(Hejnol et al. 2009), and most recently with this same branching order along with the               

placement of Loricifera sister to Nematoida (Laumer et al. 2019). All of these topologies              

have consequences for the existence of Cycloneuralia, a clade consisting of Scalidophora            

and Nematoida. For now the clearest consensus is perhaps monophyletic clades of            

Panarthropoda and Nematoida, in a polytomy with the remaining ecdysozoan lineages. The            

resolution of these deep splitting branches needs to be addressed with greater taxon             

sampling, especially of Loricifera, Priapulida, Kinorhyncha, and Nematomorpha. However,         

more appropriate models, that account for fast evolving lineages, should also be applied in              

order to reach consensus in this major group in the animal tree. 

For some of the above unresolved regions of the AToL it is clear that the following features                 

of the underlying data or methods have contributed: fast evolving or compositionally biased             

lineages/species, under sampling of key species, and poor model selection. However,           

inconsistencies and accuracy in gene family construction and lack of any appropriate model             

for a given part of a tree, could also be at the root of the alternative topologies.  

1.2.3 Evolution of animal genomes -  size, architecture, and complexity 

1.2.3.1 Genome size & the C-value paradox 

Within animals genome size varies by orders of magnitude from the smallest at 20Mb              

(20,000,000 base pairs), the nematode Pratylenchus coffeae, to the largest at 130Gb            

(130,000,000,000 base pairs), the lungfish Protopterus aethiopicus (Gregory et al. 2007).           

Genome size in animals is correlated with a number of molecular factors, such as gene               

retention, intron number and size, and number of mobile elements and repetitive regions, as              

well as other non-molecular factors, including cell size, development rate and complexity,            

and a negative correlation with cell division rate (Gregory 2002). The C-value is often used               

to represent genome size, given as the amount of DNA in a haploid genome, normally               

measured in picograms. We know from the C-value paradox (Gregory et al. 2007) that              

genome size does not predict complexity at either the genomic or organismal level (Figure              

1.3A). 
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Figure 1.3. Coding and non-coding content of different animal lineages. Comparisons           

of : (A) genome size and protein coding gene count (B) the number of protein coding, and                 

non-coding genes, and (C) genome size and percentage of genome that is transposable             

elements, across a diverse number of animals (adapted from Canapa et al. (2015)). 
 
A major challenge in comparative genomics of the animal clade is the disproportionate             

sampling of sequenced genomes relative to described and undescribed species within a            

clade (Dunn and Ryan 2015). The variation we observe in the genomes of major animal               

groups or species include: gain and loss of gene families; gene duplication; whole genome              

duplication (WGD); emergence and modification of regulatory regions (such as microRNAs,           

long non-coding RNAs, and distal regulatory elements); changes in existing protein coding            

content (substitutions or rearrangements followed by sub- or neo-functionalization); gain of           

novel, or de novo, coding regions; gain and loss of transposable elements, and expansion in               

repetitive regions. 
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1.2.3.2 Evolution of protein coding content in animals 

The genome of the last common ancestor of animals has been estimated to contain ~6,000               

gene families, more than 1,000 of which were proposed to be unique to the Metazoa (Paps                

and Holland 2018; Richter et al. 2018). According to a recent study, the emergence of novel                

protein coding content varies across the animal tree, with increases of novelty found to              

correlate with nodes of major transition, such as the root of Metazoa, Planulozoa (Cnidaria +               

Bilateria), and Bilateria (Paps and Holland 2018). This suggests that protein coding content             

has an adaptive role at major transitions in phenotypic complexity. With predicted functions             

for these novel gene families in signalling, gene regulation, cell adhesion, and cell cycle              

these findings fit the hypothesis that the major transition events in animals, such as the               

emergence of multicellularity and evolution of complex body plans and new cell/tissue            

systems (e.g. nervous system, adaptive immunity and placentation), is correlated with an            

increase in novelty of gene content. Interestingly, and in contrast to the idea of animal               

specific novelty, comparisons of outgroup genomes such as the filasterean Capsaspora           

owczarzaki (Suga et al. 2013) and the choanoflagellate Salpingoeca rosetta (Fairclough et            

al. 2013) to animals has revealed that a large number of genes previously thought to be                

animal specific, or to play a role in traits unique to animals for example genes involved in                 

signalling, cell adhesion, and development in animals, are in fact present in the             

pre-metazoan outgroup species (Richter et al. 2018). This suggests that the ancestral animal             

genome emerged through a complex pattern of old, new, rearranged, and repurposed gene             

content to result in the diversity within the animal tree we see today. 

While a proportion of the protein coding genes that emerged at major transitions in animal               

evolution are conserved across all animal species, orphan/taxonomically restricted genes          

may help to further explain some variation in genome complexity between species. Orphan             

genes are generally young genes found in a single species or lineage, that share no               

homology to any other known gene (Tautz and Domazet-Lošo 2011). Not all orphan genes              

arise de novo, and they may emerge through processes such as duplication, rapid sequence              

divergence, and/or remodeling processes such as fusion/fission. Despite the lineage- or           

species- specificity of these genes, they are known to play a significant role in protein coding                

innovation (Van Oss and Carvunis 2019). The number of orphan genes can vary greatly              

across lineages, for example there are ~65,000 orphan genes predicted within Arthropoda            

(Wissler et al. 2013) whilst the estimates for other lineages such as primates, mouse and               

fruit fly are 270, 781, and ~200 respectively (Toll-Riera et al. 2009; Neme and Tautz 2013;                

Zhou et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2010). 
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Gene loss has also played a significant role in shaping the diversity of gene content across                

animal genomes. Recently, pervasive gene loss was found to occur across the animal tree in               

an unevenly distributed manner with lower rates of loss at deeper nodes and higher gene               

loss at shallower, lineage-specific nodes (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020; Guijarro-Clarke et           

al. 2020). These uneven rates of loss suggest that these processes are not stochastic and               

may provide genetic variation between lineages that could contribute to the wide diversity             

found across animal phyla (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020). Although gene loss can occur             

by random chance and be fixed by genetic drift, many examples demonstrate the adaptive              

role gene loss may play in the evolution of phenotypic traits (Albalat and Cañestro 2016).               

Indeed, these patterns of high gene loss often follow explosive and innovative periods in              

genome complexity (Wolf and Koonin 2013). An adaptive role for gene loss was recently              

found in cetaceans during the transition from land back to the ocean. This transition was               

accompanied by the loss of 85 genes some of which would be adaptive such as the reduced                 

risk of thrombus formation during diving and oxidative stress–induced lung inflammation           

(Huelsmann et al. 2019). In humans, the non-functionalization of myosin, heavy chain 16             

(MYH16) is thought to have been essential for the evolutionary origins of the species. The               

loss of this gene after the split from chimpanzees is thought to have occurred through               

adaptive selection leading to an increase in brain size and cranial capacity (Stedman et al.               

2004). While these examples show how gene loss can be associated with phenotypic             

innovation, loss may also occur through neutral processes such as regressive evolution            

(Albalat and Cañestro 2016). A classic example of gene loss that has neutral effects on               

fitness is the recurrent loss of the l-gulonolactone oxidase (GLO) gene involved in vitamin C               

biosynthesis. This gene has been lost multiple times across vertebrates in response to a              

shift to diets rich in vitamin C (Moreau and Dabrowski 1998). 

1.2.3.3 Transposable elements, repetitive regions & non-coding regions 

The many structural and functional regions outside of protein coding genes also have a large               

impact on genome size and complexity. Transposable elements (TEs) for example, are            

mobile DNA fragments with the ability to rearrange the genome structure, and can introduce              

variation on which natural selection may act (Brandt et al. 2005; Volff 2006; Böhne et al.                

2008; Oliver and Greene 2009). First discovered in maize almost 70 years ago (McClintock              

1950), TEs are short nucleotide sequences with the ability to ‘jump’ to different regions in the                

genome, also capable of leaving a copy behind leading to enormously high element copy              

number, a pattern found particularly in eukaryotic genomes (Elliott and Gregory 2015). TEs             
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can be divided into two major classes, based on their mode of transposition: (1)              

retrotransposons, which are mobilized through RNA intermediates that are reverse          

transcribed back into the genome, and (2) DNA transposons, that mobilized by a DNA              

intermediate (Bourque et al. 2018). However, there is an outstanding amount of diversity in              

TEs, as the two main classes may be subdivided further based on their mechanism of               

chromosomal integration (Bourque et al. 2018). In animals, while studies of TEs are biased              

largely toward vertebrate species, there are many striking examples of the role TEs play in               

driving innovation and their correlation with genome size. In insects, where genomes do not              

exceed <2 pg/N, a linear relationship has been found between genome size and percentage              

of TE in the genome, suggesting that increase in genome size in this group is directly                

correlated to expansions in transposons (Canapa et al. 2015). The proportion of the genome              

made up of TEs in vertebrates varies from ~5% in the pufferfish (Tetraodon nigroviridis) and               

the mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) to 55% and 54% in zebrafish (Danio rerio) and short-tailed              

opossum (Monodelphis virginiana) respectively (Canapa et al. 2015). This greater variation           

in the relative proportion of TE to genome size within and between vertebrates is most likely                

the result of WGDs and larger variability in gene loss and retention within vertebrate              

subphyla (Figure 1.3C). However, in general a positive correlation is found between the TEs              

and genome size (Chalopin et al. 2015). 

Not only do TEs have the ability to rearrange whole genomes, the discovery of TE derived                

regulatory sequences, coding exons and other open reading frames, supports a model of             

‘molecular domestication’ (Volff 2006; Piriyapongsa et al. 2007; Oliver and Greene 2009;            

Piacentini et al. 2014). The expansion of transposons and their subsequent co-option with             

coding content or regulatory elements can lead to the emergence of complex phenotypic             

traits (Chuong et al. 2016). For example, MER20 is a TE which contributed to the large-scale                

rewiring of gene regulatory networks involved in the emergence of pregnancy in placental             

mammals (Lynch et al. 2011). In addition, rapid proliferation of TEs within a genome have               

been found to correlate with species radiation events (Platt et al. 2014). It has been               

suggested that the rapid amplification of TEs may provide the opportunity for increased rates              

of variability within these TE derived functional elements which may be adaptive at times of               

environmental stress (Lanciano and Mirouze 2018; Horváth et al. 2017). In Drosophila, TE             

insertions involved in local adaptation (González et al. 2008), as well as TE insertion              

conferring adaptive response to temperate environments, where the frequency of TE inserts            

is correlated with environmental variables such as temperature and rainfall (González et al.             

2010) has been shown, demonstrating the significant phenotypic and adaptive effects these            

set of mobile elements may confer. 
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Bursts in non-coding content evolution, some of which has the potential to increase levels of               

regulation across the genome, was necessary in large transitions in animal evolution such as              

the transition to multicellularity and the emergence of vertebrates (Heimberg et al. 2008).             

These non-coding elements, such as small non-coding RNA molecules, long non-coding           

RNAs, distal enhancers, and the cohesin-CTCF system, are essential to regulate cell-type            

specific and spatiotemporal expression, key for development and innovation of complex           

multicellular traits (Peter & Davidson 2015). 

MicroRNAs are a class of small non-coding RNA that are abundant in most animal lineages               

and play a key role in development (Alberti and Cochella 2017) and the formation of cell                

types (Lim et al. 2005). These regulatory non-coding elements are thought to have emerged              

multiple times across eukaryotes, present in animals as well as in plants (Voinnet 2009), a               

single celled green algae (Molnár et al. 2007), a multicellular brown algae (Tarver et al.               

2015), and in a social amoeba (Avesson et al. 2012). Across the animal tree there is                

variability in the presence and absence of miRNAs, the structure and length of pre-miRNAs,              

and the biogenesis pathways (Gaiti et al. 2017). For example, miRNAs and their associated              

biogenesis enzymes are present in all clades in the animal tree but are absent from               

Ctenophora and Placozoa (Gaiti et al. 2017). Interestingly, there are few to no miRNAs with               

shared primary sequence identity between bilaterian and non-bilaterian species. Additionally,          

the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica has miRNAs that are structurally more similar to            

plant miRNAs than bilaterian miRNAs (Gaiti et al. 2017). Recent research has found the              

presence of bona fide miRNAs, along with the complementary miRNA biogenesis           

machinery, in the unicellular holozoan clade Ichthyosporea (Bråte et al. 2018). These            

patterns all suggest that the miRNA complement in animals is older than previously thought              

and was not essential for the regulation or emergence of multicellularity (Gaiti et al. 2017).               

High rates of acquisition of these regulatory components in animals has been found to              

correlate with expansions in genome complexity and large leaps in phenotypic evolution            

(Heimberg et al. 2008). For example, at the base of vertebrates there were two WGD events                

which coincided with a major transition in the morphological complexity of animals. Heimberg             

et al. (2008) argue that, rather than the increase of genome complexity and protein coding               

content, it was the dramatic expansion of miRNA families at this point that was the driving                

force behind the evolution of morphological complexity in vertebrates. These patterns of            

miRNA innovation are also observed in invertebrate lineages. In the species-rich and            

morphologically diverse clade of Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths), the emergence of 11            

novel miRNA families were found to have occured on the stem lineage of the clade, playing                

important regulatory roles in embryonic and wing patterning (Quah et al. 2015). It is clear               
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that these regulatory elements play a significant role in the genomic and morphological             

diversity observed across animal species. 

 

1.3 Molecular evolution of protein coding genes in animal genomes 

1.3.1 Homology, orthology, paralogy & gene families 

1.3.1.1 Homology 

Homology (derived from the Greek words homos, same and logos, relation), is a difficult and               

fraught concept to define in molecular biology. Traditionally, in a strict tree-thinking sense,             

homologous genes are those that present significant similarity across the majority of their             

sequence length. Homology is used to represent shared traits between species that            

originated from a common ancestor. These homologous traits can be structural,           

developmental, or genetic. For example, the eye of a fish is homologous to the eye of a cow,                  

but not to that of a squid, i.e., the trait shares common ancestry between cows and fish, but                  

not between these two species and squid. Defining homologous clusters of genes is a              

crucial step in building phylogenetic trees to infer relationships between species (Felsenstein            

2004), as well as for other comparative analyses. In essence homology represents the parts              

that make up the whole, or the modules that create the complex (Wagner 1996), and in this                 

way we can use markers such as the eye, or a particular gene, to trace the evolutionary                 

history of, and confer relationships between, these ‘complexes’ or species. 

1.3.1.2 Orthology and Paralogy 

Orthology is a type of homology that is used in the context of genetic material. Orthologs are                 

homologous genes present in separate species that are derived from a speciation event only              

(Fitch 2000). Single gene orthologs, often seen as key markers for phylogenetic            

reconstruction, are orthologous genes that are present in only single copy in each species              

and are thus seen as unambiguous markers of species relationships (provided that there is              

no hidden paralogy). Paralogy refers to homologous genes derived from a single gene that              

was duplicated in an ancestral genome (Sonnhammer and Koonin 2002). However, there            

are cases where the duplication event was not ancestral but rather lineage specific, whereby              

after a speciation event orthologs in different species independently duplicate. Therefore,           

paralogs are split into two groups, ‘outparalog’ (cases where the ancestral ortholog            

duplicated before the speciation event) and ‘inparalog’ (where the duplication events happen            
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independently on the lineage branches) (Sonnhammer and Koonin 2002). Inparalog, often           

called co-orthologs thus represent a possible source of information about the evolution of the              

species, and can be a useful for phylogenetic reconstruction (Sonnhammer and Östlund            

2015). 

1.3.1.3 Homology and homologous gene families 

The inference of homology is a central component of molecular biology (including            

phylogenetics), providing the basis from which evolutionary history is inferred. This leaves us             

open to philosophical and methodological issues in our interpretation of homology and            

orthology (Lunter et al. 2008; Haggerty et al. 2014), and consequentially on our interpretation              

of phylogeny (Siu-Ting et al. 2019). 

 

Traditional approaches in creating groups of homologous genes (or gene families) have            

interpreted gene and protein evolution as tree-like, even though it has long been known that               

sequence evolution does not always occur in a tree-like manner, e.g. processes such as              

horizontal gene transfer, gene fusion and fission, and domain shuffling contribute to the             

evolution of protein coding (and other) regions of the genome (Enright et al. 1999; Bapteste               

et al. 2005; Moore et al. 2008) (as discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.3). In fact, it has                   

also long been held that these non-tree-like patterns are best represented using a network of               

homology (Sonnhammer and Kahn 1994; Park et al. 1997; Song et al. 2008; Bapteste et al.                

2013; Haggerty et al. 2014). Nonetheless, a greater focus has been placed on defining strict               

gene families (often single copy orthologs) by clustering groups of homologous genes that             

represent full homology to one another (Enright et al. 2002; Li et al. 2003; Altenhoff et al.                 

2016; Emms and Kelly 2019). In doing so this carves the network of sequence similarity by                

cutting the edges representing partial homology between genes i.e. those found in            

fusion/fission genes (Tatusov et al. 1997). Additionally, analysing only strict orthologs does            

not avoid the ‘messiness’ of duplications, rather it ignores these issues and hides any              

potential duplication events that may have occurred and were subsequently lost (Dunn and             

Munro 2016; Siu-Ting et al. 2019). Phylogenetic analyses could undoubtedly benefit from            

taking a more holistic approach when constructing gene sets for phylogeny inference. Using             

the phylogenetic information contained within paralogous genes rather than discarding them           

for an assumed more informative set of single copy orthologous genes, could provide new              

insight into certain contentious regions within AToL. Additionally, accurately defining          

orthologs and paralogs will be an essential part of any phylogenomic workflow going forward              

to ensure that molecular datasets are enriched for signal (Guang et al. 2016). Finally,              
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incorporating more complex patterns of gene evolution, such as gene fusion and fission, that              

go beyong standard boundaries of our understanding of homology could provide a novel set              

of phylogenetic markers. 

1.3.1.3.1 Applying networks to uncover composite gene families 

Graph theory is a section of mathematics which is aimed at representing pairwise             

relationships between objects, where a set of vertices (or nodes) are connected by a set of                

edges (or relations). This approach has been extremely useful in a number of biological              

contexts, such as studying ecological food webs (Krause et al. 2003), biodiversity            

measurements (Delgado-Baquerizo et al. 2020), phylogeographical patterns in viral         

outbreaks (Dudas et al. 2017), gene regulatory networks (Emmert-Streib et al. 2014),            

protein-protein interaction networks (Cafarelli et al. 2017), and sequence similarity networks           

(SSNs) (Song et al. 2008). SSNs are central to this thesis as they form the network base                 

from which patterns of non-tree like gene evolution may be observed. These networks are              

constructed of nodes representing the genes, which are connected by edges which            

represent shared sequence homology (Figure 1.4A and B). Within the SSN it is possible to               

identify cliques, a subgraph in the larger network where each node in the subgraph shares               

homology to each other node. These cliques can be strict clusters of related genes, or they                

can show more complex patterns of homology (Figure 1.4B). The scenario of three distinct              

gene clusters showing homology between some but not all clusters represents the non-tree             

like patterns that are overlooked by standard gene family clustering approaches. From            

Figure 1.4B we can identify a pattern that is representative of a fusion gene cluster               

(Composite family, in red) is connected to two component (or parent) clusters (Parent family              

1, in orange, and Parent family 2, in purple) that are otherwise unconnected. The structure of                

relationships represents a non-transitive pattern of similarity, where a cluster of genes            

connects two or more otherwise unconnected clusters. This structure can be described by             

alignments and phylogenetic trees (Figure 1.4C), where the parent families (orange and            

purple) align to the respective homologous regions in the composite gene, producing an             

N-rooted tree (where N is the number of roots, here N=2). 
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Figure 1.4. Representation of tree and non-tree like gene family evolution. (A) SSNs             

displaying a strict ortholog gene family (Gene family A, green) (B) a graphical depiction of a                

non-transitive structure representing a remodeling event with the Composite family gene           

cluster showing homology to both parent gene clusters, which do not share homology with              

each other. (C) The composite/component homology network is represented as a sequence            

alignment and phylogenetic tree with 2 roots. 
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1.3.2 Homoplasy 

While homology is defined as the same trait found in different groups due to inheritance from                

a common ancestor, homoplasy is similarity that emerges from independent origins.           

Homoplasy can occur in a number of ways including convergence, parallelism and            

secondary loss or reversal. Convergent evolution is the process by which distantly related or              

unrelated species/sequences evolve the same or similar traits (Morris et al 2013), e.g., the              

presence of tetrapod-like hips bones in the blind cavefish Cryptotora thamicola (Flammang            

et al. 2016). Parallelism relates to the evolution of similar traits independently in closely              

related species/sequences. The independent de novo creation of antifreeze proteins in           

evolutionary distinct species of fish in the Antarctic and Arctic (Zhuang et al. 2019),              

demonstrates parallelism and its contribution to phenotypic innovation. 

Convergence and parallelism are undoubtedly related processes, and their semantics have           

been debated; in contrast to the terms being separated, some suggest that they could both               

be considered under the umbrella term of “convergence” (Arendt and Reznick 2008;            

Scotland 2011). Often, convergent evolution is used to describe independent gains of            

phenotypic traits, while parallelism is used for the underlying homoplastic genetic           

mechanism by which the convergent phenotype evolved. The continuum between          

convergence and parallelism is one that provides fascinating insight into the way in which              

homoplasy may occur. Certain homoplastic traits may actually possess a deeper genetic            

mechanism (Wake et al. 2011). Traditionally, an example of convergent evolution of            

phenotypic traits has been the paired appendages in tetrapods and arthropods (e.g. the legs              

of a fly and the legs of a human). However, we now know that, while the trait did evolve                   

independently, underlying the genetics and developmental evolution of this trait are a set of              

homologous gene clusters that share a common ancestor, i.e. the Hox genes (Shubin et al.               

2009). This ancient set of homologous Hox genes control the initial outgrowths of the limbs               

from the body which then become patterned along the axis of the body (Shubin et al. 1997;                 

Shubin et al. 2009). In this example, an underlying set of genes involved in body               

organisation and limb formation in all bilaterians were used in the independent evolution of              

this trait, suggesting that while the phenotypic trait is an example of convergent evolution,              

the genetic mechanisms are described in the context of parallel evolution as they use the               

same genetic components. Undoubtedly, these processes of homoplasy are not mutually           

exclusive and may occur in combination with, or independently of, each other. 

The rate at which homoplasy occurs in animals, while difficult to quantify, is relatively              

unexplored with most studies analysing single cases of phenotypic convergence. However,           
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as we know that homoplasy can occur at the sequence level (sometimes classified as              

parallelism), it is important to understand and account for the rate at which this occurs. It is                 

well known that parallel evolution of nucleotide or amino acid sites within sequences occurs              

frequently (Rokas and Carroll 2008), and significantly hinders accurate phylogenetic          

reconstruction. These effects can be mitigated through the use of parameter rich models of              

sequence evolution (Yang 1994) and increased taxon sampling (Pollock et al. 2002). The             

rate at which homoplasy occurs in the context of gene family evolution, however, is still               

underexplored and underappreciated. In general, the rates of gene family evolution across            

animals have been measured without accounting for the possibility of parallel evolution,            

measuring gain along with secondary loss only (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020). A number             

of studies have found cases of parallel evolution of genes in animals formed through              

remodeling processes such as gene fusion (Lawn et al. 1997; Sayah et al. 2004; Brennan et                

al. 2008; Gaudry et al. 2014). Indeed, contrary to previous studies which suggest low rates               

of parallel emergence of multi-domain proteins (Gough 2005), one study found that between             

25-70% of multi-domain proteins across eukaryotes have evolved from independent          

molecular events (Zmasek and Godzik 2012). 

 

1.3.3 Mechanisms of gene and gene family evolution 

1.3.3.1 Duplication and point mutation 

Gene duplication is a major phenomenon driving novelty and adaptation in protein coding             

genes, providing a necessary source of genetic material with which natural selection can             

exert its effects (Conant and Wolfe 2008; Kaessmann 2010). Originally hypothesised by            

Susumu Ohno (Ohno 1970), evolution through duplication of genes, chromosomal regions,           

or whole genomes has been extensively characterised and established as central to genome             

and organism evolution (Lynch and Conery 2000; Van de Peer et al. 2009). Ohno’s original               

hypothesis suggested a process whereby a duplicated region is freed up from the             

constraints of purifying selection allowing for a more rapid search of mutational space and              

potential for adaptation of a new function. This process, later denoted as            

neofunctionalization, is accompanied by other (likely more common) processes of gene           

duplication evolution known as subfunctionalization (Force et al. 1999) and          

pseudogenization. Subfunctionalisation describes the preservation of the ancestral function         

of a gene through complementary loss of subfunction between the original and duplicated             

genes through degenerative mutations (Lynch and Katju 2004). There are two distinct            
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models for how subfunctionalization occurs (Conant and Wolfe 2008). The first is a neutral              

model whereby the duplicated and original gene gain mutations leading to the            

complementary loss of function, consequently preserving the multiple copies of the gene            

through purifying selection as together they are required for the ancestral function (Force et              

al. 1999). This model is one where neutral evolutionary processes are the main influence in               

gene and genome evolution (see Section 1.2.3). The other model describes an adaptive             

process whereby the ancestral gene has some conflict of function that cannot be optimised              

by natural selection, leading to duplication and adaptive mutations that separate the            

functions of the original and duplicate copies (Hittinger and Carroll 2007; Des Marais and              

Rausher 2008).  

Neofunctionalization describes a process of adaptation through natural selection, whereby          

duplicated genes are free to mutate, opening the potential for the emergence of a new               

sequence with a novel function. An illustrative example of neofunctionalization in animals is             

found in leaf-eating monkeys, following the recent duplication of the pancreatic ribonuclease            

gene (Zhang et al. 2002). The duplicate copy of the ancestral pancreatic ribonuclease gene              

in the African leaf-eating monkey underwent adaptive evolution at particular sites within the             

protein to allow the organism to obtain nutrients from bacteria in the foregut. Incredibly, this               

duplication and subsequent adaptive evolution emerged independently in Asian leaf-eating          

monkeys, demonstrating not just the role of neofunctionalization in the generation of new             

genes and novel functions, but also the strength of convergent molecular evolution in the              

emergence of this genetic novelty. 

Rates of gene duplication vary across the animal tree, with large bursts of duplications at               

deeper nodes in the tree and progressively lower rates towards the tips of the tree               

(Fernández and Gabaldón 2020; Guijarro-Clarke et al. 2020). This rate of gene duplication             

seems to have a converse relationship with gene loss in animal genomes, whereby gene              

loss is more prevalent towards these shallower nodes in the tree. Indeed this high rate of                

gene duplication and gene loss is thought to have played an important role in adaptive               

processes involved in major transitions in the animal tree, with divergence of duplicate genes              

and subsequent loss of alternative copies providing the necessary changes required for            

shifts in the genome diversity (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020; Albalat and Cañestro 2016).             

This alternative loss or retention of copied genes is thought to be most prevalent at certain                

parts in the animal tree, especially after whole genome duplication events (WGD). WGD is              

thought to be a response to escape the threat of extinction (Crow et al. 2006), and it                 

subsequently leads to loss of specific genes which can result in different patterns of copy               
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number and alternate duplicate retention, often driven by the dosage sensitivity of a gene              

(Makino and McLysaght 2010). 

1.3.3.2 De novo gene genesis 

De novo gene birth is the process whereby a new gene emerges from an ancestral               

non-genic region of the genome. This process represents a previously underestimated           

mechanism of new gene genesis that may produce a protein coding or regulatory RNA gene               

(Schmitz and Bornberg-Bauer 2017; Van Oss and Carvunis 2019). Contrary to the model of              

gene evolution through tinkering of previously established genes or gene regions (Ohno            

1970; Jacob 1977), de novo gene birth represents a tree-like process of gene evolution from               

previously non-coding DNA. Exactly how and to what extent de novo gene genesis occurs              

across life is still relatively unknown. However, models by which the mechanism occurs have              

been proposed, and there are now several cases of the phenomenon, further supporting a              

major role of this process in the generation of genomic and phenotypic innovation (Tautz and               

Domazet-Lošo 2011). 

Due to the difficulty in discovering ancient cases of de novo gene birth, most examples today                

are found in taxonomically-restricted genes (evolutionarily young genes which have emerged           

in a specific lineage or species genome). These young orphan genes are those that share               

no significant sequence homology to any other gene.  

De novo genes can be characterised along a spectrum of definitions. De novo transcripts or               

protogenes (Carvunis et al. 2012) are intergenic transcripts that may not play a functional              

role, but are along the continuum between non-genic region and a fully functional de novo               

gene. In contrast a de novo gene is one that is functional by coding either for a protein or a                    

functioning RNA (Heinen et al. 2009). This leads to questions about the mechanisms of how               

such processes occur. 

In order for a de novo gene to emerge, a non-genic region must first obtain an open reading                  

frame (ORF) and be transcribed. The order in which this occurs, “transcription first” or “ORF               

first”, is still debated as examples of both mechanisms are found across animals (Zhuang et               

al. 2019; Reinhardt et al. 2013). In animals, the emergence of these regions by transcription               

mediated processes shows tissue specificity. The transcription of these neutrally evolving           

parts of the genome is often facilitated by pervasive and promiscuous expression within the              

testes (White-Cooper and Davidson 2011). This gives credence to the “Out of Testis”             

hypothesis whereby the structure and levels of transcription within male gonads allows new             

genes to emerge stochastically at higher rates than other tissues (Levine et al. 2006;              

Kaessmann 2010; Wu et al. 2011; Luis Villanueva-Cañas et al. 2017). The overall rate of de                
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novo gene birth varies greatly between lineages, and it’s contribution to gene content is still               

uncertain due to difficulties in annotating and confirming legitimate de novo genes. However,             

in-depth analysis in a handful of examples have demonstrated the significant phenotypic            

impact of these events. For example, the recently described Shj gene that emerged de novo               

in mice is specifically expressed in females in the oviduct and is a key component of the                 

transcriptional network at specific stages of the female reproductive cycle where knockout            

females were found to accelerate the time to the second litter and have increased the rates                

of infanticide (Xie et al. 2019). 

1.3.3.3 Horizontal gene transfer 

Tree-like schemes have a deep history in cladistics and evolutionary biology, but not all              

processes can be represented in such a linear manner. Whilst tree-like evolution describes             

descent from a single common ancestor, non tree-like evolution is the evolution of a              

component from multiple different sources, such as hybridisation between plants,          

introgression during the evolution of distinct hominin species, reticulate evolution of genes            

and genomes, and the horizontal transfer of genetic material. Horizontal gene transfer (HGT)             

or lateral gene transfer is a prime example of non-tree-like gene evolution, whereby genetic              

material is passed from one organism to another without it being a direct descendant of that                

organism. HGT in prokaryotes has long been known to be an important factor of their               

genome and pangenome evolution (Gogarten and Townsend 2005; McInerney et al. 2017).            

Cases of reticulate evolution by HGT in animals are more restricted, often associated with              

endosymbiosis or parasitism. However, recently there have been more discoveries of lateral            

transfer events across diverse phyla in animals, most often mediated between a prokaryotic             

source and the animal host. Examples of HGT into animal genomes have been described              

across a number of different systems in animals including in sponges (Conaco et al. 2016),               

ctenophores (Hernandez and Ryan 2018), cnidarians (Chapman et al. 2010; Baumgarten et            

al. 2015), arthropods (Kondo et al. 2002; Brinza et al. 2009; Nikoh et al. 2010; Husnik et al.                  

2013), rotifers (Gladyshev et al. 2008), tunicates (Sagane et al. 2010), and mammals (Mi et               

al. 2000). While the emergence of new genes in a lineage via HGT may be limited, it has                  

shown to occur across a broad range of phyla to varying degrees. 

1.3.3.4 Gene remodeling 

Gene remodeling events constitute non-tree-like processes of gene evolution such as fusion,            

fission, domain shuffling, and exon shuffling. This form of reticulate evolution involves the             

physical shuffling of distinct genetic material resulting in novel sequence. Often associated            
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with protein coding regions, this type of shuffling and rearrangement may also be used to               

combine coding regions with novel regulatory elements and UTRs (Katju et al. 2009; Zhou et               

al. 2008). If adaptive (fusion genes are found to be causal in some cancers (Demichelis et al.                 

2007; Agaram et al. 2015)), the combination of two or more independent genes to form a                

single transcription unit has the potential to rapidly give rise to new protein function and drive                

phenotypic innovation (Long et al. 2003). A classic example of new gene genesis through              

these recombinogenic processes is jingwei in D. melanogaster (Long and Langley 1993).            

This chimeric gene is derived from transposon copy of the Adh locus and a 5’ end derived                 

from another gene, yande, resulting in a novel phenotype whereby the protein obtains new              

specificity towards long-chain primary alcohols (Long and Langley 1993). Gene fusion may            

be DNA mediated, permanent remodeling within the genome through recombination or           

replication processes, or transcript mediated, where the adjacent genes are transcribed           

together via readthrough to produce a single chimeric transcript (Thomson et al. 2000; Parra              

et al. 2006). Underlying the majority of these recombinogenic processes is duplication,            

providing the raw material for remodeling while preserving the original content. As mentioned             

earlier, duplication can occur on a small scale, as with gene duplications, or larger scales, in                

segmental duplication and whole genome duplication. Gene duplication may facilitate          

remodeling in two ways (i) the parent genes undergo normal gene duplication, and the              

duplicate sequence as a whole is used during composite formation, (ii) alternatively, the             

parent gene partially duplicates, freeing up a portion of the sequence to be involved in a                

remodeling step with another full or partial gene sequence. Segmental duplications in            

hominoids have been found to provide the necessary material for the creation of composite              

genes which are transcribed (Bailey et al. 2002; She et al. 2004; Marques-Bonet et al. 2009)                

and translated (McCartney et al. 2019), some of which show signatures of positive selection,              

suggesting the evolution of a new function (Ciccarelli et al. 2005). Similarly, whole genome              

duplication events, which occurred several times throughout animal evolution, are thought to            

provide an influx of genetic material through which novel genes and functions may emerge.              

Thus, it is reasonable to believe that this may also loosen the selective constraints within the                

genome to facilitate higher rates of gene remodeling (Sémon and Wolfe 2007). 

Transcript mediated fusions technically do not permanently alter the genome and form a             

novel gene, instead it involves the creation of a composite transcript following expression of              

two or more genes together as a single ORF. Often these genes are located adjacent to one                 

another in the genome, with read-through providing the necessary machinery for the            

formation of a composite transcript with a potential novel protein product being formed             

(Thomson et al. 2000; Parra et al. 2006; Akiva et al. 2006; Denoeud et al. 2007; McCartney                 
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et al. 2019). However, it is possible for the fusion transcript to be reinserted into the genome                 

via processes of retrotransposition. For example the fusion transcript PIP5K1A identified by            

Akiva et al. (2006) was later shown to be fixed within the genome of humans by                

retrotransposition, expressed in the testes, and underwent an intense period of positive            

selection suggesting acquisition of a novel function (Babushok et al. 2007). 

The process of gene fission is linked with gene fusion in that the fission of a gene, which                  

could otherwise be called partial gene duplication if the original copy is retained, can lead to                

the subsequent fusion of these smaller gene fragments with other genes (Kaessmann 2010).             

Gene fusion has been found to be more prevalent than gene fission, occurring three times               

more often than fission in yeast (Leonard and Richards 2012). Exon shuffling is the process               

by which two or more exons from different sources may be ectopically recombined or when               

exons are duplicated leading to a novel exon intron architecture within a gene (Long et al.                

2003). Related to this, domain shuffling describes a similar process of recombination            

between and within proteins, where the structural and function components of the protein,             

called domains, may rearrange to form a new domain architecture. A significant amount of              

work has demonstrated the correlation between increased rates of domain rearrangements           

and an increase in protein and organism complexity in animals (Patthy 1996; Pawson and              

Nash 2003; Tordai et al. 2005; Vogel and Chothia 2006; Itoh et al. 2007; Kawashima et al.                 

2009; Bornberg-Bauer and Albà 2013; Thomas et al. 2020; Dohmen et al. 2020). Many              

examples of the role of domain rearrangements in driving functional complexity and            

innovation have been shown in animals, including the evolution of the extracellular matrix             

(Cromar et al. 2014), and the blood coagulation cascade (Patthy 1985), as well as key roles                

in signalling networks (Pawson 1995). 
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1.4 Thesis aims 

(1) Investigate the contribution of gene remodeling to protein coding innovation in            
animals - Chapter 2. 
In Chapter 2 we will explore reticulate patterns of gene evolution across the Metazoa by               

applying graph theory to quantify the rate and points in evolution in which it occurs. Given                

that current methods of homology assignment do not account for more complex patterns of              

gene evolution such as gene fusion and fission, we do not know how or at what rate these                  

genes evolve. Here, we aim to describe the patterns of gene remodeling throughout animal              

evolution and describe their contribution to protein coding innovation in animal genomes. 

 

(2) Assess the usefulness of composite genes as phylogenetic markers and test            
whether they can address contentious regions in AToL - Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 3 we will assess the application of composite genes (i.e. fusion/fission genes) as               

novel phylogenetic markers to address contentious regions within AToL. Given the difficulty            

in resolving some long standing uncertainties in AToL using primary sequence data, different             

data types may provide a novel approach in helping to reach a consensus in the animal                

phylogeny. We categorize the properties of composite genes and ensure enrichment for teh             

characters whose evolutionary history provide the most useful signal to address the species             

phylogeny. In doing so we question the ability of composite genes to recapitulate known              

branching patterns in AToL, with the aim to address the contentious nodes that remain. 

 

(3) Measure the impact of incorrect ortholog assignment on the placement of            
Xenacoelomorpha by reassessing previously published studies - Chapter 4. 
Finally, in Chapter 4 we reassess previously published phylogenomic datasets by           

questioning the accuracy of the inference of orthology in large datasets and the effect it has                

on difficult to resolve topologies. Orthology assignment is a crucial but often overlooked part              

of phylogenomic studies, and the accuracy of current methods to define orthologous genes             

is seldom questioned. Using gene tree methods, we wished to uncover the prevalence of              

hidden parology within datasets constructed for phylogenetic reconstruction and, using the           

case studies of the difficult to place Xenacoelomorpha, test whether enriching for            

orthologous gene families would result in a different tree topology. 
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1.5 Result chapters contributions 

Chapter 2 - Peter Mulhair designed experiments, carried out analyses, created images and 
wrote the manuscript. Raymon J Moran designed experiments and was involved in initial 
dataset construction. Mary J O’Connell conceived the initial study, designed experiments, 
and edited the manuscript. 
 
Chapter 3 - Peter Mulhair designed experiments, carried out analyses, created images and 
wrote the manuscript. Mary J O’Connell conceived the initial study, designed experiments, 
and edited the manuscript. 
 
Chapter 4 - Peter Mulhair conceived the initial study, designed experiments, carried out 
analyses, created images and wrote the manuscript. Mary J O’Connell conceived the initial 
study, designed experiments, and edited the manuscript. 
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Chapter 2: Gene remodeling is a major contributor to protein          

coding innovation in Metazoa 
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2.1 Introduction 

Gene remodeling describes the physical rearrangement of genome content, by processes           

such as gene fusion and fission and exon and domain shuffling (see Section 1.3.3.4). While               

significant work has gone into the role of domain rearrangements in driving genomic and              

functional evolution, standard methods of gene family identification do not fully account for             

the reticulate nature of gene evolution. In this chapter we will focus on gene fusion and                

fission and will refer to both using the general term “gene remodeling”. Here the products of                

gene remodeling are referred to as “composite genes”. Composite genes represent a novel             

gene sequence comprising coding regions acquired by gene remodeling of          

“parent/component genes”. Within the animal phylogeny little is known about where, and at             

what rate gene remodeling occurs. Here, we apply a network approach to overcome the              

limits of gene family detection and uncover the set of composite genes present across 63               

animal genomes from diverse phyla. 

Major transitions in animal phenotype can be defined as events that radically change             

biological function and/or morphology (Nielsen 2008). Phenotypic transitions in the Metazoa           

have been well documented and include the emergence of multicellularity, the nervous            

system, and mineralized skeleton. However, the underlying genomic events that facilitated           

these changes are less well established. Recent work has made significant progress into             

establishing correlations between major phenotypic transitions and (i) the emergence of           

novel genes (Grau-Bové et al. 2017; Paps and Holland 2018; Richter et al. 2018; Fernández               

and Gabaldón 2020), and (ii) gene loss (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020; Guijarro-Clarke et             

al. 2020). However, the approaches used to define gene families in these and other studies               

have limited our view of gene evolution to strictly tree-like processes. As discussed in detail               

in Chapter 1, the definition of gene families has been delegated to software algorithms which               

search for local clusters of related sequences that share sequence homology within specific             

thresholds (Enright et al. 2002; Li et al. 2003; Altenhoff et al. 2016; Emms and Kelly 2019).                 

While these standard approaches to gene families identification typically form subgraphs           

with high connectivity, composite gene families display more complex patterns within the            

network. A more pluralistic view of homology would allow us to take gene remodeling events               

into account. Using a sequence similarity network approach we could search for and quantify              

the set protein coding genes that shared partial homology to two or more separate parent               

gene families, thus allowing us to glean a more complete view of gene family evolution               

across Metazoa. 

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/ny1V
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/nA1m+J0EG+JgNV+hknd
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/nA1m+J0EG+JgNV+hknd
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd+JdBn
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd+JdBn
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Poor genome assembly and gene misannotation are a concern for any comparative            

analysis, however, when studying composite genes this issue is even more pertinent. The             

impact of poor gene annotation, due to incorrect truncation of a protein coding gene or fusion                

of adjacent, separate genes, on misidentification of composite genes has been shown to be              

problematic in a number of diverse animal genomes (Nagy and Patthy 2011; Rödelsperger             

et al. 2019). Therefore, we attempted to reduce these effects of misannotation by testing              

whether a putative composite gene was expressed - thereby providing additional support            

that it is not an artifact of misassembly or misannotation. 

Following the discovery and assessment of expression of our set of putative composite             

genes we sought to understand the evolution of gene remodeling throughout animal            

evolution. Gene gain and loss in animal genomes has been found to occur at unequal rates                

across the phylogeny. Additionally, the rates of gains and loss differ from each other at               

different parts of the tree, with gains thought to occur at higher rates at deeper nodes within                 

the animal tree, even before the emergence of animals, and higher rates of loss closer to the                 

tips of the tree (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020). With this in mind, we placed our composite                

clusters of homologous groups (CHGs) onto the animal tree in order to assess whether the               

rates of gain and loss are constant across the tree or, like standard gene families, they occur                 

at bursts at particular nodes of the tree.  

In this chapter we annotate and describe the evolution of new gene genesis by processes of                

gene remodeling. The emergence of new genes in animals has been described through             

many processes such as the emergence of ancestral novel gene families (Paps and Holland              

2018; Dunwell et al. 2017), expansion and diversification through duplication and loss            

(Fernández and Gabaldón 2020; Guijarro-Clarke et al. 2020), de novo gene genesis            

(Toll-Riera et al. 2009), and processes of domain rearrangements (Dohmen et al. 2020;             

Thomas et al. 2020). However, there has not been a comprehensive study of the role of                

non-tree like gene evolution, such as gene remodeling by gene fusion and fission, across all               

phyla in AToL. 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/OUNN+wgcC
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/OUNN+wgcC
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/hknd
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/J0EG+UxYU
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/J0EG+UxYU
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/hknd+1Jvy
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/0Km4
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/u1pg+wiW3
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/u1pg+wiW3
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Dataset assembly, sequence similarity network construction and identification of          
putative remodeled genes  

A dataset of approximately 1.2 million protein coding genes from a sample of 63 animal               

species representing all major clades within the animal tree was constructed (and average of              

19,320 protein coding genes per species). Taxa were sampled to capture the known periods              

of major transition within animal evolution, and species representing all major nodes in the              

animal tree were included (Figure 2.1A). As the quality of data used was of particular               

importance in this study, given the potential for misidentification of composite genes, taxon             

sampling was guided by the quality of gene annotation of the available species genomes. To               

achieve this, we carried out two filtering steps of potential genomes. First, we searched for               

protein coding genes known to be present across all of Metazoa (412 in total) (Powell et al.                 

2012), ranking genomes as high quality (contain at least 70% of the genes) or low quality                

(less than 70% of conserved genes present in the genome). Next, a smaller set of 40 protein                 

coding genes that are annotated as being present across all of life (Ciccarelli et al. 2006)                

were used as queries to search for their presence in the set of animal genomes. As this set                  

of protein coding genes is more conserved, this allowed for a more strict filtering for quality                

of the genomes. All homology searching for the core set of metazoan and all of life protein                 

coding genes was carried out using a reciprocal BLASTp approach (Altschul et al. 1990).              

Searching for the set of conserved genes in Metazoa and all of life within sampled genomes,                

ensured that genomes of high quality (deemed by the presence of these sets of conserved               

genes) were used in our analysis. See (Appendix 2.1 “metazoa63_AA.fasta”) for the final set              

of peptides from the resulting 63 animal genomes. 

The second part of data assembly involved the construction of a time calibrated species tree.               

Node dates and species topology were obtained from TimeTree (Kumar et al. 2017), and              

contentious regions (such as the branching order at the root of the animal lineage) were               

resolved based on current literature on the animal phylogeny (Pisani et al. 2015; Simion et               

al. 2017; Feuda et al. 2017). Twelve of the species in our dataset were missing from the                 

TimeTree database, and so to place their position and time of divergence, closely related              

species to these lineages were used as replacements. In most cases, sister species from the               

same genus were present, and a list of the closely related species used to replace them can                 

be found in (Appendix 2.1 “timeTree_taxa_conversion.txt”). With other species, such as the            

case of Ciona savignyi, which was not present in TimeTree (Kumar et al. 2017), the               

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/mkWR
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/mkWR
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/hO50
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/cdZo
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/XRX8
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/iVp1+SltY+b2f1
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/iVp1+SltY+b2f1
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/CFYh
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divergence time between it and its sister lineage Ciona intestinalis was taken as 176 MYA               

from the literature (Delsuc et al. 2018). 

 

The set of animal genomes to be included in our analyses were filtered based on annotation                

quality (see above). An all versus all BLASTp (Altschul et al. 1990) was carried out (E-value                

<= 1e-5, percent identity >= 30%). The statements of homology that were output from the               

BLASTp analysis of the approximately 1.2 million animal proteins were used to generate an              

SSN, using the cleanBlastp step in CompositeSearch (output from this stage is found in              

Appendix 2.1 “blast_allGenomes_Ray.out.cleanNetwork” SSN file). The software program        

CompositeSearch (Pathmanathan et al. 2018), which applies a modified Depth First Search            

(DFS) algorithm to annotate gene families followed by subsequent network searching to            

define composite genes and gene families, then takes this SSN as input and identifies              

composite gene clusters which are denoted by non-transitive triplet patterns in the SSN,             

whereby two or more previously unlinked clusters are connected (Figure 2.1B). We used an              

E-value cutoff of 1e-5, percent identity cutoff of 30%, and coverage threshold of 80%. This               

provides output files on both the gene families detected and the gene families annotated as               

composite. The composite gene families annotation file       

(blast_allGenomes_Ray_out_cleanNetwork.compositefamiliesinfo, Appendix 2.1) also    

provides information on the size of the composite gene families, the number of component              

families associated with the composite family, the size of the component gene families and              

the connectivity of the subgraph of composite genes within a family. The CompositeSearch             

software (Pathmanathan et al. 2018) also generates user friendly information on the            

composite gene families generated and general descriptions of the network, which are useful             

for interpretation of the data. Information such as the number of composite genes within a               

family, and the amount of overlap of the homologous regions between the distinct parent              

genes and the composite gene is all made readily available. As discussed previously the              

detection of composite genes may be prone to misidentification and false positives.            

Therefore, as an initial filtering step, a series of quality filters were applied to the putative                

composite gene families identified in the CompositeSearch analysis: firstly, singleton          

composite CHGs, i.e. those with only a single member in the CHG, were removed. This was                

to reduce the number of false positive composite genes within our dataset, as these              

singleton composites could not be ruled out as being annotation errors in the single species               

genome. In total this filtering step removed 48,640 CHGs out of the total of 77,085 CHGs. In                 

addition, genes where the mapping of components to the composite was ambiguous or             

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/EVld
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/wOsX
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/n4VF
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/hXXN
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where the mapping of the components overlapped, were also removed (this removed a             

further 14,823), leaving a total of 13,632 remaining putative composite CHGs. 

2.2.2 Determining if there is evidence for expression of unique breakpoints of            
composite genes using publicly available transcriptome data  

To further reduce the potential for misannotation or misassembly errors contributing to the             

resulting dataset of remodeled genes we mined transcriptomic data to determine if the             

putative composite gene unique breakpoints were expressed (Figure 2.1C). A dataset of            

transcriptomes was assembled from RNA sequencing studies for 52/63 taxa in our dataset             

(RNAseq_dataTable.xlsx, Appendix 2.2), with at least one representative species from each           

of our major clades (i.e. non-bilaterian lineages, Ecdysozoa, Lophotrochozoa, and          

Deuterostomia). The remaining 11/63 taxa did not have RNA sequencing datasets available            

at the time of this study, these were Nomascus leucogenys, Sorex araneus, Procavia             

capensis, Echinops telfairi, Choloepus hoffmanni, Sarcophilus harrisii, Ficedula albicollis,         

Ciona savignyi, Capitella teleta, Helobdella robusta, Lottia gigantea. RNA seq reads were            

then mapped to all putative composite gene breakpoints using bowtie2 (Langmead and            

Salzberg 2012). This was carried out on an individual gene-by-gene basis for all putative              

composite genes in each taxa  

 
Figure 2.1. Summary of data assembly and search for composite genes (A) Distribution             

and phylogeny of species used in this study, coloured by major clades: Bilateria (pink);              

Lophotrochozoa (blue); Ecdysozoa (purple); Actinopterygii (orange); Aves (red); and         

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/Id09
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/Id09
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Mammalia (maroon). (B) Example of network subgraph representing non-transitive pattern of           

similarity, where the composite cluster (red) connects the two otherwise unconnected           

parent/component clusters (orange and purple). (C) Approach taken to validate the           

expression of the composite gene by mapping RNA reads to the unique composite             

breakpoint. Cartoon illustrates that if a read is found to cover the breakpoint, the composite               

gene is annotated as being expressed. 

 

 

The breakpoint of the composite gene is the junction which joins the previously separated              

parent/component genes and is therefore unique to that composite gene. RNA seq reads             

mapping to this unique region provides support for the expression across this breakpoint for              

a given composite gene. To reduce the amount of data and run time of the RNA seq                 

mapping, the number of composite genes which RNA seq reads were mapped to were              

reduced, taking representative composite genes from each CHG. The selection of a specific             

composite gene or genes for a given CHG was based on the phylogenetic distribution of the                

composite genes in the CHG and the quality of the transcriptome data for the species the                

genes are present in. Confirmation of expression of the representative gene(s) was            

extrapolated to confirm the expression and existence of the remaining composite genes in             

the CHG. The representative taxa for each of the Bilaterian clades included humans             

(Deuterostomia) and fruit fly (Protostomia), based on the amount of transcriptome data            

available for these species. If the best representative species was not present in a given               

composite family for RNAseq mapping, the next best representative species was taken and             

so on. Additionally, if a given CHG had two species in a single clade, the species with the                  

more robust RNA seq data (i.e. if it had multiple tissues or timepoints sampled) were used as                 

representative for that clade. As a result of these filters, we tested 70,662 composite genes               

(representing 12,048 composite CHGs), from 51 species, providing support for 7,774           

composite CHG as having evidence for evidence of expression. 

 

2.2.3 Mapping composite CHGs onto species tree 

Based on current consensus in the animal tree for the 63 species sampled in this study                

(Pisani et al. 2015; Simion et al. 2017; Feuda et al. 2017) we reconstructed the gain/loss                

history of the composite CHGs, and used a constrained timetree (Kumar et al. 2017) to               

determine their rates of gain and loss. The distribution of gains and losses of composite               

CHGs across the tree was measured using a stochastic character mapping approach,            

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/7nMG+g6JR+k3VL
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/nfLS
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implemented in RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016). Setting the root to zero and using an Mk                

model with unequal transition rates, allowing a character to be lost and gained a number of                

times at different rates across the tree, we measured the gain and loss of each composite                

CHG. For each CHG we ran two mcmc chains for 5,000 generations each, allowing us to                

measure the precise timing of gain along each branch stochastically. This was carried out              

twice, first using the composite CHGs for our dataset of 63 animal genomes, and then               

adding outgroups, including a dataset of 63 animals genomes plus the choanoflagellate            

Monosiga brevicollis and a dataset of 63 animal genomes plus five outgroup taxa sampled              

deeper in the opisthokont tree, including two choanoflagellate species (Monosiga brevicollis           

and Salpingoeca rosetta), a filasteran (Capsaspora owczarzaki), an ichthyosporean         

(Sphaeroforma arctica), and a yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). This allowed us to assess            

the effects of outgroup selection on the placements and numbers of gain and loss of               

composite CHGs across the animal tree. 

2.2.4 Functional assessment of composite CHG 

Each of our composite CHGs were functionally annotated using the KOG database (Galperin             

et al. 2015). The KOG database consists of four main functional categories which can split               

into specific KOG annotations representing more detailed functional descriptions. As the           

assignment of function in this way is defined by sequence homology, we took only the               

broadest descriptions of function i.e. four functional categories, for further analysis. We used             

RPS-BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) (E-value 1e-05) to search our set of CHGs against the               

database and assigned KOG letters to each one. These were then parsed to describe the               

functional classifications at their broadest level for each CHG. We are aware, however, that              

assigning functions to composite genes in this way is problematic, as they still share              

sequence homology to their component genes, which may have a different function to the              

composite. For each of the 62 nodes in the species tree, we used the results from the                 

phylogenetic mapping analysis (Section 2.2.3), to annotate the functional categories that           

emerged across the tree. 

2.2.5 Role of remodeling in new gene genesis across Metazoa 

Previous studies have identified novel gene families that have emerged during animal            

evolution (Paps and Holland 2018; Altenhoff et al. 2019), and the values vary depending on               

sampling and the specifics of gene family identification. We took the OMA (Altenhoff et al.               

2019) dataset of Hierarchical Orthologous groups (HOGs) for our species and annotated            

each gene family according to their patterns of gain and loss. Placement of ‘novel’ genes               

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/EaKr
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/jCbI
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/jCbI
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/cdZo
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/ibPf+jfuF
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/jfuF
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/jfuF
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using the OMA database allowed for a direct comparison of the contribution of different              

mechanisms to gene genesis. The OMA dataset consists of 45,612 novel genes in animals,              

and for each one we annotated it as being formed by remodeling or processes other than                

remodeling based on their presence or absence in our dataset of composite genes. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Sequence similarity networks uncover a large set of remodeled genes that are             
confirmed with expression data 

The analysis of the SSN from our dataset of protein coding genes revealed a significant               

proportion of gene clusters that are composites of other gene clusters. From our dataset of               

~1.2 million genes, 322,093 were identified as composite. Once we removed singleton            

composites (totalling 48,640 composite CHGs) and applied quality filters describe in the            

materials and methods based on the structure of shared homology between composite and             

parent genes, we ended up with a set of 157,206 putative composite genes, corresponding              

to 13,632 putative composite gene families referred to throughout as clusters of homologous             

genes (CHGs). Only one composite CHG was present in all species across the animal tree               

(Figure 2.2). This composite cluster consisted of the DnaJ (Hsp40) gene, which produces a              

chaperone protein involved in binding to and folding of unfolded proteins (Caplan et al.              

1993). The protein consists of three annotated pfam domains, the N-terminal DnaJ, the             

C-terminal DnaJ_C and the cysteine rich DnaJ_CXXCXGXG domain. 

https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/mqC6
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/mqC6
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Figure 2.2. Species counts in composite dataset. Distribution of the number of species             

present in a given composite CHG, starting from two species up to the maximum of 63                

species. 

 

 

To further reduce the potential for misannotation or misassembly errors contributing to this             

signal we sought support for the expression of the unique composite breakpoints, the             

sequence location where the parent genes meet in the composite, from transcriptomic data.             

Transcriptome data was available for 12,048 (88%) of the composite CHGs, and of these              

7,774 CHGs (65%) had at least one composite gene confirmed as transcribed as evidenced              

by at least one RNA read mapping across the breakpoint. Given that a particular composite               

gene may not be expressed at the time point sampled or in the tissue sampled, this                

proportion of “confirmed composites” is most likely a gross underestimate. Indeed, studies in             

zebrafish and mice have found that 26-34% (Wang et al. 2016) and 43% (Li et al. 2017) of                  

RNA seq reads mapped to the respective genomes. Our results demonstrate that composite             

formation by remodeling is contributing to novel transcribed coding regions in animals. 

 

2.3.2 Gene remodeling is prevalent across Metazoa, particularly at nodes of major            
phenotypic transition 

Based on the current consensus for the topology of the animal tree (Pisani et al. 2015;                

Simion et al. 2017; Feuda et al. 2017) we reconstructed the gain/loss history of the               

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/fZUp
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/2d0M
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/7nMG+g6JR+k3VL
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/7nMG+g6JR+k3VL
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composite CHGs for the 63 species sampled in this study, and then used a timetree (Kumar                

et al. 2017) to determine the patterns and rates of gain and loss. Firstly, the distribution of                 

gene remodeling events is not linear across species sampled (Figure 2.3). For example,             

within Deuterostomia there were collectively 1,484 composite CHGs gained as compared to            

712 composite CHGs gained in Protostomia and 34 composite CHGs in the three             

non-bilateria sampled. Additionally, the pattern of distribution of gene remodeling events           

suggests that a large proportion may be clade specific, e.g. we identify 299, 87 and 563                

composite CHGs unique to Caenorhabditis, Culicidae and Euteleostomi respectively. Out of           

a total of 13,632 composite CHGs, 2,285 (17%) had a single node of origin meaning the vast                 

majority were formed by multiple independent events - 55% of which were solely,             

independently gained in different non-sister species. The 2,285 composite CHGs of single            

origin are overrepresented at nodes of major transition in animal evolution (Figure 2.3),             

some of the largest number of single emergences of composite CHGs occur at internal              

nodes defining the following groups (in brackets are the raw number of composite CHGs at               

each node): Euteleostomi (563), Clupeocephala (92), Vertebrata (83), and Teleostei (69).           

Interestingly, a large number of gene remodeling events mapped to Nematoda (146) and in              

particular, the Caenorhabditis clade (299). 

Heterogeneity in the raw number of composite CHG gains across the tree indicate bursts of               

remodeling events at the branches of major phenotypic evolution, particularly at           

Euteleostomi, Nematoda, and Caenorhabditis, all of which show a higher than average            

number of remodeling events (average of 41 ± 84 SD composite CHG gains observed              

across the whole phylogeny) (Figure 2.3). While the nodes with higher number of remodeling              

events are internal nodes, loss of the composite CHGs are more prevalent at shallower parts               

of the tree for example at Xenarthra (141 CHG losses), Dasyuromorphia (87 CHGs),             

Neognathae (81 CHGs). This higher number of losses is particularly evident within individual             

lineages, notably Sorex araneus (557 CHGs), Choloepus hoffmanni (489 CHGs), Echinops           

telfairi (464 CHGs), Ornithorhynchus anatinus (440 CHGs). The patterns of loss also vary             

across the tree, with the highest rates of loss found in lineages within the Euteleostomi.               

Although high numbers of remodeling events are observed in the Nematoda and            

Caenorhabditis clades, unlike patterns of high subsequent loss in Euteleostomi, far lower            

rates of loss are found. 

 

 
 

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/nfLS
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/nfLS
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Figure 2.3. Gain and loss patterns for the 2,285 composite CHGs of single origin. The               

phylogeny with divergence times is shown for all species in the analysis, with certain clade               

names annotated. Gains are shown in blue and losses in red, and the size of the point on                  

the node is proportional to the amount of gain/loss at that node. The histogram (right in blue)                 

shows the total number of composite CHGs per taxon. 

 

2.3.3 Composite CHGs gained at major transition nodes are predominantly signalling           
proteins 

Functional annotation of the composite CHGs indicated that composite genes are more often             

annotated as carrying out cellular processes and signalling functions when compared to            

other functions such as information storage and processing or metabolism (at same level of              

KOG) (Figure 2.4). Others have also proposed a central role for cellular processes and              

signalling in major transition events throughout animal evolution (Paps and Holland 2018).            

Our analysis places gene remodeling as a central mechanism of new gene genesis             

generating bursts of novel gene families coincident with some of these major transition             

nodes. 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/ibPf
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Figure 2.4. Functional categories of composite CHGs at representative major          
transition nodes within the animal tree. The major KOG categories are represented by             

cellular processes and signalling (red), information storage and procession (yellow),          

metabolism (light blue), and poorly characterised (dark blue). For each of the major transition              

clades in our species tree, the CHGs placed at emerging at those points in the tree are                 

annotated by their KOG category functions. 

 

2.3.4 Contribution of gene remodeling to existing dataset of “novel genes” reveals            
widespread contribution to protein coding novelty across Metazoa 

The OMA dataset containing the 63 species in our dataset consists of 45,612 novel genes in                

animals (Altenhoff et al. 2015). The novel genes were annotated by parsing the Hierarchical              

Orthologous groups (HOGs) for our species and placing the evolutionary history (i.e. gained,             

duplicated, lost, or retained) of each gene on the species tree. For each node we compared                

the number of novel genes proposed by OMA (Altenhoff et al. 2019) to the number of novel                 

composite genes proposed from our analysis (Figure 2.5). In general, the ratio of novel              

remodeled genes we identify per node to novel genes from OMA (Altenhoff et al. 2019) is                

similar across the tree. Certain internal nodes have higher numbers of novel genes formed              

by both processes, for example (clade name followed by total number of novel genes, % of                

novel genes that are remodeled at each node), Caenorhabditis (538, 37%), Euteleostomia            

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/4sKm
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/UQci
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/jfuF
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(3674, 30%), Bilateria (3313, 37%), and, Neopterygii (3026, 32%). Overall, the percentage of             

OMA classified novel genes that were formed through a remodeling event per node varies              

across the tree from 24% to 53%, with a mean of 36% (Figure 2.5). Clades where we see a                   

greater than average contribution of remodeling to novel gene genesis include:           

Lophotrochozoa (49% of novel genes are remodeled); Annelida (48%), Nematoda (51%);           

Percomorphaceae (46%); Primates (45%), and Hominoidea (42%). Our findings provide          

further support for the role of new gene genesis by remodeling throughout the animal tree,               

ranging from 24 - 53% of all novel genes at a given node emerging through this process. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Proportion of novel genes emerging through remodeling processes and           
other processes. Each bar in the plot represents a node in the species tree. The bars are                 

stacked and represent the number of ‘novel’ genes that emerged at that node by gene               

remodeling (red) or by processes other than remodeling (grey). 

 

 

2.3.5 Composite genes in Metazoa tend to be larger, have more domain types, and are               
more likely to be formed by parents that are themselves composites 

We have identified 13,632 composite CHGs and 40,217 parent CHGs (genes that contribute             

sequence to the composite gene). Of the 13,632 remodeled CHGs, 10,855 (80%) were             

formed from the most simple scenario of sequence contributions from just two parent genes.              

However, 11,805/13,632 (87%) composite CHGs were themselves parents (Figure 2.6A),          

illustrating the complex nature of gene remodeling, whereby a composite gene may itself be              
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remodeled to produce a new composite gene and so on (Figure 2.6D). Indeed, we find that                

parents that are themselves composite are, on average, used in the formation of 17              

composite genes as compared to an average of 10 events for parents that are not               

themselves the product of a remodeling event. 

 

 
Figure 2.6. Characteristics of composite genes demonstrate the complex nature of           
gene remodeling and the role of domain modularity in producing complex proteins.            

(A) Venn diagram displaying the number of parent CHGs (blue) and composite CHGs (red)              

in our dataset, with the overlap representing parent CHGs which are themselves composite.             

(B) Boxplot plots showing distribution of domain type counts in the composite CHGs (red),              

parent CHGs (blue), and non-composite associated genes (green). (C) Boxplot plots           

showing distribution of gene lengths in the composite CHGs (red), parent CHGs (blue), and              

non-composite associated genes (green). (D) Model demonstrating the nested nature of           

gene remodeling, whereby a composite gene (orange) formed from distinct parent genes            

(red and yellow), may itself be used in a separate remodeling step in the formation of a new                  

composite gene (green). (E) Distribution of the parent genes showing the proportion of the              

parent gene sequence that is provided to the composite gene during the remodeling             

process. The colour gradient indicates gene size, from the smaller genes (in the region of               

0-500 amino acids) in blue to the larger genes (up to and including genes of 26,150 amino                 

acids) in brown. 
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Next we categorised the ~1.2 million protein coding genes in our initial dataset based on               

whether they were composite genes, parent genes, or non-composite associated genes (i.e.            

neither composite nor parent) in order to compare protein length and domain architecture             

across these different categories. Each of our three datasets were annotated from the Pfam              

database using domain-specific hidden markov models (El-Gebali et al. 2019) (Table 2.1).            

We observe that composite genes have more domain types than either parent genes (P =               

1.60e-148, T-test) or genes that are neither parents nor composite i.e. non-composite            

associated genes (P = 0, T-test) (Figure 2.6B). Additionally, remodeled genes tend to             

produce larger proteins than either of the parent (P = 0, T-test) or non-composite associated               

genes (P = 0, T-test) (Figure 2.6C). 

 

 

 
Composite  All parents 

Non-composite 

parents  

Non-composite 

associated  

No. CHGs with 

annotated domains 

(full dataset numbers) 

12,778  

(13,362) 

34,929  

(40,215) 

26,362  

(28,412) 

39,017  

(54,632) 

Total no. of domains 

present 
27,348 61,727 38,943 48,560 

No. unique domain 

types 
3,720 4,203 3,952 6,159 

Mean domain length 

(AAs) 
125 118 116 131 

 

Table 2.1. Domain information for composite, parent, non-composite parents, and          
non-composite associated genes. Rows in the table are as follows: the number of CHGs              

in the given dataset that have annotated pfam domains, along with the actual number of               

CHGs in the dataset; the total number of domains present across all CHGs in each dataset;                

the number unique of domains present in each dataset; the mean number of amino acids for                

the domains across each dataset. 

 

 

Following this, we annotated the proportion of the parent gene that was used during the               

remodeling process to create the composite gene. We found a tendency for ~20% or 100%               

of the parent gene to be passed onto the composite gene, suggesting some evolutionary or               

structural constraint on what portion of the parent gene is used in the remodeled process               

(Figure 2.6E). One such constraint could be the modularity of the protein in question.              

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/zP4Y
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Proteins are made up of independent units called domains, which are thought to be the               

structural and functional units of selection for a protein. Indeed, the average length of the               

parent sequences used during a remodeling event is 100 amino acids, which is the average               

length of a domain in an animal protein. To investigate if the process of remodeling may be                 

governed by specific domain features of a protein we analysed the differences in domain              

content between composite and parent proteins to see if there were any patterns of domain               

retention (domains consistently passed from parent gene to composite gene) during the            

process of remodeling across our dataset. Comparing domain types between parent and            

composite genes, we found no outlier domain(/s) overrepresented in all gene remodeling            

events. However, the domains WD40 and zf-C2H2 are present and retained at a higher rate               

than any other domain (WD40 is present in 391 parents and is retained in remodeled genes                

58% of the time and zf-C2H2 is present in 339 parents and retained in remodeled genes                

58% of the time) (Figure 2.7). These domains are known to be promiscuous (Basu et al.                

2008), and are prevalent across all eukaryotes, playing key roles in a wide array of biological                

functions, including multi-protein complex assembly, DNA binding, and facilitating         

protein-protein interactions (Stirnimann et al. 2010; Fedotova et al. 2017). These types of             

functional domain may play an important role in facilitating new gene genesis by remodeling,              

by providing the novel sequence opportunities to stabilise and form new composite genes. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Domain usage during gene remodeling. This plot shows each domain            

(represented as points) in our dataset of parent CHGs. The x-axis shows the number of               

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/Fqz5
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/Fqz5
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/lUQo+7eb6
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times the domains are found across the full dataset of parents CHGs, and this is plotted                

against the proportion of times the domains are passed to a composite gene during a               

remodeling step (y-axis). Highlighted in red are two obvious outliers, the WD40 domain and              

the zf-C2H2 domain. 

 

2.3.6 Rates of composite gene gain and loss 

After mapping the number composite CHGs gained and lost at each node, we next              

measured the rate of gain and loss across the time calibrated tree. This allowed us to                

calculate the rate of gain and loss at each branch per million years, and test whether the                 

actual rate of gain and loss of composite genes is clocklike or not. The average rate of gain                  

across the tree is 0.27 per million years, versus a loss rate of 0.32 per million years. When                  

we plot the rates of gain and loss for each branch onto the species tree, we find that certain                   

branches display greater rates of change than others (Figure 2.8). The branch leading to the               

Caenorhabditis clade displays the highest rate of composite CHG gain, with 4.97 gains per              

million years. Other branches, such as the shallow branch leading to Hominoidea (~53             

MYA), and the deeper branch leading to Euteleostomi (~500 MYA) display rates of             

composite gain above the average plus the standard deviation observed across the whole             

phylogeny (0.27 ± 1 composite gains per million years). 

Additionally, gain and loss display different distributions in their rates across the tree. We              

find gains of composite CHGs distributed across deep internal and shallower nodes. Some             

branches with notably higher rates of gain include the branch leading to Euteleostomi, the              

branch leading to Caenorhabditis, and the branch leading to Hominidae (Figure 2.8A).            

Contrastingly, higher rates of composite CHG loss tend to be found nearer the tips of the                

tree, with few internal branches displaying a high rate of loss. Branches with rates of               

composite loss higher than the average plus standard deviation (0.32 ± 1 composite losses              

per million years) are found at the branches leading to Hominoidea (~53 MYA), Xenarthra              

(~66 MYA), Passeriformes (~67 MYA), Tetraodontidae (~52 MYA), Dasyuromorphia (~40          

MYA), and Phasianidae (~42 MYA). The rates of loss also vary across the phylogeny, as we                

observe much higher rates of loss within the deuterostome branches (combined rate of             

118.62 losses per million years across all nodes) versus the protostome branches            

(combined rate of 2.67 losses per million years across all nodes) (Figure 2.8B). The rates of                

gain in contrast, while higher in Deuterostomia, are more evenly distributed across different             

clades within the tree, with a gain rate of 10.37 per million years across all deuterostome                

nodes and a gain rate of 6.47 per million years across all protostome nodes (Figure 2.8A). 
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Figure 2.8. Rates of gain and loss of composite CHGs across ATol. (A) displays the               

rates of composite CHG gain across the phylogeny of 63 species in our dataset. Tree branch                

lengths represent the number of CHGs gained or lost per million years, and are coloured               

along a gradient based on higher (red) or lower (purple) rates of gain or loss. (B) Rates of                  

composite CHG loss across the phylogeny, with branch lengths and colour gradient            

correlating to losses per million years. 

 

This suggests that the rates of gain and lost are distributed unevenly across different              

branches on the tree. Indeed, when we plot the rate of gain and loss per node, ordered from                  

oldest to youngest nodes, we see different rates of gain and loss across time (Figure 2.9).                

There are large increases in emergence of composite genes at internal nodes (Figure 2.9,              

blue line), particularly at Euteleostomi, Nematoda, Clupeocephala, and Culicidae. This is           

followed by subsequent increases in rates of gain at shallower, younger nodes such as              

Hominoidea and Poeciliinae where we see rates of gain in the region of 1.14-1.63/million              

years. A notable rise in the rate of gains is also found on the branch leading to                 

Caenorhabditis, where there were 299 composite CHGs gained in this relatively young clade             

that diverged ~60 MYA. Alternatively, loss rates are greater in younger nodes (Figure 2.9,              

red line). It is important to note that tip branches are not present in this plot. The highest                  

rates of loss are found at the tip branches, suggesting increased species-specific losses of              

composite CHGs. 
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Figure 2.9. Rates of gain and loss of composite CHGs across nodes in the tree. Each                

node on the tree is represented on the x-axis and are ordered by their distance from the tips                  

of the tree (older nodes on the left, younger nodes on the right). The rate of gain (blue) and                   

loss (red) per million years is plotted for each node on the tree. Tip lineages are excluded                 

from this plot. 

 

 

The node with the largest number of emergent composite CHGs in the animal tree is               

Euteleostomi, with 563 CHGs of single origin (i.e. not found independently anywhere else in              

the tree). To assess the impact of secondary loss on this set, we annotated all branches with                 

subsequent CHG loss and measured the rate of loss across all 563 composite CHGs which               

ranged from 0-60% of the overall set of losses of CHGs (Figure 2.10). The majority of losses                 

in this clade are species-specific, with the common shrew (Sorex araneus), the platypus             

(Ornithorhynchus anatinus), and the two-toed sloth (Choloepus hoffmanni) showing the          

greatest number of losses. However, while the rates of loss are high in certain branches               

within the Euteleostomi, the average loss of CHGs across all branches in the clade is 15%                

indicating high level of retention of novel genes emerging by gene remodeling at this point in                

the tree. 
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Figure 2.10. Rate of loss in specific lineages for CHGs gained on the ancestral              
Euteleostomi node. The tree displays the species phylogeny for the Euteleostomi species            

in our dataset. The large node at the base of the Euteleostomi tree shows the 563 composite                 

CHGs gained at this node. Branch lengths are calibrated by the proportion of CHGs lost in                

subsequent lineages that emerged at the base of Euteleostomi, with longer branch lengths             

showing higher proportion of Euteleostomi CHGs lost. The colour gradient also represents            

the proportion of Euteleostomi CHG lost in each subsequent lineage, with low proportion of              

CHG loss in blue, and high loss in yellow. 

 

 

Gene loss has other important implications for our understanding of the processes of gene              

remodeling within animals. Loss of parent genes in particular has important implications for             

the function of the composite gene, as loss of parents may be more likely to result in a                  

functionally redundant composite gene, whereas composite genes with one or all of its             

parent genes still present in the genome may be free to rapidly adapt a new function (Rogers                 

et al. 2009). We find that across the species studied 11,211/13,632 of our composite CHGs               

have lost their respective parents subsequent to composite formation, while just 2,421            

composite CHGs retained both parent and composite genes, with at least one composite             

gene present in the same genome as the parents genes. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/CeiC
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/CeiC
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2.4 Discussion 

Through analysis of the protein coding content of 63 animal genomes we uncovered a set of                

157,206 composite genes which equate to 13,632 composite CHGs (or putative gene            

families). RNA seq data, specifically the mapping of RNAseq reads across unique            

breakpoints, provided support for the transcription of this set of genes. Mapping the             

evolutionary patterns and rates of gene remodeling across animals we show that gene             

remodeling occurs across all major groups in Metazoa at unbalanced rates throughout the             

tree. For example, gene remodeling is more prevalent in Deuterostomia than in either             

Protostomia or the non-bilaterian lineages. The largest number of remodeling events found            

at Euteleostomi may have had an important role in the increase of morphological complexity              

at this point in the tree (Flajnik 2014). The emergence of mineralised bone was a major jump                 

in phenotypic innovation in animals, allowing for protection of internal organs, improved            

locomotion, and coinciding with the development of a more complex immune system.            

Composite genes could have provided the raw genetic material for the development of some              

of these phenotypic traits. One such explanation for the higher rates of gene remodeling at               

this point on the phylogeny could be due to increases in genome complexity within these               

clades (Simakov et al. 2020). Whole genome duplications are hypothesised to have            

occurred at least three times within the Chordata clade (3-R hypothesis) (Holland and             

Ocampo Daza 2018). These WGD events, twice in the branch preceding the emergence of              

Vertebrata, and once preceding Teleostei, align with nodes annotated with a large number of              

gene remodeling events. Higher than average gains at these nodes in the tree may suggest               

that the evolution of greater genome complexity and content loosens the selective            

constraints on the genome allowing a higher rate of remodeling (Sémon and Wolfe 2007).              

Protostomia or the non-bilaterian lineages. Additionally, these patterns of composite gene           

gain may also provide insight into the manner in which new gene genesis occurs in animals.                

A recent study found that gene gain and duplication of animal genome content was prevalent               

at nodes leading to the emergence of animals, and at subsequent deep nodes within the               

animal tree eg. the root of the animal tree, Planulozoa, and Bilateria (Fernández and              

Gabaldón 2020). Subsequently, we find that the highest rates of composite gene formation             

correlate with nodes that emerge after these deep nodes, suggesting that the emergence of              

genetic content through mechanisms other than remodeling may be followed by subsequent            

higher rates of gene remodeling. 

Subsequent loss of novel composite genes appears to be common with loss of composite              

genes per MA (0.32 per MA) occurring at a higher rate than gains (0.27 per MA).                

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/uV7m
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/r58Z
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/fOuT
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/fOuT
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/6m0s
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd
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Additionally, most of the subsequent loss was observed at the tips of the tree in a                

species-specific manner. Gene loss can be an adaptive process (Albalat and Cañestro            

2016) and differential gene loss has been shown to be a potential driver of genome and                

organismal diversity within animals (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020; Guijarro-Clarke et al.           

2020). Alternatively, we know that gene fusion and gene fission are related processes, for              

example with fission often leading to subsequent fusion of gene fragments (Kaessmann            

2010). Therefore, it may be common that a given fusion event may be reversed by the                

disassociation of the gene fragments by fission in a large number of subsequent lineages              

(Leonard and Richards 2012). A final explanation for this observed lineage specific loss of              

composite genes could be due to errors in gene annotation. Accurate annotation of             

composite genes is difficult (Nagy and Patthy 2011), so missing composite genes from a              

genome may not mean true absence. This has important implications for our dataset, in that               

the high-lineage specific loss/gain could be an artifact of poor gene annotation. Future work              

to assess the impact of incorrectly annotated composite genes would require more in depth              

analysis of gene annotation ensuring accurate ORF prediction along with evidence of            

expression of potential composite genes, particularly within species displaying particularly          

high rates of loss such as Nomascus leucogenys and Choloepus hoffmanni. 

Interestingly, a study focusing on ortholog gain and loss across Metazoa by (Fernández and              

Gabaldón 2020) found that, using conventional gene family clustering methods, there was            

only a very small proportion (2%) of the overall gene content gained at Deuterostomia and               

Ecdysozoa. Conversely, we demonstrate that the levels of gene remodeling is comparatively            

high within these clades in comparison to other nodes (Figure 2.3). This may suggest that               

while there is a low level of gain of novel genes at these nodes by de novo gene genesis for                    

example, the innovation that was required at these points of major transition may have been               

achieved by rearranging and shuffling of existing gene content through fusion or fission.             

Composite genes tend to be larger and contain more functional domains than            

non-remodeled genes, suggesting that this recombinogenic process may produce proteins          

with a wider scope of function. It is tempting to say that the higher rate of gene remodeling                  

coincident with points of major transition implicates these processes and genes in the             

emergence of the associated increased morphological complexity. However, to formally test           

such a claim is beyond the scope of this thesis, rather we are identifying and reporting the                 

observed patterns in the data. Functional annotation of the composite genes identified            

suggests these genes have a key role in cellular processing and signalling that are              

necessary for the emergence of complex morphological traits. However, functional          

https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/s0qW
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/s0qW
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd+JdBn
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd+JdBn
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/hKhd
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/hKhd
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/3139
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/OUNN
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd
https://paperpile.com/c/ucfNv1/WnLd
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annotation of composite genes from a computational perspective is fraught with challenges            

as functional annotation is essentially assigned based on sequence homology.  

While gene remodeling results in the formation of a protein with a novel structure and               

function, the patterns of domain retention (Figure 2.7) and parent gene loss within             

composites is highly variable. For example, there were no protein domains that were             

retained consistently during the formation of the composite gene, that could point to a              

particular functional domain or combination of domains that are adaptive in gene remodeling.             

Additionally, we find that the loss of parent genes following the gene remodeling event was               

common (only 2,421/13,632 or 18% of composite CHGs had both composite genes and             

parent genes retained in the genome of at least one species). This level of parent gene loss                 

implies a more prevalent role for gene remodeling in carrying out the same function of the                

parent genes. Nonetheless, the set of 2,421 composite CHGs with their respective parents             

still present in the same genome represent an interesting set of genes which may have a                

potential novel function. 

Mapping the composite CHGs to the known species phylogeny suggested that over 80% of              

our CHGs emerged independently multiple times across the tree. This parallel emergence of             

the same composite genes multiple times across the animal tree was a surprising and              

interesting discovery. While there is evidence of recurring emergence of domain           

combinations and proteins through processes of remodeling (Zmasek and Godzik 2012),           

little work has been carried out to quantify the rate at which parallel evolution of composite                

genes occurs in Metazoa. In fact, this finding goes against the standard ideals of protein               

evolution and domain architecture evolution, i.e. that the parallel emergence of the same             

sequence and functional make-up is rare (Gough 2005). In Chapter 3 we will delve further               

into the patterns and rates of parallel emergence of composite genes by assessing the steps               

of composite gene evolution across the tree and the evolutionary traits shared between             

composite genes within a CHG. Importantly, these patterns, along with high rates of             

secondary loss suggest that these molecular characters are highly homoplastic. 

Our analysis was carried out ensuring high genome and annotation quality, with a set of               

genomes that were available at the time of sampling. Increased taxon sampling especially in              

non-bilaterian species and closely related single cell outgroups species will undoubtedly           

provide a more robust view of evolution by gene remodeling across the deep history of               

animal evolution. Similarly, increased sampling of invertebrate bilaterian organisms such as           

those present in the following groups: Xenacoelomorpha, Lophotrochozoa, and Ecdysozoa,          

would provide a more comprehensive view of the processes of gene remodeling throughout             

the animal tree. 

https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/XbHn
https://paperpile.com/c/Igtlbr/ecfU
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2.5 Conclusion 

We conclude that gene remodeling is widespread across the animal phylogeny and plays an              

important role in the evolution of protein, and perhaps functional, complexity. Certain clades             

demonstrate higher rates of gene remodeling than others, correlating with points of major             

phenotypic transition in animal evolution, for example at the emergence of Euteleostomi.            

Across AToL we see a pattern of gene novelty and duplication at deep nodes followed by                

higher rates of remodeling in subsequent intermediate nodes, and high rates of            

lineage-specific secondary loss. Finally, parallel emergence of protein coding genes through           

remodeling, where the same composite gene is formed multiple times independently, may            

represent a previously underestimated and underappreciated mechanism of gene evolution          

in animals. 
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Chapter 3: Gene remodeling events as phylogenetic markers -         

addressing contentious nodes in the Animal Tree of Life 
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3.1 Introduction 

Despite incredible advances in molecular phylogenetics both in terms of methodology and            

data availability, independent analyses of the animal tree of life (AToL) have failed to result               

in a single consistent species tree (Wanninger 2016; Giribet 2016). Today, a number of key               

nodes are still controversial within AToL and their resolution is essential for our interpretation              

and understanding of animal evolution. A prime example of such a problematic region is the               

branching patterns at the root of AToL where there are two main competing hypotheses for               

the sister group to the rest of Metazoa - sponges or ctenophores (Figure 3.1) (Dohrmann               

and Wörheide 2013; Dunn et al. 2014; Telford et al. 2015; Dunn 2017; King and Rokas                

2017; Whelan et al. 2015; Pisani et al. 2015; Chang et al. 2015; Whelan et al. 2017; Feuda                  

et al. 2017; Simion et al. 2017; Pett et al. 2019; Laumer et al. 2019). More recently, doubt                  

has been cast on the previously well-established Deuterostomia clade, with Philippe et al.             

(2019) finding very low or no support for the monophyly of the clade. Indeed, this topology                

has been reported elsewhere (Marlétaz et al. 2019), and there is no definite synapomorphy              

that can unquestionably group these organisms. The conflict is likely a result of numerous              

issues related to data quality, phylogenetic signal, taxon sampling, and appropriate model            

selection (for more detail see Section 1.1). It is clear that these remaining issues will not be                 

resolved with a single dataset or model. We propose that composite genes may have the               

potential to contribute a novel datatype to resolve contentious regions of AToL. In this              

chapter we explore the phylogenetic properties of the composite CHGs identified in Chapter             

2.  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Competing hypotheses for the root of the animal tree.The “Porifera-sister            

hypothesis” (left) places sponges as the primary emerging animal lineage with ctenophores            

https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/a4lm+B9Di
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/HX8R+NjD6+aRgV+iZli+rFab+Q3Bb+lv62+4Fti+Jbrk+S9gp+keDa+jyYx+WOou
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/HX8R+NjD6+aRgV+iZli+rFab+Q3Bb+lv62+4Fti+Jbrk+S9gp+keDa+jyYx+WOou
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/HX8R+NjD6+aRgV+iZli+rFab+Q3Bb+lv62+4Fti+Jbrk+S9gp+keDa+jyYx+WOou
https://paperpile.com/c/JHk2Np/HX8R+NjD6+aRgV+iZli+rFab+Q3Bb+lv62+4Fti+Jbrk+S9gp+keDa+jyYx+WOou
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/BLDz
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/BLDz
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/U6tS
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as the next branching lineage - sister to the remaining animal phyla. The “Ctenophore-sister              

hypothesis” (right) places ctenophores at the root of the animal tree. 

 

 

Composite genes may be useful markers to define individual clades and the relationships             

between them (Figure 3.2). Their application to phylogenetic analyses has been previously            

limited to single cases of fusion genes (Stechmann and Cavalier-Smith 2002), or the use of               

specific domain architectures (likely derived from some remodeling event) to describe a            

species phylogeny (Basu et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2005; Wang and Caetano-Anollés 2006),.              

Indeed, the split defining opisthokonts and amoebozoa/bikonts within eukaryotes has been           

resolved using a single derived fusion gene, where patterns of fusion presence in bikonts              

and the existence of only component in the other eukaryotic lineages (Stechmann and             

Cavalier-Smith 2002). The topology that was proposed from this study was later disproved             

using a consilient approach across different data types and methods (Hedges et al. 2004),              

thus illustrating that a single gene no matter how important is not a reliable marker for                

phylogeny reconstruction. Rather, a consilient approach that looks for agreement across a            

variety of data types and approaches is a more robust approach. This has worked for other                

contentious nodes such as the root of placental mammals (Tarver et al. 2016). Nevertheless,              

the question remains whether large-scale composite gene analyses have a contribution to            

make to animal phylogenetics. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/06jH
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/FxoY+y6XO+v3Us
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/06jH
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/06jH
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/ixbA
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/UZA5
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Figure 3.2. Composite genes as molecular synapomorphies. Shown is a cartoon           

topology containing species with two distinct parent genes (red and yellow circles) or a              

single composite gene (half red, half yellow circle). The clades with the parent genes only               

are defined by the red gradient block (Clade 1), while the composite genes cluster the               

species in the orange gradient block (Clade 2). The node of origin of the gene remodeling                

events is labeled. 

 

 

Generally, rare genomic changes, such as gene remodeling events, should be infrequent            

enough that they show low levels of homoplasy such as secondary loss or convergent or               

parallel evolution. From our results in Chapter 2 we found that gene remodeling seems to be                

quite prevalent across the animal tree, suggesting that the events are not rare and therefore               

may not have this desirable property. Mapping the remodeling events also uncovered            

widespread patterns of secondary loss and convergent evolution of composite CHGs (83%            

of the composite CHGs were annotated as emerging multiple times across the animal tree).              

In this chapter we will examine these patterns of homoplasy in more detail so that we can                 

extract the CHGs of single origin from those containing obvious homoplasy. Our assumption             

here is that composite CHGs of single origin are the most likely group to have useful                

phylogenetic signal and low levels of hidden homoplasy.  

In our initial dataset of 63 animal genomes, we have appropriate taxon sampling to apply our                

composite genes to reconstruct a number of known monophyletic clades such as Bilateria,             

Protostomia, Ecdysozoa, Chordata, and Mammalia, and also test their usefulness at           

resolving contentious topologies such as the relationships at the root of the animal tree, and               

the monophyly of Deuterostomia. In this chapter we sought to (i) quantify the levels and               

distribution of measure the amount of homoplasy in composite genes within our data and (ii)               

assess the ability of composite genes to recapitulate known uncontroversial relationships           

within AToL species topologies in the animal tree. Ultimately, should these investigations            

show that composite genes have potential as phylogenetic markers we would apply them to              

resolving contentious nodes in AToL.  
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Assessing homoplasy within the data 

3.2.1.1 Tree based test for homoplasy  

A consistency index (CI) test in TNT (Goloboff et al. 2008) was run on the dataset of 13,632                  

composite CHGs. Using the CharStats_csv.run script [Appendix 3.1] to run the test, a             

presence/absence matrix, containing the either a 1 or 0 for each composite CHG determined              

by its presence in each species, was used to map each CHG to the species phylogeny. This                 

test informs on the phylogenetic utility of a given character by measuring the amount of               

homoplasy it contains. To achieve this, the patterns of presence and absence of a set of                

characters are mapped to a tree and measured for their fit to the tree. CI is calculated as                  

m/s, where m is the smallest number of changes required to map the character to the tree                 

and s is the amount of change required parsimoniously for the observed tree (Kluge and               

Farris 1969; Farris 1989; Klingenberg and Gidaszewski 2010). This test outputs positive            

values less than or equal to 1.0, where higher values indicate low levels of homoplasy and                

low numbers indicating high levels of homoplasy.  

This analysis was run on our full set of 13,632 composite CHGs, but also on a set of                  

previously published datasets used for phylogenetic reconstruction to compare between          

different data types. These datasets included a set of 1,143 microRNAs from 36 species              

(Tarver et al. 2018), and a set of 35,244 homologous gene families from 36 species (Pett et                 

al. 2019), both of which were originally assembled to address the root of the animal tree, and                 

a third dataset consisting of the full set of hierarchical orthologous groups (HOGs) created              

using OMA, i.e. 51,717 gene families (Altenhoff et al. 2019). The dataset of homologous              

gene families from (Pett et al. 2019), were created using the OrthoMCL program (Li et al.                

2003). While the OMA dataset was not originally constructed for phylogenetic reconstruction            

purposes, it is a useful comparator as it contains the protein coding sequence data from the                

same set of 63 species as we have used in our analyses to identify composite CHGs,                

however the analyses differ significantly in their approach to generating gene families.  

3.2.1.2 Molecular assessment of homoplasy in composite CHGs 

We sought support from two complementary approaches to identify and isolate those            

composite CHGs that are most likely to be of single origin from those with more complex                

patterns of evolution. The first approach was based on assessing the level of conservation of               

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/RseQ
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/geXm+njVw+w8dy
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/geXm+njVw+w8dy
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/Zrp1
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/fDTx
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/fDTx
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breakpoints and domains across composite CHGs, and the second approach was based on             

assessing the monophyly of composite genes within a gene tree consisting of homologous             

parent-composite sequences. 

In the assessment of levels of conservation: firstly, we assessed the level of conservation at               

breakpoint positions between all composite genes in a given CHG (annotated in            

comp_ambig_breakpoints.csv Appendix 3.2), and secondly we measured the level of          

conservation of annotated Pfam domains either side of each breakpoint (Figure 3.3B). Here,             

the composite gene breakpoint is defined as the unique location within the composite             

sequence where the parent genes meet. For this analysis, composite CHGs where each             

composite gene within the CHG had the same number of component/parent genes (and thus              

the same number of breakpoints) were analysed (10,855/13.632). It is assumed that if             

composite genes in a given CHG have a different number of parent genes, then this is an                 

indication that the composite CHG is a result of multiple events. Breakpoint coordinates             

within the composite genes were annotated from the BLASTp output files, and as such the               

location of the breakpoint may not be accurate across all genes in a CHG. To overcome this                 

issue and in order to assess the level of conservation of a given breakpoint, the composite                

genes in a CHG were split into four quartiles based on the length of the gene and the                  

breakpoint was considered conserved if it was present in the same quartile of each              

composite gene. To infer the conservation of flanking domains either side of the breakpoint,              

the Pfam domains for each composite gene were annotated with the Pfam database using              

domain-specific hidden markov models (using “pfam_scan.pl” Appendix 2.6, and parsing          

using PfamScanner with E-value threshold of 1e-3) and these were subsequently compared            

to check if they were conserved across the breakpoint for each composite gene (details on               

domain content of composite genes can be found in Table 2.1 in section 2.3.5). Both of                

these conservation checks were carried out using the script “bp_DA_conserve.py” (Appendix           

3.2). From this, composite CHGs were grouped into (i) those that had the same breakpoint               

locations and domain architecture (DA), (ii) different breakpoint locations and DA, and (iii), a              

mix of (i) or (ii). We consider conserved breakpoints and conserved neighboring Pfam             

domains as support for a single origin of a composite CHG.  

 

In a complementary phylogenetic approach, we split all composite CHGs into their            

constitutive composite-parent homologous regions. For example, if a composite gene was a            

result of the remodeling of two parent genes, the composite was split into its component               

parts and aligned (using Mafft (Katoh et al. 2005)) with the homologous region of the parent                

gene. This was carried out using the (Appendix 3.2 “domain_extract.py”) script, which parses             

https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/LbI6
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the original CompositeSearch output files to create fasta files of homologous           

parent-composite regions for each composite CHG. Following alignment of the homologous           

regions, gapped regions were trimmed using trimal (using the -gappyout function)           

(Capella-Gutiérrez et al. 2009), we generated the corresponding gene trees in IQTree            

(Nguyen et al. 2015) using automatic model selection and running 100 bootstrap replicates.             

Before tree inference, however, some alignments had to be discarded due to length of the               

sequence being too short for tree inference, the presence of too many gaps or ambiguous               

characters within the alignment, or two few genes present within the alignment. This resulted              

in a dataset of 10,849 composite CHGs from which we could create composite-parent gene              

trees. Support for a single point of origin for a composite CHG was taken when composite                

genes in a given CHG form a monophyletic clade within the parent-composite gene tree              

(Figure 3.3C). 

 

Figure 3.3. Methods of assessing single origin remodeling events. (A) Tree represents            

a species tree onto which our composite CHGs were placed using character mapping in              

RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016). Green circles represent the number of composite CHGs             

mapped at each node on the tree. From this analysis we can determine the CHGs that are                 

mapped at a single node or at multiple independent nodes in the tree. (B) Comparing the                

conservation of the breakpoint (dashed line) and the domain architecture flanking the            

breakpoint (green and yellow shapes) between two composite genes in a given CHG. (C)              

Tree shows a gene tree that was constructed from the homologous parent and composite              

gene sequence regions. This allows us to assess whether the composite genes (red) form a               

monophyletic clade to the exclusion of the parent genes (black). 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/2xVm
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/XDnv
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/JKVJ
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3.2.2 Dataset construction for phylogenetic inference 

Following assessment of homoplasy within the data, three different datasets were           

constructed that would be used for subsequent tree inference (Table 3.1). First, datasets of              

presence/absence of composite CHGs across taxa were created. This was carried out on             

the full set of 13,632 composite CHGs, and with a subset of these data where we removed                 

CHGs that had evidence of homoplasy (as per analysis in Section 3.2.1). These datasets              

included the composite CHGs mapped as single gain events by RevBayes (2,285 CHGs)             

(Figure 3.3A) and the composite CHGs that were confirmed as single events by each of the                

three approaches described above (Section 3.2.1.2) (Figure 3.3). The three datasets are            

henceforth named “comp_pa_full”, “comp_pa_singleGain”, “comp_pa_singleEvent” (Table      

3.1). 

 

 

Datasets (# CHGs) Dataset name Models applied Convergence score 

13,632 comp_pa_full Dollo, Mk 0.57, 0.38 

2,285 comp_pa_singleGain Dollo 0.04 

4,563 comp_pa_singleEvent Dollo, Dollo + 4 
gamma rates + 

ascertainment bias 

0.1, 0.1 

 

Table 3.1. Presence/absence datasets used for tree inference. Details on the number of             

CHGs, name, models used during phylogenetic reconstruction, and convergence statistics          

for each of the three presence/absence dataset used for tree inference in biphy. The              

convergence score is given for resulting trees inferred under each model. 

 

 

Second, the primary sequence data, i.e. the aligned composite CHG sequences, was used             

to study the molecular evolution of the composite genes. Due to the size of the dataset, this                 

step was carried out using only the dataset of 2,285 composite CHGs that were annotated               

as single events in the character mapping analysis (Section 2.3.1). We filtered each of the               

2,285 composite CHGs based on taxon sampling and missing data. First, we set a threshold               

of less than 50% missing data in the alignment and at least 20 species present in a CHG on                   

the 2,285 composite CHGs of single origin, and this produced a dataset consisting of 312               

composite CHGs, hereafter named comp_312 (Appendix 3.4). Next, the same approach was            
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taken with the 2,285 composite CHGs but we set the threshold for the number of taxa to at                  

least 30, this created a second filtered dataset of 108 composite CHGs, hereafter named              

comp_108 (Appendix 3.4). These filtering steps were introduced to the analyses to ensure             

high quality datasets with robust sampling across the animal tree. In both datasets             

comp_312 and comp_108 of the filtered composite CHGs there were no CHGs containing             

the sponge taxa Amphimedon queenslandica or the ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi, meaning           

that these datasets could not address topology at the root of the animal tree. The sequences                

for both filtered datasets were aligned and concatenated using scafos (default parameters,            

scafos_concat.sh Appendix 3.4 (Roure et al. 2007)) for subsequent supermatrix          

phylogenetic reconstruction and are available in (Appendix 3.4). 

3.2.3 Tree inference using patterns of presence/absence 

Phylogenetic trees were then inferred from the three presence/absence datasets          

(“comp_pa_full”, “comp_pa_singleGain”, and “comp_pa_singleEvent”) with biphy (Pett et al.         

2019), which employs RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016). Biphy allows a broad range of              

Bayesian phylogenetic analyses using binary characters (github.com/willpett/biphy). It allows         

for phylogenetic reconstruction, based on the RevBayes package (Höhna et al. 2016), but             

also other useful functions such as calculating posterior predictive simulations, marginal           

likelihood estimations and cross validation scores to check for model fit. Biphy requires             

presence/absence data files in Phylip, Nexus, or Fasta formats, and is run in a single               

command with additional parameters specifying the model of evolution, rate distributions,           

branch length priors, corrections for unobserved sites, and number of MCMC chains            

(Appendix 3.3, “biphy_run.sh”). The software outputs trace files and tree files, which are             

suitable for estimation of convergence in the MCMC runs using tracecomp and bpcomp             

programmes, respectively, in PhyloBayes (Lartillot et al. 2013). 

Phylogenetic reconstruction using biphy was carried out on each of the three datasets (Table              

3.1) using either individual or a combination of models of binary substitution. These models              

included the reversible binary substitution model, whereby a gene may be gained or lost any               

number of times (Lewis 2001), and an irreversible Dollo model, in which each character may               

be gained only once, and can be subsequently lost (Alekseyenko et al. 2008). For the full                

dataset of 13,632 CHG, we applied both the reversible and irreversible models for tree              

inference. Next, we estimated the relative fit of both of these models to our data by                

calculating marginal likelihood estimates (Appendix 3.3 “biphy_margLikelihood.sh”). The        

marginal likelihood is provided as likelihood of the data given the joint prior distribution of the                

model parameters. In this way, unlike other model fit tests such as likelihood ratio test (LRT)                

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/hW9F
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/aMFs
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/aMFs
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/GbXI
https://github.com/willpett/biphy
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/JKVJ
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/FidW
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/Rqgo
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/qK2L
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or Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) which base the fit of a model from its maximum               

likelihood point in parameter space, marginal likelihood estimation is able to measure the             

average fit of a model to the data provided (Xie et al. 2011). The method of estimating these                  

likelihoods in biphy is carried out using the stepping-stone sampling approach (Xie et al.              

2011). This produces a set of log-likelihood estimates for each model which are then used               

as input to compute Bayes Factors for a statistical comparison of model fit. Bayes factors are                

simply the ratios of the marginal likelihoods of the competing models, producing the             

probability of the data over the posterior distribution. Bayes Factor is calculated by taking              

twice the difference of the log likelihood scores for the models, and comparing to the Kass                

and Raferty table (Kass and Raftery 1995). If the resulting value is greater than 6, this                

suggests strong evidence for a better fit of one model over the other.  

For the datasets where the homoplastic composite CHGs were removed (i.e.           

comp_pa_singleGain, and comp_pa_singleEvent), the irreversible Dollo model was applied         

and phylogenetic reconstruction was carried out using biphy. Additional parameters were           

used in combination with the Dollo model when running tree inference using the             

comp_pa_singleEvent dataset (4,563 CHGs). These included the use of site-specific rates           

sampled from a Gamma distribution, which allows the rate of change to vary between sites               

in the matrix, and parameters correcting for unobserved sites whereby characters present in             

a single species or absent from all species cannot be observed. As these types of characters                

were removed from our data matrix, accounting for their absence has been shown to be               

important to avoid biases in the calculated rates of evolution, and the resulting branch              

lengths and tree topology (Lewis 2001; Pett et al. 2019). To ensure that the tree inference                

reached consensus across chains, convergence statistics were calculated using the bpcomp           

program in PhyloBayes (Lartillot et al. 2013). As a proxy to test how well the inferred trees                 

recapitulated known branching orders, each tree was compared to the species tree using the              

ETE3 package (Huerta-Cepas et al. 2016), to measure the number of shared edges             

(implemented in Appendix 3.3 “compare_tree.py”). 

3.2.4 Tree inference using molecular sequence data of the homologous regions           
across parents and composites 

The original set of 2,285 composite CHGs annotated as having single nodes of origin by               

RevBayes character mapping were filtered to produce two subsets of these data (1)             

composite CHGs that that were present in at least 20 taxa and no more than 50% missing                 

data, i.e. Dataset “comp_312” and (2) those that had the same threshold for missing data but                

were present in at least 30 taxa, i.e. Dataset “comp_108”. Phylogenies for both datasets              

https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/MdtG
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/MdtG
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/MdtG
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/p4QY
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/CwEQ+Zrp1
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/rCr9
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/GMtD
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were inferred using the CAT + GTR model in PhyloBayes MPI (Lartillot et al. 2013) with 4                 

rate categories and accounting for constant sites (Appendix 3.4, “phylobayes_mpi.sh”). 

3.2.5 Expanding the dataset to include an outgroup species 

In the initial dataset of 63 metazoan species, there were some clades within the animal tree                

that were under sampled. This was due to a combination of two factors, firstly the genome                

data that was available at the time of sampling, and secondly in order to reduce the risk of                  

error due to assembly or annotation in our analysis we placed strict criteria on genome               

quality. However, this meant that our dataset was missing important outgroup species such             

as choanoflagellates and other single cell organisms. To introduce homologs from outgroup            

species to each of our composite CHGs, we carried out reciprocal BLASTp (Altschul et al.               

1990) searches (E-value <= 1e-5, percent identity >= 30%, coverage >= 80%) of each of the                

13,632 composite CHGs against the protein coding regions of the choanoflagellate species            

Monosiga brevicollis (which has BUSCO score of 78.6% (King et al. 2008)). 

Due to the nature of composite genes, which share partial homology to their parent genes, it                

was important that the homology searches were filtered to ensure that only genes that share               

full homology to the subject composite gene were retained. The following three steps were              

taken to provide this filter for the BLASTp output; (i) the homology coverage threshold was               

set to 80%, (ii) the percent sequence identity was set to 30%, and (iii) the homology hit was                  

required to have coverage across the breakpoint location (Appendix 3.5          

“comp_ambig_breakpoints.csv”) of the composite gene and query sequence (assuming that          

the homologous composite is a result of a single remodeling event and would thus have a                

similar breakpoint region in the gene). These strict homology filters increased the accuracy             

of detecting true homologous composite genes in the additional species of Monosiga            

brevicollis. 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Independent origin and secondary loss across the animal tree is a common             
property of remodeled genes 

We find an average CI score of 0.4 across the full dataset of 13,632 composite CHGs                

suggesting that composite gene events occur and are lost frequently across the tree.             

However, the distribution of CI scores across this dataset of 13,632 composite CHGs, shows              

that for 4,536 of these CHGs their CI scores are between 0.5 (relatively low levels of                

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/rCr9
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/HsYh
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/HsYh
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/5gyO
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homoplasy) and 1 (non-homoplastic) (Figure 3.4). The subset of composite CHGs with a CI              

score of 0.5 display two changes across the tree (e.g. have been gained and subsequently               

lost or gained twice). It is plausible that the subset of 4,536 CHGs with a score of 0.5 up to                    

1.0 may have sufficient signal for use as phylogenetic markers. 

 

Figure 3.4. The distribution of CI scores for the complete dataset of 13,632 composite              
CHGs. Each point in the plot represents the number of CHGs (y-axis) with the given CI                

score on the x-axis. 

 

To contextualize the amount of signal and noise within our dataset of 13,632 composite              

CHGs, we compared the distribution of CI scores to three other datasets containing             

sampling from across the animal tree (Figure 3.5). The Tarver et al. (2018) microRNA              

dataset has a mean CI score of 0.88, demonstrating a strong phylogenetic signal. The              

distribution of scores also shows that the majority of these 1,143 miRNA families have a               

score of 1 indicating no detectable homoplasy. The Pett et al. (2019) dataset of homologous               

gene families also showed a distribution indicative of low levels of homoplasy, with a mean               

CI score of 0.79 across the 35,244 gene families. The OMA HOG dataset produced a               

pattern of CI scores more similar to that of the composite dataset, however, there was a                

higher overall average CI score for the OMA HOG set 0.7 as compared to 0.4 for the                 

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/ssh6
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/aMFs
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composite CHGs, and there were a greater number of characters in the OMA HOG set that                

had a CI score of 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Comparison of CI score distributions between different datasets.          
Distribution of CI scores across the following datasets (A) microRNA gene families (green),             

(B) homologous gene families (orange), (C) composite CHGs (blue), and (D) HOGs (purple). 

 

 

Overall, we find a high level of homoplasy (analysis above) and a high rate of composite                

gene gain and loss (analysis presented in Chapter 2). However, we have been able to               

identify a set of 2,285 composite CHGs from a character mapping approach that were              

gained only once across the animal phylogeny and we wished to focus our efforts on               

characterising these in more detail. This set of 2,285 composite CHGs may possess useful              
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phylogenetic signal. In order to see if we could find further support for a set of                

non-homoplastic composite CHGs, we analysed the breakpoint and domain conservation, as           

well as the patterns of substitutions with the composite genes in the full dataset of 13,632                

composite CHGs. In doing so, we could check whether taking alternative approaches to find              

composite CHGs of single origin would produce a set consistent with those found to have a                

node of single origin i.e. could we recover the set of 2,285 composite CHGs from the full                 

dataset using these other definitions of single events. 

 

In this analysis we assessed the full set of 13,632 composite CHGs for signatures of single                

origin events of composite genes. After filtering (see Section 3.2.1.2), we were able to test               

10,855 CHGs for conservation of breakpoint and domain architecture across composite           

genes, and 10,849 composite CHGs for the existence of a monophyletic composite gene             

clade in the composite-parent gene tree. In our analysis of breakpoint and domain             

architecture conservation, we identified 1,461/10,855 composite CHGs supported as single          

origin events. In our phylogeny based approach, we identified 2,506/10,849 composite           

CHGs as single events as their constituent genes form a monophyletic clade in the              

composite-parent gene tree. These results reflect similar proportions of CHGs annotated as            

single events as the character mapping approach suggesting that high secondary loss or             

parallel evolution of composite genes is common. However, combining each of these            

approaches results in just 152 composite CHGs that were consistent across the different             

analyses (Figure 3.6A). If we take the assumption that any support for single origin is               

sufficient then we have 4,938 CHGs of single origin. Conversely, CHGs of multiple origin              

comprise the majority of the dataset, either 99% or 64% of the full set of 13,632 CHGs                 

depending on how lenient or strict we wish to define composite CHGs of single origin i.e.                

whether we accept that support of single origin from any of the three approaches              

(combined), or whether single origin must be supported by all three approaches (all) (Figure              

3.6B). 
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Figure 3.6. Numbers of composite CHGs confirmed as single events using three            
different methods. (A) Venn diagram of the number of composite CHGs confirmed as being              

of single origin using Revbayes (rb) character mapping in green, breakpoint and domain             

conservation (mol) in blue, and the monophyly of composite genes in the composite-parent             

gene tree (mono) in red. (B) Barplot showing the number of composite CHGs that are of                

single origin from the 152 composite CHGs in common across all approaches, to the 4,938               

composite CHGs suggested by at least one approach to be of single origin. The number of                

the full set of composite CHGs is shown at the bottom (dark purple) as a comparison. 

 

 

3.3.2 Composite genes in phylogeny reconstruction 

Having established the level of homoplasy within our dataset of composite CHGs, tree             

inference was performed using a set of stochastic models implemented in RevBayes (Höhna             

et al. 2016). The two primary models used for tree inference of binary characters are the                

reversible Mk model (Lewis 2001) and the irreversible Dollo model (Alekseyenko et al.             

2008). To assess which model was most appropriate to describe the evolution of composite              

CHGs in our full dataset, tree inference was carried out on the presence/absence matrix of               

the 13,632 CHGs (“comp_pa_full dataset”) using both the Mk and the Dollo model. To infer               

the model of best fit to the data, marginal likelihood tests were carried out. The result was a                  

https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/JKVJ
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/JKVJ
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/Rqgo
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/qK2L
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/qK2L
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lower log likelihood score (LnL = -271,955) for the reversible Mk model (Table 3.2), with a                

Bayes Factor score greater than 6, suggesting that composite genes are gained and lost in               

equal capacity. This also provides justification for the use of a reversible model when              

mapping the composite CHGs to the phylogeny to infer patterns of gain and loss. 

 

 

Model                         Marginal Likelihood 

Mk; reversible              -271,955 

Dollo; irreversible         -293,479 

 
 
Table 3.2. Marginal likelihood estimates for the full composite CHG data. Assessment            

of the fit of the two models (Mk and Dollo) used for phylogenetic inference on the full dataset                  

of 13,632 composite CHGs. 

 

 

The trees generated using both the Mk model (Figure 3.7A) and the Dollo model (Figure               

3.7B), demonstrate some ability to recreate known branching orders within the animal tree.             

However, the most of these correct branching orders are closer to the tips of the tree,                

between smaller groups of species. The deeper nodes in the tree represent more             

problematic regions to resolve, with a number of polytomies present, notable examples are             

the root of the Dollo tree (Figure 3.7B), and the branching order between the three bilaterian                

clades in the Mk tree (Figure 3.7A). Additionally, certain clades which are known to be               

monophyletic are shown as paraphyletic such as the Deuterostomia, Ecdysozoa, and           

Lophotrochozoa in the Mk tree, similarly the Ecdysozoa and Lophotrochozoa are shown as             

paraphyletic in the Dollo tree. The deeper internal nodes in the phylogenies produced under              

both models show lower posterior predictive support values (e.g. PP of 0.54, 0.58, and 0.72               

at the three deepest nodes in the Mk tree, and PP of 0.72 and 0.54 at the two deepest nodes                    

within the Dollo tree). When we compared the number of shared edges between the trees               

constructed under the Mk and Dollo models with the known species phylogeny (taking             

sponges as the primary emerging lineage), we found 72% and 75% of the edges are shared                

with the species tree, respectively (calculated using “compare_trees.py”, Appendix 3.3). It is            

clear that the ratio of signal to noise is too high within the full set of 13,632 composite CHGs,                   

owing to the high levels of homoplasy, to resolve deep branches within the animal tree. It is                 
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important to note, however, that due to the large size of the dataset, neither of the tree                 

inference runs were able to reach convergence (Mk; 0.38 and Dollo; 0.57, where a score of                

0.1 represents complete convergence between chains). 

 

 

Figure 3.7. 13,632 composite CHGs (comp_pa_full) used to generate animal          
phylogenies under two different models of evolution. (A) The tree inferred under the             

reversible Mk model, with species from major phyla coloured along with the phylum name.              

(B) Tree inferred under the irreversible Dollo model, with major clades labelled by the same               

colour scheme. Bayesian posterior probabilities (PPs) are labelled for nodes with a score             

less than 1. 

 
 

Next, we removed composite CHGs that had evidence of multiple gains from the dataset (as               

identified in Section 2.3.1) and inferred a phylogeny from the remaining 2,285 composite             

CHGs (“comp_pa_singleGain” dataset). Using the “comp_pa_singleGain” dataset we        

inferred a phylogeny using the Dollo model (as these characters are annotated as being              

gained only once), allowing for subsequent losses but never multiple gains. This resulted in              

a topology closer to that of the species tree and with better a higher range of node support                  

(with PP values in the range 1.0 to 0.63), although some internal nodes did show lower                

support, such as the clade grouping both protostome lineages (PP 0.63), and the root of               

Ecdysozoa (PP 0.73) (Figure 3.8). When we compare the number of shared edges between              

our inferred tree and the constructed tree, we find 89% of the edges are recapitulated in our                 
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analysis (Appendix 3.3, “compare_trees.py”). Both Deuterostomia and Ecdysozoa were         

recapitulated as monophyletic clades. Lophotrochozoa was shown as paraphyletic, with          

Schistosoma mansoni placed as sister to Planulozoa (Cnidaria + Bilateria) and Lottia            

gigantea placed as the sister lineage to the rest of the bilaterian clades (although with lower                

support; PP=0.85). These unexpected placements could be due to poor genome annotation            

of these species or it could be due to actual peculiar biology of the genomes and gene                 

content, for example Schistosoma mansoni has undergone significant genome reduction and           

gene loss (Guijarro-Clarke et al. 2020) possibly owing to its parasitic lifestyle. If these rogue               

species, which were deemed to be incorrectly placed by comparison to the known species              

phylogeny, are removed, all known major clades (Bilateria, Deuterostomia, Protostomia,          

Lophotrochozoa, and Ecdysozoa) are resolved as monophyletic using Dollo parsimony and           

the dataset of 2,285 composite CHGs (Figure 3.8 inset). This tree also recapitulated more              

known edges when compared to the species tree (94% of the edges shared with the species                

tree). The porifera species Amphimedon queenslandica was placed at the root of the animal              

tree, sister to the remaining animal clade (i.e. supporting the “Porifera-sister hypothesis”),            

with the ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi branching just after Porifera. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/lQVa
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Figure 3.8. Phylogeny inferred using Dollo Parsimony from 2,285 Composite CHGs of            
single origin as detected using character mapping. The primary, larger tree shows the             

resulting tree inferred using presence/absence of the 2,285 CHGs annotated as single origin             

events by the character mapping analysis. Major clades are coloured by lineage and labelled              

with the phylum name. Posterior probabilities (PPs) are labelled on the nodes where a value               

of less than 1 was observed. The inset phylogeny shows the analysis using the same               

characters with the two misplaced species from the initial analysis (Schistosoma mansoni            

and Lottia gigantea) removed. Major clades are collapsed to represent only the branching             

pattern between Deuterostomia, Ecdysozoa, Lophotrochozoa, and the non-bilaterian        

lineages. Major clades are represented by coloured triangles, based on the same phylum             

colour scheme as the larger tree. Nodes with PPs of less than 1 are labelled. 

 

 

Following this we ran the same tree inference steps on a dataset of 4,938 CHGs               

(“comp_pa_singleEvent” dataset) annotated as single remodeling events by one of the three            

methods described in Section 3.2.1.2. Firstly, a phylogeny was inferred under the Dollo             

model alone (Figure 3.9A). Then, using the Dollo model in combination with a gamma              

distribution of rates across sites using four discrete categories, and correcting for the             

absence of gene families and singletons lost in all lineages we inferred the phylogeny from               

these 4,938 composite CHGs (Figure 3.9B). 

 

Figure 3.9. Phylogenies created from the 4,938 CHGs confirmed as single events by at              
least one of the methods from Section 3.2.1.2. (A) Tree inferred from the 4,938 CHGs               

under the Dollo model. (B) Tree inferred under the Dollo model with a gamma distribution of                

rates using 4 discrete categories and the application of an ascertainment bias which corrects              
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for the absence of singletons in the dataset. Major clades are coloured by lineage and               

labelled with the phylum name. Node values show PP support values that are below 1.  

 

 

The analysis using the Dollo model alone reached convergence (0.1), and recovered a             

monophyletic Deuterostomia (Figure 3.9A). Overall, the proportion of shared edges with the            

species tree was 81%. Lophotrochozoa and Ecdysozoa were annotated as paraphyletic.           

Similar to previous analyses, the platyhelminth worm Schistosoma mansoni was placed near            

the root of the tree. The cnidarian Nematostella vectensis was grouped with the remaining              

lophotrochozoan species (PP 0.86), with this group placed as sister to the deuterostome             

clade (PP 0.97). This branching pattern, where Nematostella vectensis branches within           

Bilateria, is also found in the analysis of the full set of 13,632 composite CHGs               

(comp_pa_full dataset). The sponge Amphimedon queenslandica and the ctenophore         

Mnemiopsis leidyi were placed outside of Bilateria (PP 0.82), however they were grouped as              

sister lineages to one another, meaning that the root of the tree remained unresolved. 

 

In the analysis of “comp_pa_singleEvent” dataset with Dollo model plus parameters           

adjusting for ascertainment bias, which includes the additional rate parameters and accounts            

for lineage specific loss, the chains reached convergence (0.1), and recovered a            

monophyletic Deuterostomia, Ecdysozoa, and Bilateria. Lophotrochozoa was represented as         

a polytomy, unable to place Schistosoma mansoni with the other lophotrochozoan species.            

However, this meant that a monophyletic Protostomia (Ecdysozoa + Lophotrochozoa) was           

recovered. The proportion of edges matching the species was greater than the proportion             

recovered in the tree inferred under the dollo model alone (83%, versus 81% for Dollo               

model). The root of the animal tree was also shown as a polytomy, with the relationships                

between three non-bilaterian species (representing Porifera, Ctenophora, and Cnidaria)         

remaining unresolved. In both analyses the internal relationships within the major clades (i.e.             

Deuterostomia, Lophotrochozoa, and Ecdysozoa) represented relatively accurate topologies        

with relation to the known species tree (83% of the edges matching the known species tree).                

Within Deuterostomia, the main clades of Mammalia, Sauria, and Actinopterygii (ray-finned           

fish) are recovered.  
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3.3.3 Phylogenetics of composite CHG amino acid sequences 

Following the use of presence/absence of composite genes for phylogenetic reconstruction,           

we next explored the phylogenetic informativeness of the molecular sequence data (in amino             

acid format) of the composite genes. As the “comp_312” dataset did not reach enough              

generation to accurately measure convergence, we only present the findings from the            

“comp_108” dataset. Reconstruction using a set of 108 composite CHGs (“comp_108”), with            

a single node of origin (non-homoplastic), less than 50% missing data, and present in 52               

species, resulted in a relatively well resolved phylogeny with 87% of the edges matching the               

known species tree. Even though the tree chains did not reach convergence (bpcomp score              

of 1), we find correct branching in certain clades, such as Mammalia, Sauria, and Ecdysozoa               

(Figure 3.10). The basal deuterostome lineages, Branchiostoma floridae and         

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, were incorrectly placed alongside clades of Protostomia and          

Deuterostomia in a polytomy. However, allowing the chains to run for more iterations in order               

to reach convergence could result in a better placement of these lineages. The             

lophotrochozoan Helobdella robusta, was incorrectly placed within Deuterostomia, sister to          

Xenopus tropicalis, however with low support (PP=0.5). Additionally, deeper nodes such as            

the base of Deuterostomia clade and Vertebrata show low support (PP = 0.57 for both),               

however, support for these well established nodes could increase when the chains reach             

convergence. Overall, while this datasets is importantly missing the other non-bilaterian           

lineages Amphimedon queenslandica and Mnemiopsis leidyi, the use of molecular sequence           

data of composite CHGs provides another potential source of phylogenetic information to            

resolve issues remaining in AToL. 
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Figure 3.10. Phylogeny created from the amino acid data for 108 CHGs (comp_108)             
using PhyloBayes. Major clades are coloured by lineage and labelled with the phylum             

name. PP support values below 1 are shown, all other nodes have PP = 1.0.  

 

3.4 Discussion 

We have found that composite genes evolve in a non-clocklike manner with heterogeneous             

rates of gain and loss across the animal phylogeny. Furthermore, parallel emergence of the              

same composite genes in separate parts of the tree appears to be prevalent across our               

dataset. Using a range of methods we have assessed the level and extent of parallel               

evolution of composite CHGs, and we have found similar numbers of CHGs annotated as              

emerging multiple times independently in different species (e.g. 2,285, 1,461, or 2,506            

CHGs). This suggests that parallel evolution of the same protein coding gene may be a               

common and understudied process of gene evolution within animal genomes. Indeed,           

repeated independent origin of specific gene fusions from the same parental protein coding             

genes has been observed in bacteria (Makiuchi et al. 2007; Stover et al. 2011) and in single                 

https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/RJes+FMhx
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cell eukaryotes (Stover et al. 2005). In animals, convergent fusion of the TRIM5-CYPA gene              

in New World monkeys (Sayah et al. 2004) and Old World monkeys (Brennan et al. 2008),                

and the repeated fusion of β-globin genes in Laurasiatheria (Gaudry et al. 2014) have been               

reported. More broadly speaking, 25% of all multi-domain proteins in eukaryotes have            

emerged independently several times, and 70% of domain combinations in the human            

genome have been found to be independently gained in at least one other eukaryotic              

genome (Zmasek and Godzik 2012). Taken together these studies, along with our findings,             

would suggest that selection for the same combinations of gene sequences in composite             

genes could be common in gene remodeling. And from our study we now have an empirical                

estimate for the level of parallel evolution in remodeled genes in animal genomes. The              

results of our three approaches to test for parallel evolution within our composite CHGs did               

not provide consistent agreement (Figure 3.6), and this could be due to a number of factors                

such as incomplete protein domain annotation and inaccurate breakpoint annotation of           

composite genes from BLAST homology search. Why we see these patterns of parallel             

emergence of composite genes in animal genomes is still uncertain. One hypothesis could             

stem from the nature of protein domains, whereby promiscuous domains could easily            

associate and disassociate with other domains multiple times throughout evolutionary          

history. The rate of composite gain and loss suggest a constant turnover of genes that               

undergo remodeling, which may provide insight as to why we observe the same composite              

genes forming independently. If two or more genes, or portions of the genes, are not               

deleterious when remodeled, given the high rate of composite formation, this provides some             

reason for the high rates of parallel evolution. 

The high rate of gene turnover (as inferred from character mapping and CI scores) and high                

level of parallel evolution (64-99%) in composite CHGs implies that these characters are             

highly homoplastic. Indeed, the CI test for homoplasy revealed an overall high rate of              

homoplasy (average CI score of 0.4) within the full set of composite CHGs. This suggests               

that the rate of gene gain and loss is higher in composite genes than any other molecular                 

data type analysed here (Figure 3.5). It is important to note that the CI score is negatively                 

correlated with the number of species sampled, so datasets with a larger tree may result in                

lower CI scores. However, this is a useful test to get an empirical measurement of the                

usefulness of a character to be used as a phylogenetic marker. Importantly, we know from               

this analysis and subsequent confirmation based on molecular characteristics and          

phylogenetic distributions that there is a subset of composite CHGs that were gained only              

once and are therefore suspected to have low levels of homoplasy. We proposed that this               

https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/YifP
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/srFR
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/gyoa
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/bmhs
https://paperpile.com/c/ILoDTn/C60M
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set of 2,285 characters (comp_pa_singleGain dataset) may contain strong phylogenetic          

signal and be useful for species tree inference.  

Comparing the resultant phylogenies of the full dataset of 13,632 composite CHGs            

(“comp_pa_full”) to the subsets of data cleared of homoplastic characters          

(“comp_pa_singleGain” and “comp_pa_singleEvent” datasets), the resulting topologies of        

known clades between the two trees suggests that this is indeed the case. While the               

“comp_pa_full” dataset recovered some correct branching orders close to the tips of the tree,              

it was overall unable to recapitulate known branching patterns within the animal tree, with              

polytomies and low branch support particularly at the very early nodes within the animal tree.               

It is important to note, however, that both analyses using the full dataset of composite CHGs                

failed to reach convergence. We therefore cannot rule out that some of these differences in               

branching orders may disappear with longer run times. The species tree inferred from the              

2,285 CHGs (“comp_pa_singleGain”) annotated as single gain events by RevBayes          

character mapping in particular provided a more accurate reconstruction of the animal            

phylogeny. With the exception of the misplaced positioning of five species, some of which              

may possess fast evolving genomes such as Schistosoma mansoni, all deep internal nodes             

and shallower tip relationships recapitulate the known species tree. There remains a number             

of unresolved regions within AToL that persist today, such as whether Deuterostomia are             

monophyletic (Philippe et al. 2019), and which non-bilaterian lineage should be placed at the              

root of the tree as sister lineage to the remaining animal groups (King and Rokas 2017). The                 

difficulty in resolving these clades has been placed on poor modeling of the data, difficulty in                

extracting signal from such deeply diverging branches, and a lack of strong markers to place               

them. Here, we present a dataset of molecular markers that can recapitulate known             

relationships within AToL and is thus a good proxy for addressing some of these contentious               

regions. The phylogeny produced from the 2,285 CHGs of single origin (as identified by              

RevBayes character mapping analysis) was also assessed to determine what the           

placements were for these two contentious regions of the animal phylogeny. We found that              

these set of characters produced a topology most similar to known branching patterns within              

the species tree (89% of edges matched with species phylogeny). We recovered a             

monophyletic Deuterostomia, and Porifera as the primary emerging animal lineage. Our           

approach is limited due to undersampling of ambulacrarian and xenacoelomorphan species           

(which would be required to robustly test the monophyly of Deuterostomia), non-bilaterian            

species and non animal outgroup species. However, this set of characters have been shown              

to contain phylogenetic signal and have recaptilutated uncontested parts of the animal tree.             

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/sDt8
https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/xMMV
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Thus, gene remodeling with deeper sampling of non-bilaterian species and of early diverging             

bilaterian lineages may contribute to long standing contentious nodes in the AToL. 

3.5 Conclusion 

We have shown how the evolution of gene remodeling occurs across the animal tree, and               

have discovered a high rate of parallel evolution of the same composite gene. This has               

major implications for our understanding of how protein coding genes evolve, how we             

construct gene families to infer phylogenies, and how we annotate function between            

homologous genes. Accounting for and removing homoplastic characters we have created a            

unique dataset of molecular markers for phylogenetic reconstruction. Here, we show that            

these composite CHGs have the ability to reconstruct known and uncontested relationships            

within the AToL, and also show support for a monophyletic Deuterostomia and Porifera as              

sister to all other animal lineages. 
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Chapter 4: Ortholog selection and the application of composite         

genes – a case study of Xenacoelomorpha 
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4.1 Introduction 

Xenacoelomorpha is a clade of morphologically simple marine bilaterian worms with a            

controversial history (Hejnol and Pang 2016; Marlétaz 2019). The superphylum consists of            

two phyla; Xenoturbella and Acoelomorpha, Acoelomorpha composed of two orders; Acoela           

and Nemertodermatida (Jondelius et al. 2019). Xenacoelomorpha has traditionally been          

placed as the primary emerging bilaterian lineage (Figure 4.1 A), implying an ancestrally             

simple body plan of the most recent common ancestor of Bilateria, with a simple brain, blind                

gut, and lacking excretory and vascular systems (Hejnol and Pang 2016). Alternative            

placement, within Deuterostomia (Figure 4.1 B and C) suggests more complex           

morphological evolution within Bilateria and a secondary simplification of the          

Xenacoelomorpha clade (Philippe et al. 2019). This suggests the loss of a large number of               

significant morphological traits which are considered to be present in the last common             

ancestor of deuterostomes such as complex organ systems, a digestive system with mouth             

and anus, coelomes, and body compartmentalisation. Whichever position is eventually          

settled upon for this group of worms, they are of major importance for understanding the               

evolution of Bilateria. More recently, questions surrounding the placement of          

Xenacoelomorpha within Bilateria has led to further profound queries addressing the           

branching patterns within Bilateria, namely whether Deuterostomia are monophyletic or          

whether their support is a result of systematic error (Philippe et al. 2019). This alternate               

topology, placing Chordata as sister to Protostomia to the exclusion of Xenambulacraria            

(Figure 4.1 C), suggests that the common ancestor of all bilaterians possessed many             

deuterostome traits such as radial cleavage and the development of the anus from the              

blastopore, and that these traits were significantly altered or lost at the emergence of              

Protostomia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/eAj2+bJN7
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/8G8j
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/eAj2
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/geTg
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/xyvU
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Figure 4.1. Alternative placements of Xenacoelomorpha within the animal tree. (A)           

“Nephrozoa hypothesis”: Xenacoelomorpha the primary emerging bilaterian lineage sister to          

Nephrozoa (Hejnol et al. 2009; Rouse et al. 2016; Cannon et al. 2016). (B)              

“Xenambulacraria hypothesis”: Xenacoelomorpha within Deuterostomia and sister to the         

Ambulacraria clade (Philippe et al. 2011). (C) Xenacoelomorpha sister to Ambulacraria, with            

a non-monophyletic Deuterostomia (Philippe et al. 2019). 

 

 

 

Systematic error such as LBA within these phylogenetic studies caused by, e.g. the faster              

molecular evolutionary rate observed in Acoelomorpha genomes, could be erroneously          

pushing species of the Acoelomorpha clade to a basel position in Bilateria. In addition, the               

lack of high quality genomic sequence data for Acoelomorpha species contributes to the             

challenge of resolving their position (Figure 4.2). There are only two complete assembled             

genomes with high contiguity, the acoel species Hofstenia miamia (N50 = 294Mb, BUSCO             

score of 90%) (Gehrke et al. 2019), and Praesagittifera naikaiensis (N50 = 117Kb, BUSCO              

score of 76.5%) (Arimoto et al. 2019). Recently, Philippe et al. (2019) produced new and               

updated genomes for two nemertodermatid species Nemertoderma westbladi and Meara          

stichopi, two acoel species Symsagittifera roscoffensis and Pseudaphanostoma variabilis         

and the xenoturbellid Xenoturbella bocki (Figure 4.2). While the number of genomes for             

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/7KbH+zR6P+H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/VmUD
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/OTsI
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/uYE8
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
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these undersampled species are increasing, the absence of high quality genomes, along            

with the use of a large number of transcriptomic sequence data, presents significant issues              

for phylogenomic analyses (Siu-Ting et al. 2019). 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Available sequence data for Xenacoelomorpha clade. The tree on the left             

shows the phylogeny for species within Xenacoelomorpha (based on molecular data) for            

which sequence data is available (Rouse et al. 2016; Cannon et al. 2016; Robertson et al.                

2017; Philippe et al. 2019). Highlighted are the three xenacoelomorph clades, Xenoturbella,            

Nemertodermatida, and Acoela. The presence/absence profile on the right shows available           

sequence data for each species, with three columns representing genomic data,           

transcriptomic data, or mitochondrial (MitoGenome) genomic data. Green highlights the          

presence of a given sequence data type for each species, with white representing absence.              

* genomes of high quality with large scaffolds. Species images are taken from (Cannon et al.                

2016). 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/vWZA
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/4oRN+gRZ9+6vJG+geTg
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/4oRN+gRZ9+6vJG+geTg
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
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Besides the obvious effects of poor taxon sampling, lack of genomic data can impact              

phylogenomic studies in a number of ways (see Section 1.1.3.1). For example,            

transcriptomes or low quality genomes may have poor annotations, or indeed assemblies,            

and as a result may be missing genes or gene families erroneously. Paralogs missing due to                

poor annotation or poor quality data could lead to the mis-annotation of a duplicate gene as                

a single copy ortholog, leading to potential biases in phylogenomic analyses caused by             

inadvertent paralog selection (see Section 1.1.3.2) (Brown and Thomson 2017; Siu-Ting et            

al. 2019; Walker et al. 2020). Genuine alternative loss of paralogs may also result in the                

misannotation of genes as single copy orthologs in a species. Given that the clade              

Xenacoelomorpha, particularly Xenoturbellida, has been found to have higher rates of gene            

loss when compared to other animal clades (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020), the effects of              

hidden paralogy could be a major issue in phylogenomic studies attempting to place this              

group of worms. 

 

The “late loss” of the ancestral ortholog results in the observed extant, ancestrally             

paralogous, gene being annotated as an ortholog (Figure 4.3). This could result in the              

recovery of paraphyletic relationships between species i.e. violation of the monophyletic           

clade (eg. violation of the monophyletic relationship between species B and C in Figure 4.3).               

In order to assess the potential impact of these patterns we used a new software called                

Clan_Check (Siu-Ting et al. 2019). The central premise of the Clan_Check algorithm is to              

filter gene families from a dataset based on their ability to retrieve clans (Wilkinson et al.                

2007) that are known to be incontestable monophyletic groups. Clans are equivalent to             

monophyletic groups or clades (present in rooted trees) that are found in an unrooted tree               

i.e. their monophyly is unquestioned regardless of where the root is placed outside of the               

group (Wilkinson et al. 2007). Creating gene trees for each gene family, a set of known clans                 

were tested to check whether the species group together to the exclusion of the remaining               

species. This would suggest that a given clan is not violated, and thus is suitable for                

subsequent phylogenetic analysis. If a tested clan is violated by the gene family, this              

suggests that this gene family contains potentially unannotated paralogs genes and may be             

affecting the resulting species topology. 

 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/i2ai+vWZA+rcqS
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/i2ai+vWZA+rcqS
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/bg08
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/vWZA
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/lHMT
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/lHMT
https://paperpile.com/c/Qv00yZ/xi5U
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Figure 4.3. Hypothesis of ancient gene duplication and loss patterns resulting in            
hidden paralogy modified from Siu-Ting et al (2019). Gene tree which represents the             

evolution of a single example gene in three species (A, B, and C). Ancient duplication of the                 

gene (Duplication) is followed by two rounds of speciation events (Speciation 1 and             

Speciation 2), resulting in two gene copies in each species eg. species A has gene A1 and                 

A2. Subsequent loss of gene copies are labelled with red stars. This results in a mix of                 

ortholog and paralog genes within the extant species. The species relationships should be             

given as species B sister to species C, with species A as the outgroup to this clade.                 

However, in this example, the hidden paralog B2 which is a result of the late loss of ortholog                  

and paralog genes causes species A to group with C, to the exclusion of B. 

 

 

To address the placement of the Xenacoelomorpha we have taken two different approaches             

using two different data types (previously published phylogenomic datasets and our newly            

assembled set of composite genes) and a range of methods and compare the resultant              

topologies: (1) the reanalysis of existing datasets with the removal of paralogous data from              

gene families and (2) the application of presence absence composite CHG data for 2,285              
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CHGs from Chapter 2. Consilience across both approaches for the node would be taken as               

strong support for the phylogenetic placement.  

 

Firstly, in an effort to address the effects of erroneous paralog inclusion on the placement of                

the Xenocoelomorpha, we assessed three recently published phylogenomic datasets from          

Rouse et al. (2016), Cannon et al. (2016), and Philippe et al. (2019), all of which aimed to                  

address the position of Xenacoelomorpha within AToL and which produced conflicting           

results (Table 4.1). Rouse et al. (2016) and Cannon et al. (2016) found support for the                

Nephrozoa hypothesis (Xenacoelomorpha sister to the remaining bilaterian species), while          

Philippe et al. (2019) recovered Xenambulacraria (Xenacoelomorpha sister to Ambulacraria          

clade associated with Deuterostomia). Interestingly, Philippe et al. (2019) also failed to find             

support for monophyletic Deuterostomia (Xenambulacraria + Chordata). We measured the          

effects of hidden paralogy on the constituent gene families within each dataset using the              

software Clan_Check (Siu-Ting et al. 2019), and filtering the gene families to enrich for high               

quality orthologous genes. Phylogenetic reconstruction was then carried out using these           

updated gene families.  

Secondly, we applied our 2,285 newly assigned composite CHGs of single origin identified in              

Chapter 2 to resolving the placement of the Xenocoelomorpha. In order to carry out this               

analysis we post-hoc increased our taxon sampling for this clade of organisms, including the              

addition of xenacoelomorph species and increased sampling for species from Ambulacraria,           

and the non-bilaterian clades as outgroups. 

 

 

Dataset                        # Species        # Gene families         Hypothesis 

Philippe et al. 2019            59                       1,173                Xenambulacraria 

Cannon et al. 2016            78                        212                     Nephrozoa 

Rouse et al. 2016              26                       1,178                   Nephrozoa 

 

 
Table 4.1. Size of phylogenomic datasets and resulting hypothesis for each published            
dataset used. For each of the three datasets addressing the position of Xenacoelomorpha             

(Philippe et al. 2019; Cannon et al. 2016; Rouse et al. 2016), the table shows the number of                  

species and gene families that were used to produce the resulting topology. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/1oHa
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Enriching for orthologs by removing hidden paralogy in published datasets 

To assess the impact of these patterns of gene evolution on previously published datasets,              

we employed Clan_Check (https://github.com/ChrisCreevey/clan_check) to infer the impact        

of hidden paralogy on the resulting topologies (Siu-Ting et al. 2019). Phylogenomic datasets             

for all three studies were downloaded from online data depositories          

(github.com/MaxTelford/Xenacoelomorpha2019, (Philippe et al. 2019);     

datadryad.org/stash/dataset/doi:10.5061/dryad.493b7, (Cannon et al. 2016);     

datadryad.org/stash/dataset/doi:10.5061/dryad.79dq1, (Rouse et al. 2016)). Each dataset       

consisted of a concatenated matrix of each of their gene families in amino acid format (see                

Table 4.1 for details on the number of gene families and species in each dataset). This                

concatenated matrix was split into constituent gene family fasta files and each one was              

aligned using Mafft (Katoh et al. 2005). Next, we used IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al. 2015),               

carrying out 1000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates and automatic model selection, to construct            

gene trees for all genes families in each dataset. For each dataset, we annotated a number                

of clans which were to be tested using Clan_Check. These were assigned based on the               

phylogenetic spread of species within each of the dataset. The clans tested included             

Porifera, Ctenophora, Cnidaria, Bilateria, Protostomia, Deuterostomia, Xenacoelomorpha,       

Ambulacraria, Lophotrochozoa, Ecdysozoa, and Chordata (Figure 4.4). A list of the tested            

clans for each of the individual datasets can be found in “philippe_2019”, “cannon_2016”,             

and “rouse_2016” directories in Appendix 4.1, under the filename “clans.txt”. 

Clan_Check was run on the list of gene trees for each dataset using the script (Appendix                

4.1, “clan_check.sh”). Following this, for each dataset we constructed two subsets of gene             

families based on (i) if they recovered at least one tested clan, or (ii) if they recovered at                  

least half of the clans tested (carried out using “find_nonviolate_trees.py”, Appendix 4.1).            

This meant for each of the three phylogenomic datasets analysed we produced two subsets              

of gene families enriched for orthologous genes at different degrees of strictness. In this              

way, we could have sets of filtered gene families for each dataset, where we could compare                

the effect of this systematic error in gene family construction on topology and node support.               

In the analysis of the Philippe et al. (2019) dataset, this resulted in 812 gene families, where                 

at least one clan was not violated (“Philippe_812”), and 65 gene families, where half of the                

clans tested were not violated (“Philippe_65”). For the Cannon et al. (2016) dataset, we              

obtained 178 gene families where at least one tested clan was not violated in each gene                

https://github.com/ChrisCreevey/clan_check
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/vWZA
https://github.com/MaxTelford/Xenacoelomorpha2019
https://datadryad.org/stash/dataset/doi:10.5061/dryad.493b7
https://datadryad.org/stash/dataset/doi:10.5061/dryad.79dq1
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/7iYi
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/kuif
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family (“Cannon_178”). None of the gene trees in the Cannon et al. (2016) dataset were able                

to recapitulate at least half of the clans, perhaps an indication of the quality of the gene                 

family data, so we obtained a subset of 16 gene families where at least three clans were not                  

violated (“Cannon_16”). Analysis of the Rouse et al. (2016) dataset produced 717 gene             

families where at least one clan was not violated (“Rouse_717”), and 70 gene families that               

did not violate half of the clans tested (“Rouse_70”). For each of these six subsetted gene                

family datasets from each of the three studies, concatenated matrices of amino acid             

sequences in Phylip format were constructed using scafos (Roure et al. 2007) (Appendix             

4.1, “scafos_concat.sh”). 

4.2.2 Composite dataset construction to expand taxon sampling 

In constructing our initial dataset to search for composite CHGs in Chapter 2, we did not                

include any species from the Xenacoelomorpha, and undersampled from other clades such            

as Xenambulacraria. This was due to strict thresholds on genome quality to ensure high              

confidence in our approach for identifying composite CHGs should they exist. In order to              

address the placement of Xenacoelomorpha using composite genes as phylogenetic          

markers, we thus needed to expand our dataset to include some of these key species. Using                

BLASTp (Altschul et al. 1990), (E-value <= 1e-5, percent identity >= 30%, coverage >= 80%)               

we used our composite genes to search for homologous genes in representative genomes.             

This was carried out using six species from Xenacoelomorpha (Xenoturbella bocki,           

Symsagittifera roscoffensis, Praesagittifera naikaiensis, Hofstenia miamia, Nemertoderma       

westbladi, and Meara stichopi) , three additional species from Ambulacraria (Saccoglossus           

kowalevskii, Acanthaster planci, and Apostichopus japonicus), and three additional         

non-bilaterian species (two sponges; Leucosolenia complicata and Sycon ciliatum, and one           

cnidarian; Hydra magnipapillata). Homology searching for composite genes in the additional           

species was carried out as in Sections 3.2.4, whereby the coverage threshold is set at 80%                

of the query and subject sequences and coverage across the composite breakpoint regions             

is required, to ensure confidence in the set of composite genes we find. 

 

4.2.3 Tree inference 

For each of the six resulting dataset following assessment of hidden paralogy using             

Clan_Check (“Philippe_812”, “Philippe_65”, “Cannon_178”, “Cannon_16”, “Rouse_717”, and       

“Rouse_70”) phylogenetic reconstruction of all supermatrices was carried out using          

PhyloBayes-MPI (Lartillot et al. 2013). After constant sites were removed (-dc option) the             

https://paperpile.com/c/RatMnh/TWAD
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/A7XH
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CAT+GTR model was applied, along a gamma distribution consisting of four rate categories.             

Two independent chains were run until convergence between the runs was reached.            

Convergence between chains was assessed using the bpcomp function in PhyloBayes, with            

a score of 0.1 indicating convergence. 

 

4.2.4 Tree inference using taxonomically-expanded composite CHG data 
For phylogenetic inference of the composite CHG dataset, presence/absence matrices were           

first created as in Section 3.2.2. This included the additional species from Xenacoelomorpha,             

Ambulacraria, and non-bilaterian clades which were added to our datasets using BLASTp as             

described in 4.2.2. Given the large number of species in this expanded dataset, which              

consisted of 75 species, we removed certain lineages that were considered to be fast              

evolving based on analyses carried out in Chapter 3. The species we removed were              

Mnemiopsis leidyi from Ctenophora, and Schistosoma mansoni from Lophotrochozoa. We          

also filtered the dataset to contain a more evenly distributed number of species in all major                

clades: 8 chordate species, 4 ambulacrarians, 6 xenacoelomorphs, 7 ecdysozoans, 3           

lophotrochozoans, and 5 non-bilaterian species (2 cnidarian and 3 porifera species). This            

resulted in a dataset consisting of 33 species. Reducing the dataset in this way would               

provide a more evenly distributed sampling of species across the tree, but also reduce              

running time. Trees were then inferred using biphy (Pett et al. 2019), which employs              

RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016). This was carried out on the set of composite CHGs               

annotated as having a single node of origin by the character mapping analysis in RevBayes               

(2,285 CHGs) (see Section 2.3.2). This dataset was found to reproduce the most accurate              

phylogeny in analyses carried out in Chapter 3. Therefore, this set of characters were              

analysed under the Dollo model, which allows secondary loss but not multiple gains, to infer               

the species tree. The script (Appendix 4.2, “biphy_dollo.sh”) was used to run the             

phylogenetic analysis. 

 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/V5Vc
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/xeWo
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 High numbers of violated clans in all previously published datasets 

For each of the three datasets (Table 4.1) we ran Clan_Check (Siu-Ting et al. 2019) to                

assess whether each of the constructed gene trees recapitulated known monophyletic           

clades. The monophyletic clades or “clans” tested were as follows: Porifera, Ctenophora,            

Cnidaria, Bilateria, Protostomia, Deuterostomia, Xenacoelomorpha, Ambulacraria,      

Lophotrochozoa, Ecdysozoa, and Chordata (Figure 4.4 D). We found that for each of the              

three datasets the majority of the gene trees violated most of the clans tested (Figure 4.4).  

 

In the Philippe et al. (2019) dataset, each clan was violated by between 60-99% of the gene                 

trees (Figure 4.4 A). The clan which was violated most often was Deuterostomia, with              

1,155/1,164 (99%) of the gene trees failing to recapitulate the clan. This is of particular               

interest as from their original study, using this supermatrix alignment, Philippe et al. (2019)              

failed to recover a monophyletic Deuterostomia. The Cannon et al. (2016) dataset revealed             

more variable patterns in the violation of clans (Figure 4.4 B), e.g. Lophotrochozoa,             

Xenacoelomorpha, Protostomia, and Bilateria were annotated as monophyletic in all the           

gene trees in the dataset and Deuterostomia was violated by almost all (98%) of the gene                

trees tested. It is important to note that the number of gene families in Cannon et al. (2016)                  

study was much lower (212 gene families) when compared to the other two datasets (1,173               

and 1,178 gene families). Finally, analysis of the Rouse et al. (2016) dataset revealed more               

similar patterns to the results observed in the Philippe et al. (2019) analysis. Again,              

Deuterostomia was the most frequently violated clan with 97% of gene trees not             

recapitulating this monophyly , followed closely by Lophotrochozoa (91%) and Protostomia           

(91%) (Figure 4.4 C). 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/vWZA
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
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Figure 4.4. Results of Clan_Check analysis on each of the three datasets. The level of               

violation (or otherwise) (on the y axis) of each of the (8-11) uncontested monophyletic clans               

(given on the X axis) for each dataset (A-C) are shown. The percent of gene families that                 

violated (lighter datapoint) or did not violate (darker datapoint) each tested clan is presented              

for each dataset. The complete set of 11 clans tested across the three datasets are shown in                 

(D), with the tested clans labelled with a black dot and the name of the clan beside it. 
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4.3.2 Phylogenetic analysis of datasets enriched for orthologs 

Using our filtered datasets enriched for gene families consisting of orthologous genes, we             

carried out phylogenomic analysis to assess the placement of Xenacoelomorpha. We           

wished to determine what impact applying Clan_Check had on the resultant topology and             

node support. First, we analysed the two filtered datasets from Philippe et al. (2019), i.e. the                

812 gene families (“Philippe_812”) and the 65 gene families (“Philippe_65”) using the            

CATGTR model in PhyloBayes (Lartillot et al. 2013). Both datasets produced the same             

topologies for the major clades, however the “Philippe_812” dataset did not reach            

convergence and therefore we will focus on the results from the “Philippe_65” dataset of              

genes. A monophyletic Xenambulacraria was recovered with the “Philippe_65” dataset with           

PP = 1, and a grouping of Chordata and Protostomia again with a PP score of 1. (Figure                  

4.5). In the original work Philippe et al. (2019) proposed that Deuterostomia is             

non-monophyletic although their support values were low, our filtering of their data for             

orthologous genes has also recovered this relationship but with full support (PP=1). The             

proposal that Deuterostomia is paraphyletic and that Xenacoelomorpha are related to           

Ambulacraria is also supported by this analysis (PP=1) (Philippe et al. 2011; Philippe et al.               

2019). Although the grouping of Chordata and Protostomia received low support from our             

analysis of the “Philippe_812” dataset (which did not reach convergence), it seems that             

reanalysing this dataset and enriching for orthologous gene families supports          

Xenambulacraria as a clade (PP=1). 

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/XynX
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/VmUD+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/VmUD+ryP1
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Figure 4.5. Rooted species tree obtained from the ortholog enriched “Philippe_65”           
dataset using the CATGTR model. Major clades are labelled by colour, with corresponding             

colour coordinated clade name beside the tips. Branch support showing Bayesian posterior            

probabilities (PP) is labelled on nodes with PP <1.  

 

 

 

Next, we assessed the subset of genes enriched for orthologs from the Cannon et al. (2016)                

dataset. As there were a smaller number of gene families in this initial dataset compared to                

the other datasets (see Table 4.1), there were fewer number of families that passed our               

Clan_Check filters, and none passed the stricter filter of at least half of the clans tested                

recovered as non-violated. This allowed us to analyse datasets where at least one clan was               

not violated: 178 gene families (“Cannon_178”), and where at least three clans were not              

violated: 16 gene families (“Cannon_16”). Both datasets produced similar topologies in terms            

of the major branching orders, however the larger “Cannon_178” dataset did not reach             

convergence (0.49). Nonetheless, both analyses recovered the Nephrozoa hypothesis, i.e.          

Xenacoelomorpha were placed as the primary emerging bliaterian lineage (Figure 4.6). This            

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
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result is concordant with the findings of the original analysis (Cannon et al. 2016). In our                

analysis of the Cannon_16 dataset, the Deuterostome monophyly is recovered with low            

support (PP=0.81), although it groups Chordata as sister lineage to a clade consisting of              

Ambulacraria + Protostomia (Figure 4.6). The Cannon_178 dataset, recovers monophyletic          

Deuterostomia, with a clade of Chordata + Ambulacraria sister to Protostomia, with full             

support (PP=1.0).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Phylogenetic tree from the “Cannon_16” dataset reconstructed using the           
CATGTR model. Major clades are labelled by colour. Branch support showing Bayesian            

posterior probabilities (PP) is labelled on nodes with PP <1.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
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Finally, the Rouse et al. (2016) dataset was assessed following filtering of gene families that               

may be a source of bias causing incorrect topologies. This resulted in two datasets of 717                

and 70 gene families, i.e. “Rouse_717”, and “Rouse_70” respectively. Both analyses           

recovered Xenambulacraria (PP=0.94 in “Rouse_70” and PP=0.5 “Rouse_717”). “Rouse_70”         

recovered Xenambulacraria (PP=0.94) and a monophyletic Deuterostomia, i.e.        

Xenambulacraria + Chordata, albeit with lower support (PP = 0.7) (Figure 4.7). The             

“Rouse_717” dataset did not fully converge (convergence score of 1), but did group             

Xenambulacraria and Protostomia together, with Chordata sister to this clade, although with            

low support (PP=0.5). These findings conflict with the original study, where           

Xenacoelomorpha was sister to the remaining bilaterian lineages (Rouse et al. 2016), and             

instead supports grouping of Xenacoelomorpha within Deuterostomia, as found in our           

previous analysis and in other analyses (Philippe et al. 2011; Philippe et al. 2019).  

 

Figure 4.7. Phylogenetic tree from Rouse_70 dataset using the CATGTR model.           
Xenacoelomorpha are grouped with Ambulacraria, with this clade sister to Chordata. Major            

clades are coloured per lineage, and node support, where PP is below 1, is annotated on the                 

tree. 

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/VmUD+ryP1
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To summarise our results from assessment of filtered subsets of previously published            

datasets: Comparing the resultant topologies from each of the six subsets of Rouse et al.               

(2016), Cannon et al. (2016) and Philippe et al. (2019) datasets with each other and with the                 

original topologies conferred from the unfiltered original datasets, we find varying consensus            

(FIgure 4.8). Both the “Philippe_812” (which did not reach convergence) and the            

“Philippe_65” datasets produced the same topology (Xenambulacraria and paraphyletic         

Deuterostomia) as one another (Figure 4.8 A and B). This was consistent with the original               

findings of the study (Philippe et al. 2019). The “Cannon_717” and “Cannon_70” datasets             

also resulted in the same topology as one another (Xenacoelomorpha sister to Nephrozoa),             

which was also the same as the topology observed in the initial study (Figure 4.8 C and D)                  

(Cannon et al. 2016). However, there were differences in the two subset datasets, with              

“Cannon_178” recovering monophyletic Deuterostomia (Chordata + Ambulacraria), and        

“Cannon_16” recovering paraphyletic Deuterostomia (Protostomia + Ambulacraria). Finally,        

“Rouse_717” and “Rouse_70” both recovered a clade of Xenambulacraria         

(Xenacoelomorpha + Ambulacraria), which directly conflicts with the findings of the original            

study which recovered the Nephrozoa hypothesis (Figure 4.8 E and F). The position of              

Deuterostomia differed across “Rouse_717” and “Rouse_70”, with “Rouse_717” recovering         

paraphyletic Deuterostomia and “Rouse_70” recovering monophyletic Deuterostomia. 

 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/4oRN
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/4oRN
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/gRZ9
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/geTg
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of three topologies from original studies with the two ortholog             
enriched topologies for each. Each row displays final tree topologies for each dataset             

analysed in this chapter. The topology resulting from the original study is shown on the left,                

with the filtered and analysed datasets shown to the right. These show the branching orders               

between the major bilaterian clades Xenacoelomorpha, Ambulacraria, Chordata, and         

Protostomia resulting from: (A) “Philippe_812” dataset, (B) “Philippe_65”, (C) “Cannon_178”,          

(D) “Cannon_16”, (E) “Rouse_717”, and (F) “Rouse_70”. * dataset in which we were unable              

to get any gene trees that recapitulated at least half of the tested clans (as denoted by the                  

column name), so instead used those that recapitulated at least three clans. 

 

4.3.3 Composite genes as phylogenetic markers 

We analysed our set of composite CHGs, annotated as single gain events, with expanded              

taxon sampling (presenceAbsence_xenacoel_singleGain_remFast_data.fasta, Appendix    

4.2). In Chapter 3, we found that the datasets that were filtered for homoplastic characters               

recovered more species topologies with higher support values and fewer polytomies, based            

on the known branching patterns within the animal tree. Therefore, here we assessed only              

the set of composite CHGs that were annotated as having a node of single origin by the                 

character mapping analysis in Chapter 2 (i.e. 2,285 CHGs). The resulting species topology             

following tree inference using the Dollo model in RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016) for the 2,285                

composite CHGs across 33 species, was generally poorly resolved with PP values in the              

range 0.57 to 1 (Figure 4.9). A large number of polytomies and branching patterns with low                

support (i.e. PP< 70) suggesting this specific dataset may not be informative. Nonetheless,             

some resolution was found within the tree. The Ecdysozoa and Lophotrochozoa (together            

forming Protostomia) clades grouped together with high support, although contained a           

number of polytomies. Additionally, the cnidarian Nematostella vectensis was erroneously          

placed within the group of Protostomia. Xenacoelomorpha formed a clade with Ambulacraria            

and Chordata, however, with low support (PP=0.58) and represented mostly by polytomies.            

This clade also incorrectly includes the cnidarian Hydra magnipapillata. 

https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/sKCq
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Figure 4.9. Tree inference using composite CHG expanded to address placement of            
Xenacoelomorpha. Species present in this tree were filtered so that each clade had similar              

numbers of taxa. Polytomies represent unresolved regions within the tree. PP scores below             

1 are shown. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

In this chapter we have assessed the position of Xenacoelomorpha in the animal tree. We               

analysed the effects of gene family construction and ortholog assignment on the resultant             

topology, these are two steps which can vary greatly between datasets and rarely assessed              

for potential biases. We also applied a new data type, composite genes, to reconstructing              

the position of the Xenacoelomorpha within Bilateria.  

 

The difficulty in placing this group of enigmatic worms stems from a number of evolutionary               

characteristics. For example, the morphological simplicity of Xenacoelomorpha leads to the           

parsimonious assumption that they are the primary emerging bilaterian phylum, indicating a            

morphologically simple intermediate state between Cnidaria and the more complex          

Nephrozoa lineages (Hejnol and Martindale 2008). This position would also go some way to              

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/C2OD
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explain microRNAs and Hox genes shared across bilaterian species that are missing in             

Xenacoelomorpha (Sempere et al. 2007; Cook et al. 2004). If, however, Xenacoelomorpha            

are sister phyla to Ambulacraria, this would suggest that similar morphological and genomic             

traits would group these two lineages. We do not find any shared traits such as a common                 

composite gene that is present in these two groups only and not any of the other animal                 

lineages. Similarly, there is little support found from other synapomorphic traits, and the             

discovery of any more such traits would provide further support for the secondary loss of               

complexity in Xenacoelomorpha and their positioning associated with Deuterostomia. 

 

Short internal branches, indicating short divergence times, means that signal within the            

sequence data may be difficult to separate from the noise, thus making the resolution of the                

major clades within Bilateria a difficult and ongoing issue. Additionally, the fast rates of              

sequence evolution with the Acoelomorpha clade, and potential compositional heterogeneity          

mean that modelling the evolutionary events that followed the radiation of the bilaterian clade              

is difficult. Applying site heterogeneous models and accounting for compositional bias by            

data re-coding has found some congruence across datasets (Philippe et al. 2019). However,             

it is possible that better modeling, for example models accounting for compositional            

heterogeneity and rate heterogeneity simultaneously across the phylogeny as applied in P4            

(Foster 2004), could provide a more accurate picture of the processes of sequence evolution              

at this part of the tree.  

 

In this chapter, our first analysis applied Clan_Check to search for hidden paralogy within the               

gene families from three previously published phylogenomic studies (Rouse et al. 2016;            

Cannon et al. 2016; Philippe et al. 2019). We found that all datasets contained significant               

proportions of gene families which violated uncontroversial monophyletic clans. However,          

levels of violation within the gene families did vary between datasets. While the Philippe et               

al. (2019) and Rouse et al. (2016) datasets showed consistent patterns of violation across              

the gene families, the Cannon et al. (2016) dataset contained a number of clans that were                

recapitulated by almost all of the gene trees. Nonetheless, the pervasive violation of clans              

across all datasets suggest that the constructed orthologous gene families may contain a             

high number of hidden paralogous genes. In all three datasets Deuterostomia was the clan              

that was violated by the most gene families. These findings not only provide insight into               

issues surrounding methods to infer orthologous gene families, but also give interesting            

insights into the nature of gene evolution in the Deuterostomia clade. The fact that the               

Deuterostomia is violated in almost all gene trees in each dataset may provide support for               

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/j4jQ+A5oZ
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/XbCg
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
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non-monophyletic Deuterostomia. Alternatively, this consistent violation of Deuterostomia        

could be a reflection of the nature of gene evolution within this clade. With high rates of gene                  

loss known to have occurred at this node (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020), loss of the               

ancestral ortholog and retention of the paralogous gene in the extant species could be              

common. 

 

The methods of constructing orthologous gene families varied in each of the three datasets.              

Philippe et al. (2019) applied the OMA standalone software to construct orthologous groups             

(Altenhoff et al. 2019), while Cannon et al. (2016) used HaMStR (Ebersberger et al. 2009),               

and Rouse et al. (2016) applied the Agalma software (Dunn et al. 2013). While there is no                 

perfect piece of software to infer true orthology (see Section 1.1.3.2) and arguments can be               

made to justify the use of any one, it has been shown that the construction of orthologous                 

gene families using particular algorithms can have an effect on the resulting species             

topology. Altenhoff et al. (2019) addressed this impact of ortholog selection on the difficult to               

resolve, deep clade of Lophotrochozoa, by reconstructing the phylogeny using datasets           

created by OMA, HaMStR, OrthoMCL, OrthoFinder, and BUSCO. They found that each            

software resulted in differing numbers of orthologous groups, with varying numbers of            

species per group (OMA resulted in 2,162 orthologous groups, while HaMStR produced            

1,241 orthologous groups). Significantly, phylogenomic reconstruction on a supermatrix         

using both maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian analyses resulted in different topologies            

with different support values. Comparing OMA (Altenhoff et al. 2019) and HaMStR            

(Ebersberger et al. 2009) methods found marked differences in topology, while both            

analyses showed high support across the tree. The OMA (Altenhoff et al. 2019) dataset              

produced a Lophotrochozoan phylogeny closer to that of previously published datasets,           

while the HaMStR (Ebersberger et al. 2009) phylogeny erroneously grouped species in both             

the ML and Bayesian analyses (however, it is important to note that this analysis did not                

reach convergence). This important piece of analysis, and others which addressed the yeast             

phylogeny (Shen et al. 2018) found that deep, difficult to resolve topologies are often              

sensitive to the method of orthologous gene family construction. This could certainly be the              

case with the different topologies resulting from the three different studies addressing the             

position of Xenacoelomorpha, and further analysis comparing the effects of different           

methods for ortholog inference on the resulting topology may provide significant insight into             

this difficult to resolve question. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/bg08
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/FVb3
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/9yZb
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/5Vpu
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/FVb3
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/sfqN
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/tq9W
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/sfqN
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/tq9W
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/36oC
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We attempted to address some of these issues of ortholog assignment by filtering each              

dataset based on the ability of each gene family to recover known clans, retaining only gene                

families that (i) did not violate at least one tested clan or (ii) did not violate at least half of the                     

clans tested (in the case of the Cannon et al. (2016) dataset, there were no gene families                 

that did not violated half of the tested clans, and we took those that did not violate at least                   

three clans). While this approach does not ensure all paralogous genes will be filtered or that                

all orthologous genes will be identified, it provides a novel method to enrich for orthologous               

gene families and provide a more accurate dataset from which to infer the species tree               

(Siu-Ting et al. 2019). We found increased, but not consistent, support for the grouping of               

Xenacoelomorpha with Ambulacraria (Xenambulacraria). Two of the three analyses         

recovered this clade, with the filtered Philippe et al. (2019) datasets recovering their initial              

findings but with higher node support, and both filtered Rouse et al. (2016) datasets differing               

from the topology of the initial analysis which recovered the Nephrozoa hypothesis (Figure             

4.8). Reanalysis of the Cannon et al. (2016) dataset recovered the same hypothesis as the               

initial analysis with Xenacoelomorpha as the primary emerging bilaterian lineage (Nephrozoa           

hypothesis) (Figure 4.8). However, a criticism of this dataset has been the use of species               

representing Ctenophora. These lineages are known to be fast evolving, and along with the              

fast evolving Acoelomorpha phylum within Xenacoelomorpha, the sister relationship         

between Xenacoelomorpha and the remaining bilaterian clades has been hypothesised to be            

a result of LBA. To test this, we removed all Acoelomorpha species (11 in total) from the                 

Cannon_16 dataset, and used the Xenoturbella species Xenoturbella bocki as          

representative of the phylum. This was possible as we know Xenacoelomorpha is a             

monophyletic clade, thus, removing the fastest evolving lineages within a group and using             

representative members may aid in limiting the effects of LBA (Aguinaldo et al. 1997). When               

we reanalyse this set of taxon filtered orthologous gene families, we indeed find that              

Xenacoelomorpha forms a monophyletic clade with Ambulacraria, with this clade placed           

sister to Protostomia, and Chordata placed as sister to all other bilaterian clades. This is               

congruent with similar analysis carried out by Philippe et al. (2019) where removing the fast               

evolving Acoelomorpha clade recovered Xenambulacraria.  

 

 

We also fail to confirm the existence of a monophyletic Deuterostomia. Both filtered datasets              

from the Philippe et al. (2019) study recover non-monophyletic Deuterostomia with full            

support. The Cannon et al. (2016) and Rouse et al. (2016) filtered datasets differ in their                

reconstruction of Deuterostomia. The grouping of Xenambulacraria with chordata, i.e.          

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/1oHa
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/KOYtii/Nl9L
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P
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monophyletic Deuterostomia (“Rouse_70” dataset), and the grouping of Ambulacraria with          

Protostomia i.e. non-monophyletic Deuterostomia (“Cannon_16”) are both recovered with         

relatively lower support (PP=0.7 and PP=0.81 respectively). However, with only 2/6 subset            

reanalyses supporting monophyletic Deuterostomia (Figure 4.8), and increased support for          

non-monophyletic Deuterostomia in the reanalysis of the Philippe et al. (2019), this goes             

some way to providing some support for the hypothesis that Deuterostomia are paraphyletic. 

 

Our analysis of composite genes to resolve this region of the animal tree did not reach a                 

conclusive result. All analyses produced trees that were poorly supported and contained a             

high number of polytomies. This could be due to a number of factors, such as the lack of                  

enough shared composite genes between all of these diverse lineages, or the ex post facto               

introduction of more species using BLASTp, which may not capture the relevant complex             

patterns of composite genes in the added species. Alternatively, despite our efforts to use              

highest quality genomes in our analysis, annotation errors could be impacting on the             

analysis within these groups of particular species. Nonetheless, we do find a grouping of              

some Xenoacoelomorph species with Ambulacraria and Chordata, suggesting a closer          

affinity of this clade with other Deuterostome clades (Figure 4.9). 

 

Our findings provide more support for the affinity of Xenacoelomorpha with Ambulacraria.            

This goes against parsimonious assumptions, and a large number of phylogenetic studies            

(Ruiz-Trillo et al. 2004; Paps et al. 2009; Ruiz-Trillo and Paps 2016; Rouse et al. 2016;                

Cannon et al. 2016), which suggest that Xenacoelomorphs are early diverging bilaterians.            

We have found that gene family construction, and the accurate prediction of orthologous             

genes, represents a major topic to be addressed to answer this question. Indeed, the              

majority of phylogenomic studies often use just one approach for gene family construction,             

and this could be affecting the resolution of other parts of the animal tree such as the root of                   

animals. While our analyses were not conclusive, overall we provide more evidence for the              

secondary simplification of Xenacoelomorpha placing them as the sister clade to           

Ambulacraria, and question the existence of a monophyletic Deuterostomia. 

4.5 Conclusion 

Given the limited genomic sampling for species involved in resolving the position of             

Xenacoelomorpha, it is unquestionable that the underlying assumptions of orthology across           

this diverse group of species is being severely violated (Figure 4.4). Additionally, use of              

different methods for the construction of orthologous groups for phylogenetic reconstruction           

https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/zR6P+H4O1+ryP1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/1epw+sAzN+a7JW+zR6P+H4O1
https://paperpile.com/c/gE421Y/1epw+sAzN+a7JW+zR6P+H4O1
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has caused some intrinsic bias between these studies, resulting in incongruent but highly             

supported topologies. This bias has generally been overlooked in favour of discussions            

surrounding model selection and parameters and data issues such as missing data,            

compositional heterogeneity, and incomplete taxon sampling. While addressing these issues          

surrounding hidden paralogy does not provide consensus across all three studies, we do find              

increased support for the existence of the Xenambulacraria clade (Figure 4.8 A, B, E, and               

F), and increased branch support for a non-monophyletic Deuterostomia. These preliminary           

findings suggest that Xenambulacraria may be supported by the molecular data, but            

additional work on testing the effects of different methods to create orthologous groups,             

increased taxon sampling and higher quality genomes, and the application of models that             

could incorporate between lineage heterogeneity may provide better insight into the           

evolution of Xenacoelomorpha. Additionally, creation of a set of composite CHGs addressing            

specifically the species of focus (such as sampling of available Xenacoelomorpha genomes,            

and increased sampling of Ambulacraria species) may provide more accurate markers for            

the resolution of the placement of the Xenacoelomorpha clade. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

 

The underlying genetic mechanisms driving diversification and evolution within animals are           

numerous and complex. Since the sequencing of the first animal genome in 2000 (Adams et               

al. 2000), our understanding of animal evolution and AToL has evolved rapidly. We now              

know that the genomic content governing ‘what is an animal?’ is far more complex than just                

the protein coding content we observe in extant animals (Paps 2018). How animals became              

so diverse is a result of novelty, loss, regulation, and shuffling within the genome, in               

response to external factors such as environmental changes and population effects. As the             

field of animal comparative genomics and phylogenetics continues to explore the abundance            

of high quality sequenced genomes, it is essential that we take a holistic view of the                

mechanisms and processes of molecular evolution. 

 

In Chapter 2, we addressed one mechanism driving new gene genesis in animals. A large               

number of studies have assessed the rates of gene gain and loss across animal lineages,               

including mammals (Dunwell et al. 2017), primates (Hahn et al. 2007), vertebrates (Blomme             

et al. 2006), Drosophila (Zhou et al. 2008), Lophotrochozoa (Luo et al. 2017), and              

Arthropoda (Thomas et al. 2020), in addition to gene gain on the animal stem lineage (Paps                

and Holland 2018; Richter et al. 2018), and more recently in two studies which address the                

evolution of gene content across all phyla in the animal tree (Fernández and Gabaldón 2020;               

Guijarro-Clarke et al. 2020). However, each of these studies assume tree-like processes of             

gene evolution, whereby new genes emerge through duplication followed by          

neofunctionalization, or by de novo emergence from non-coding sequence. Current software           

limitations mean that these studies fail to accommodate non-tree-like processes such as            

gene remodeling by gene fusion and fission in their definition of gene families. A wealth of                

studies into domain and protein evolution have shown that gene remodeling has indeed             

played a major role in the evolution of novel traits, and has contributed to the rapid                

expansion of protein complexity within animals (Tordai et al. 2005; Itoh et al. 2007;              

Kaessmann 2010; Zmasek and Godzik 2011). As described in Chapter 2 we measured the              

rates of gene remodeling at the sequence level across entire genomes and established a set               

of high confidence composite clusters of homologous groups (CHGs) corresponding to           

13,632 CHGs, which following survey of RNAseq data had evidence of transcription.  

 

With these newly identified composite families, we set out to understand their patterns of              

gain and loss and elucidate their rates of evolution at different points in the animal tree. What                 

https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/w28R
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/w28R
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/3j3W
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/P1Pq
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/Ben9
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/lHuf
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/lHuf
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/DPjf
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/knhx
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/8H74
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/Zqze+rYrW
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/Zqze+rYrW
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/D3ON+RYkR
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/D3ON+RYkR
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/gH51+PyVm+cp9P+LjMP
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we discovered showed striking patterns of increased rates of remodeling events at particular             

points in the animal tree, and uneven rates of composite gene gain and loss. By far the                 

largest number of gene remodeling events occur at the base of boney vertebrates             

(Euteleostomi). As this node represents a period of major transition in morphology and rapid              

species diversification, with emerging complex traits such as mineralised bone and the            

adaptive immune system. Composite gene formation may have played a role in the             

emergence of these morphological traits. This period of time also coincided with large scale              

genomic changes, namely genome duplication events, followed by large-scale chromosomal          

rearrangements and fusions (Sacerdot et al. 2018; Simakov et al. 2020). These changes in              

genomic structure and subsequent rearrangements in content suggest that selective          

pressures could have been relaxed allowing for greater shuffling and remodeling of the             

protein coding genes. Other regions in the animal tree which were found to have high               

numbers of gene remodeling events included the Diptera and Nematoda lineages. While            

these younger clades perhaps possess less diversity in morphological complexity, at least            

compared to Euteleostomi, they are incredibly speciose (Nematoda is predicted to have over             

a million species (Lambshead and Boucher 2003; Blaxter 2011)) and have been found to              

contain a large amount of novelty with relation to gene family content (Prabh et al. 2018).                

Additionally, relative to other animal lineages, these groups of organisms are known to have              

higher rates of recombination (Stapley et al. 2017), which could facilitate higher rates of              

gene remodeling relative to other animal clades. Further investigation into the role and rate              

of gene remodeling in these lineages, especially within the Caenorhabditis lineage (which            

displayed the second highest number of gene remodeling events at an internal node) is              

warranted. Overall, while new gene genesis by tree-like processes still constitute the            

majority of genetic novelty in animals, gene remodeling has undoubtedly contributed           

significantly to the animal protein repertoire, particularly at points of major phenotypic            

transition. 

 

The impact of remodeling on the animal functional proteome is likely significant. We found              

that composite genes tend to be larger and contain more protein domains, suggesting that              

they potentially possess a larger range of function than non-composite genes. This also             

suggests that remodeling may play an important role in driving the evolution of complexity on               

the phenotypic level. While inferring function of composite genes is inherently complicated,            

as function is often annotated by sequence similarity, we do find that searching for broad               

functional categories shows that most composite genes carry out signalling and other            

cellular processing functions. This is in line with the evolution of phenotypic complexity such              

https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/PuUA+3Lt8
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/Qfvh+qbhx
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/ibVb
https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/bG2X
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as more cell types and complex tissue systems we find in a wide array across the animal                 

tree. 

 

In placing these gene remodeling events onto the species tree, some striking patterns of              

gain and loss were immediately evident, with high rates of secondary loss and the potential               

independent emergence of the same composite genes independently in different lineages.           

These patterns have significant implications for this thesis, but also have a wider impact on               

our understanding of gene family evolution. In Chapter 3 we sought to further assess the               

rates of homoplasy within these composite genes, and tease out the rates of secondary loss               

and parallel evolution of these genes. Using multiple methods to characterise each            

composite CHG we could group most of the composite CHGs into either multi-gain or              

single-gain events. Across each analysis we found a high incidence of the same composite              

gene emerging multiple times independently. This has clear implications for our study            

applying composite genes as phylogenetic markers. However, when we take the set of             

composite CHGs that fall into the single-gain set, we recover uncontentious nodes within the              

animal phylogeny with high support. With the single-gain subset of composite CHGs (i.e.             

those composite CHGs that do not have evidence of homoplasy), our analysis supports the              

Porifera-sister hypothesis. While this result is intriguing and suggests that filtered CHGs may             

have an important contribution to make to phylogenomics and to early animal evolution - we               

would also see it necessary to increase taxon sampling, particularly surrounding the root of              

the animal tree and of outgroup species. 

In order to accurately analyse patterns of gene evolution, a well resolved species tree is               

required. However, there are some key parts of AToL that remain unresolved. Untangling             

these major branching patterns within AToL, such as the primary emerging animal and             

bilaterian lineages, is essential for understanding the processes of major transition events in             

animals, gene family evolution, and other aspects such as speciation and extinction. In             

Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis we use a data driven approach to contribute to the resolution                  

of some of these difficult to resolve regions. Using patterns of presence and absence of               

composite CHGs of single origin supported the placement of Porifera as the primary             

emerging animal lineage. In Chapter 4 we took the application of “single gain events” to               

phylogeny reconstruction a little further, this time addressing the position of the            

Xenacoelomorpha within AToL. In this Chapter we look for consilience across single-gain            

composite CHGs and previously published phylogenomic datasets which had produced          

conflicting resulting topologies (Rouse et al. 2016; Cannon et al. 2016; Philippe et al. 2019).               

Ortholog assignment and the construction of orthologous gene families is an often            

https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/U0Jl+EV2B+o18B
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overlooked part of the phylogenomic workflow. While the importance of accuracy in defining             

orthology within a set of genes has been discussed extensively in the literature (Gabaldón              

2008; Salichos and Rokas 2011; Springer and Gatesy 2018), most phylogenomic studies            

often just use a single construction method, and do not test the validity of the gene families.                 

The penalty of misidentified orthology is large, and results in misleading topologies. We             

tested the effects of hidden paralogy present in orthologous gene families from previously             

published phylogenomic datasets on the resulting species topology using the newly           

published algorithm “Clan_Check” (Siu-Ting et al. 2019). Using the original gene families            

from each of the three publications, we found pervasive violation of known monophyletic             

clans across all three datasets indicating problematic orthology assignment. In each case            

the original studies had used only one approach to identify orthologous gene families, with              

the methods differing in each study. Enriching for orthologous genes in each of these              

datasets provided a better picture of the patterns of evolution at the root of Bilateria. While                

our enriched ortholog datasets recovered the same topologies for two out of the three              

studies (i.e. we recovered Nephrozoa hypothesis originally found by Cannon (et al. 2016),             

and the Xemabulacraria hypothesis originally found by Philippe et al. (2019)), we recovered             

a different topology in the reanalysis of the (Rouse et al. 2016) dataset, finding support for                

the Xemabulacraria hypothesis. Filtering phylogenomic datasets for the most informative          

gene families we do find increased support for an association of Xenacoelomorpha with             

Ambulacraria. Moving forward, it would be interesting to combine this analysis with a newly              

constructed dataset which assesses how specific approaches for ortholog gene family           

construction affects the resulting topology. Comparing software and methods may provide a            

more in depth insight into the gene family evolution that is being used to reconstruct the                

patterns of species evolution. Additionally, searching for composite genes in this newly            

constructed set of species may provide a more accurate depiction of the composite gene              

content within these groups and could provide useful makers to help resolve the placement              

of Xenacoelomorpha. 

 

Overall, we have provided an empirical assessment of the contribution of gene remodeling to              

new gene genesis in Metazoa. While our analysis is limited in taxon sampling, in particular               

for non-bilaterian and outgroup species, our study shows that this mechanism of novel gene              

genesis makes a significant contribution to the gene family repertoire in animals. Using novel              

approaches, applying network theory, we uncovered complex patterns of gene evolution by            

fusion and fission.  

 

https://paperpile.com/c/RmdQl3/XmeB+4hmo+5iyW
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Future analyses into comparing both composite and non-composite gene evolution may           

provide interesting insight into the modes and rates of evolution of these genes. Additionally,              

comparing the sequence dynamics of parent and composite genes, for example patterns of             

presence and absence, spatial proximity within the genome, shifting selective pressures, and            

differential levels of expression, could provide interesting insight into how gene remodeling            

occurs and how it impacts the subsequent evolution of the parent genes. This would require               

accurate annotation of both parent genes and composite genes within the same genome in              

order to compare the structure and evolution of these gene types. In our dataset we found                

only a small portion of composite genes that had retained parent genes within the same               

extant species. This suggests that analysis of this type would have to be carried out on                

younger composite genes, those present in specific lineages that emerged more recently, as             

these are more likely to be present along with their parent genes (Rogers et al. 2009).                

Furthermore, analysing the rate of remodeling following large genomic changes within the            

genome, for example after a whole genome duplication event, would be an interesting             

avenue of research to test the hypothesis that these significant changes within genome             

structure are correlated with higher rates of gene remodeling as we find in our results in                

Chapter 2. Similar to the previously outlined analysis, to get an accurate depiction of rate of                

remodeling following large genomic events recently diverging groups of species would           

provide key insights. The salmonid group is one such example, where another whole             

genome duplication event has occurred within the recently diverged group of fish, where             

annotating the mode and tempo of gene remodeling following these changes could be very              

insightful.  

 

While we find high rates of homoplasy within composite genes, there is a subset that may be                 

useful as phylogenetic markers. Ensuring appropriate taxon sampling and filtering for           

non-homoplastic characters is essential. We propose that composite genes         

(non-homoplastic) may be most powerful to use in combination with different data types and              

methods. Within the more traditional phylogenomic analyses, we believe that greater           

attention to ortholog assignment, and the effects of misidentification of orthology on            

topologies, is required to resolve outstanding issues within AToL. Recently, a significant            

focus has been placed on model misspecification and taxon sampling; in the future of              

phylogenetics greater emphasis should be put on taking a consilient approach using high             

quality data and new data types to resolve contentious nodes. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/X3Gqxj/28nY
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Conclusion 

To conclude, the rate and contribution of gene remodeling to novel protein coding gene              

genesis across the Metazoa is significant with a total of 13,632 gene families emerging in               

this way throughout animal evolution. We show that gene remodeling is intensified at nodes              

of major transition in animal evolution, suggesting it has played an important role in driving               

protein and perhaps phenotypic complexity. We characterised and compared the traits of            

composite genes versus non-composite genes. The highly homoplastic nature of composite           

genes has significant impacts on our understanding of protein coding gene genesis within             

animals with independent fusions occurring independently along the tree. Indeed the levels            

of homoplasy brought us to question the application of composite genes to phylogenetic             

problems. However, we have also shown that enriching for non-homoplastic composite           

CHGs allowed us to accurately reconstruct known topologies within AToL and address            

contentious parts of the phylogeny. Finally, using non-homoplastic CHGs and treating           

previously published datasets to strict ortholog filters we have been able to take a consilient               

approach to the issue of the placement of the Xenacoelomorpha within AToL. We conclude              

that previously published datasets constructed to address the placement of          

Xenacoelomorpha within AToL contain high levels of hidden paralogy. Removing these           

problematic gene families produces increased support for the controversial placement of           

Xenacoelomorpha within Deuterostomia. 
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